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ISOTR OPIZATION OF INHOMOGENEOUS CENTRALLY 
SYMMETRIC COSMOLOGICAL MODELS 
V .  A. Ruban and A. D. C h e m i n  
The observational resul ts  of extragalactic astronomy 11, 2/ indicate that 
large-scale distribution of mat ter  in regions grea te r  than 100 Mpc, which 
contain numerous clusters  of galaxies, is on the average homogeneous, 
nonstationary, and is characterized by Hubble's expansion law. It therefore 
seems that Fr idman's  cosmological models 13, 4/ on the whole provide an 
adequate description of the "smoothed" s t ructure  and the dynamics of the 
Metagalaxy in the present epoch and in the near  past. 
The maximum symmetry of the homogeneous isotropic distribution of 
gravitating matter  in general  relativity indicates that a pr ior i  Fridman's 
model, because of its exceptional features, may be expected to  describe 
even the ear l ie r  stages of evolution of the expanding Universe. However, the 
assumption of maximum symmetry of the Universe constitutes a far-reaching 
idealization even for the observable par t  - the Metagalaxy- and at i ts  best 
i t  is satisfied only approximately. Moreover, unlimited interpolation of the 
homogeneity and isotropy of the Universe into the past all the way to  the 
singular s ta te  constitutes an a rb i t ra ry  hypothesis, and there  is definitely 
room for  a diametrically opposite point of view, according to  which the 
observed high symmetry of the Metagalaxy is not an "inborn'l feature but 
ra ther  has been acquired a s  a resul t  of evolution from an essentially 
inhomogeneous and anisotropic s ta te  of lower symmetry.  This idea is 
supported by the absolute instability of Fridmanls contracting models 
under smal l  perturbations changing their  homogeneity and isotropy 151. 
Moreover, qualitative analysis of the dynamics of relativistic cosmological 
models with a rb i t ra ry  distribution and motion of mat ter  also shows that 
overall expansion in the eo-moving frame of reference should be accompanied by 
inevitable reduction of anisotropy (or at least  of some of the anisotropic 
features)  161, so that the absence of marked anisotropy and inhomogeneity 
in the Metagalaxy does not justify our ignoring the possibility of pronounced 
and significant anisotropy and inhomogeneity in the ear ly  stages of expansion 
of the Universe. A vivid illustration and direct  confirmation of this 
alternative description of the initial low- symmetry singular s ta te  a r e  
provided by special cases  of cosmological solutions of Einstein's equations 
/4, 7 - 10/ which constitute a wider family of homogeneous anisotropic 
models significantly deviating from Fridman's models in the early stages of 
evolution, near  the singular state, when the various directions in space a r e  
nonequivalent, and then gradually approaching Fridman' s models in the 
course of expansion and eventually acquiring the appropriate isotropy 
character is t ic  of the Metagalaxy. 
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In this paper, we intend to analyze a simple and well-known case of 
centrally symmetric cosmological models /3, 4, 11, 12/ in order  to i l lustrate 
the fundamental feasibility of an isotropic and homogeneous Metagalaxy 
evolving from a globally inhomogeneous and anisotropic singular s ta te  with 
infinite density and velocity gradients of matter.  The spherically symmetric 
case  is of particular interest  in cosmology, since a l l  Fridman's isotropic 
models a r e  spherically symmetric and the hypothesis of centrally symmetric 
distribution and motion of the gravitating matter  in the past constitutes a 
natural generalization, especially if  the Metagalaxy is considered a s  a 
bounded finite giant system with a strong relativistic gravitation field. We 
wi l l  only analyze the idealized version of the cosmological models of a dust 
sphere with zero pressure,  for which an exact analytical solution of the 
gravitation equations can be obtained /3, 4/ and the conditions of isotropi- 
zation in the course of expansion, when the sphere evolves toward 
Fridman's models, can be elucidated. 
The high isotropy of the cosmic radiation background (= zs 0.570, T = T 
3°K) /13/, if  considered within the framework of the "hot" model, indicates 
that the expansion of the Metagalaxy did not display pronounced anisotropy 
and inhomogeneity in the past, all the way to  red shifts of z=-= 10 /4/. 
Since the effect of radiation becomes negligible and the nonrelativistic 
mat ter  assumes the dominant role in field sources at  ear l ie r  t imes with 
z = 1000 - 100, inhomogeneous models in principle may isotropize in the 
la te r  stages of expansion, when matter  is in a state of f ree  motion in its 
own gravitation field and the effect of pressure and p res su re  gradients on 
the dynamics is ignorable (which is t rue for such a massive object a s  the 
Metagalaxy). Our group of isotropizing inhomogeneous dust sphere models 
with anisotropy and inhomogeneity rapidly diminishing with expansion 
therefore does not clash with the observed data and may be used as a point 
of departure for the analysis of more  realist ic inhomogeneous models of the 
ear ly  stages of Metagalactic evolution. 
h -ho 
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NEWTONIAN COSMOLOGY 
Consider centrally symmetric models of distribution and homologous 
motion of a gravitating dust-like medium with zero pressure.  We will first 
analyze the dynamics within the framework of Newtonian cosmology 1 6 ,  7 1 .  The 
Metagalaxy is a pr ior i  known to  be a relativistic object with a strong 
gravitation field (cp /c2-1, v=+ HR- C), and if it is a bounded finite system, 
its present-day boundary should l ie  inside Schwartzschild's sphere in the 
"expanding" T region /4/. However, because of far-  reaching similari ty in 
the local properties of relativistic and classical  models, which is 
attributable to the characterist ic features of spherical  symmetry /11,  14/, 
the main resul ts  for  the density and radial  velocity distribution 
of the ''dust'' in a general-relativist ic sphere (as in Fr idman's  homogeneous 
and isotropic models) /4, 15/ can be obtained in a simple way by combining 
Newtonian gravitation with the equations of c lass ical  hydrodynamics in 
Lagrange's form: 
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where M(p) is the current  total r e s t  mass  of the "dust" contained inside a 
"fluid" sphere of Euler radius  R(t, %), pis the density of the "dust, t is the 
absolute time, G is Newtonian gravitational constant. If mixing of different 
layers  and departure f rom continuity conditions a r e  ignored, the gravitating 
mass  M(;c) impelling the dust par t ic les  of a given spherical layer  will 
remain constant in this case of homologous motion of "dust" and it may be 
used a s  a convenient radial  Lagrangian coordinate. 
The first integral of the equation of motion (1) is the conserved total 
energy per  unit "dust" mass:  
and its sign differentiates between hyperbolic (E>O) and elliptical (E< 0) 
types of motion of the layer. The law of motion of the ''dust" in an a rb i t ra ry  
gravitating sphere may be derived in closed form by integrating (2). For  
the special case of parabolic motion (E= 0), the integration can be carr ied 
out in explicit form: 
whereas for  E(M) # 0 it is expressed by implicit relations of the form 
R(t,M) =IE(M)\)d(t.M), j ( g = @ j + e ,  a e-ltI, 
4 0 @[t -k(M)] - ~ ( ~ + ~ ) - % ! u ,  .(M) - - GFI 
0 iElg ' 
or parametrically using a convenient dimensionless t ime r )  = j* dt E;(t,lyTJ 
(4) 
Ideal spherical  symmetry of "dust" motion produces focusing and accumula- 
tion of particles a t  a point. Therefore,  a singular s ta te  is assumed to  exist 
a t  the center of the sphere R(t0, M) = 0, which is characterized by infinite 
density and infinite radial  velocity of matter.  It can be t reated a s  an 
idealization of the superdense initial state, the Metagalactic "protonucleus," 
and the integration constant t,(M) then can be interpreted a s  the t ime a t  which 
a particle of a given layer  left this central nucleus. 
In the hyperbolic case, when E(M)->O, 
the only type of particle motion is unbounded recession from the central 
singularity (O< r) <=e). 
In the elliptical case, when E(M)< 0, 
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the phase of outward motion ( O < q <  T )  also originates in the singularity, but 
a t  a finite distance Rma, = GR/I from the center the direction of motion is 
reversed and the particles fall back to the center. 
is thus limited by the pulsation period A =  -J*. 
tion of the "dust" density and radial  velocity in a nonstationary sphere is 
expressed by the relations 
IE I 
The lifetime of the center 
Ta The corresponding distribu- 
where for E(M) 0 
The parabolic case  E = O  is obtained directly f rom (3) by taking the limit 
a - 0: 
The general  solution of the Newtonian problem of centrally symmetr ic  
motion of "dust" in its own gravitation field depends on two essentially 
a rb i t ra ry  functions of the radial Lagrangian coordinate: the distribution of 
the specific energy E(M) or,  more precisely, of a combination of the form 
ao(M) =GM/ IEI3", and the t ime of collapse of particles of a given layer 
t&M). 
the "dust" density an&&%dial veloc% ?&.an aGbitrary inhomogeneous sphere: 
they a r e  res t r ic ted only by the most general  requirements ensuring 
homologous motion. For  the particular cases  
These functions account for a!l thk possible initial distributions of 
ao= - G ~ '  - const, to = const; E = 0, to= const (9) 
1 ~ 1 3 / ~  - 
the above solution reduces to  analogs of Fr idman's  cosmological models, 
which repcesent h_omogeneous spheres  with isotropic Hubble velocity field 
of "dust" V = H(t)R. In this exceptional case, there  is no particular point 
of the medium which may be regarded a s  the center R = 0 and this coordi- 
nate can be assigned to any element of the medium /4, 15/. 
of isotropy of the radial velocity field V=H(t)R o r  the equivalent requirement 
of homogeneous "dust" distribution p(t) = 3 (these two conditions a r e  
interrelated in a sphere)  unambiguously isolate these special Milne-MacCrea 
solutions with separable variables, R(t, M)=q (M)a(t). 
for the case of parabolic "dust" motion (E=O) leads to  the definition of 
The condition 
3M 
4irR 
The law of total energy conservation of a homogeneous gravitating sphere 
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3H2 
8n G cri t ical  density P k  = -, a well-known condition of quasi-Euclidean 
geometry of the Fridman universe, and the cases  of elliptical (E< 0 )  and 
hyperbolic (E> 0 )  isotropic expansion of a homogeneous dust sphere 
correspond to a closed (y>pk) and an open (p<pk) Fridman models, and 
moreover present a complete c lassical  analog of their  local properties. 
Near the central  singularity (R(t0,M) = O  for t -- t o (  M)), the energy integral 
E(M) does not affect the dynamics and in fact drops out from the leading 
t e r m  of the expansion of the general  solution (4) for R<c YE, - so that it 
coincides with the degenerate parabolic case  (3) with E=O. 
and the motion of "dust" in an a rb i t ra ry  sphere at the ear ly  stages of 
expansion is essentially determined by one a rb i t ra ry  function to(M). There- 
fore the simultaneous collapse of the entire sphere to the center  (to=const) 
in accordance with (9)  constitutes a case of quasi- isotropic motion with an 
asymptotic velocity field V =H(t)R, H = 2  / 3(t-to), and in the limit p -OW it 
leads to  a homogeneous distribution of "dust", whose density goes to  infinity 
a s p  
If different layers  do not collapse simultaneously (to(M) # const), the 
motion of "dust" near  the center is essentially anisotropic, and i t s  density 
goes to  infinity according to  a different law: 
The distribution 
1 / GnG(t-to)', just like in the Milne- MacCrea model. 
In accordance with this picture of successive collapse of the individual 
spherical layers, their  longitudinal dimension in the direction of the radius 
is stretched because of the increase in the relative acceleration of the 
particles in the gravitation field (a character is t ic  "tidal effect") and the 
amplitude of the inhomogeneity, expressed in t e rms  of the density gradient, 
increases  indefinitely. In particular, its behavior in the parabolic case 
(E=O) 
shows that in general  the inhomogeneity near  the center R(t0, M)=O varies  a s  
dt./dM L/, R - $  *,- --. L3M t - t, 
The expansion of the sphere may be treated a s  a simple reversa l  in time 
of its collapse, and the density and velocity distribution in the explosive 
phase repeats  in reverse  order  the variation of these parameters  during 
collapse. 
In case of simultaneous ejection of all the particles from the center 
(to= const, a "single explosion" of the protonucleus), the expansion begins 
with a homogeneous singular s ta te  and should involve a gradual growth of 
deviations from isotropy if  ao(M) = const: 
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The correction t e rm in the expansion may be interpreted a s  spontaneous 
creation and growth of inhomogeneity, together with the associated aniso- 
tropy of "dust" motion, a s  a resul t  of the gravitational instability of the 
homogeneous isotropically expanding sphere under spherically symmetric 
fragmentation in the parabolic stage of expansion with R<c Ro=GM/ IEI: 
The behavior of the general  solution (4)- (7) in the late stages of expan- 
sion, when t >>to(M), is determined pr imari ly  by the total energy E(M) of the 
"dust" and is 'relatively insensitive to  the form of the function to(M). Differ- 
ences in ejection t imes of the successive envelopes from the I'protonucleus" 
thus become insignificant a t  large distances f rom the center and do not affect 
the asymptotic behavior of hyperbolic motion. We thus conclude that the special 
c lass  of solutions corresponding to  the initial values 
represents  all the possible isotropizing models of a dust sphere, which 
evolve into homogeneous isotropic models in the course of expansion from 
an essentially inhomogeneous singular state. In the parabolic case (E=O, 
to(M)S const), the inhomogeneity amplitude (11) decreases  a s  LY-~'' during 
expansion, and if t>)to(M), the motion is isotropized and solution (3), (8) 
reduces to  a homogeneous plane model with damped smal l  perturbations of 
the form 
For hyperbolic expansion of the sphere with E> 0, a,=const, the ''dust" 
distribution is also homogenized, and small  deviations from the homogeneous 
isotropic background decay first according to  (14) a s  
a >> ao, as  a- '- 1 /t* although the two time dependences a r e  identical: and then, for 
In the asymptotic limit a-t-m, for vanishingly low density and constant 
inertial outward motion of the "dust" with E>O, these initially inhomo- 
geneous models of a sphere reduce to  Milne's open kinematic model / 4 / .  
In the case  of negative total energy E(M)< 0, the phase of overall expansion 
is of finite duration, of the order  of ao(M), and perfect isotropization is 
unattainable, although inhomogeneous models with to(M) << ao=const in the 
late stages of expansion (t>> to(M)) may approach arbi t rar i ly  close to a 
"closed" homogeneous isotropic model. 
a single a rb i t ra ry  functions a,( M), o r  to(M), and correspondingly isotropize 
during the collapse around a singular point or during the infinite expansion 
state, the dynamics may be treated a s  the case of nonlinear evolution of the 
For special c lasses  of inhomogeneous spherical models, which contain 
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ascending and the declining branch of a rb i t ra ry  spherically symmetr ic  
perturbations of "dust" distribution due to  gravitational instability in the 
homogeneous isotropically expanding medium. 
investigate the behavior of any density and radial  velocity perturbations 
in a sphere and, in particular, derive the classical  resul ts  of the growth 
of Jeans instability in isotropic models /4, 5, 1 6 /  f rom the exact solution, 
provided the variations in the initial values 6ao(M) and 6to(M) a r e  such that 
the deviations in density and velocity over a finite length of t ime from the 
original Fridman s ta te  a r e  small, i. e., 6 ? / ~ < <  1, 6V/V<< 1, where 
We can thus readily 
In the linear approximation, the inhomogeneity amplitude contains a 
growing (a,-,(M)# const) and a decreasing (to(M)Sconst) term: it increases  
only during the parabolic stage of expansion and goes to  a constant limit 
for hyperbolic inertial outward motion of the ttdust'r, when its gravitational 
interaction is negligible. 
effect on the growth of perturbations, whereas its collapse introduces 
substantial instability inthe model and leads to  a fas ter  infinite growth of 
inhomogeneity and small  velocity perturbations (including nonradial pertur- 
bations). The nonradial perturbations may become comparable with radial 
perturbations, thus increasing the nonsphericity and the instability of the 
ellipsoid figure under eccentricity- increasing forces  and transforming it 
into a disk / 17, 4 / .  
In the general  case of hyperbolic expansion of a sphere with a rb i t ra ry  
initial "dust" distribution (ao(M) # const, to(M) =const), the strong "inborn" 
inhomogeneity rapidly decays and the expansion reveals  a tendency to  iso- 
tropization, although the slowly growing Jeans branch (which is "frozen" in 
the inertial stage) prevents complete homogenization of the distribution of 
mat ter .  In the asymptotic region (amt -w) ,  where the "dust" particles 
move by inertia, hyperbolic expansion of any sphere becomes isotropic, 
and a slight residual density inhomogeneity is retained: 
Unlimited expansion of the sphere has  a stabilizing 
Because of the relationship between isotropization and dynamic instability 
in collapsing spherical  models, the resul ts  of l inear  analysis / 171 similar ly  
indicate that the hypothesis of spherical symmetry of density and velocity 
distribution in the ear ly  stages of expansion is not unavoidable and there  
may be a more general  initial inhomogeneous state, in particular a disk- 
shaped distribution /4/,  which is also isotropized both in the Newtonian 
and in the relativistic theory. 
RELATIVISTIC THEORY 
The local s imilar i ty  of relativistic and Newtonian spherical  models does 
not extend to  the global s t ructure  of these models: the classical  concepts 
of absolute t ime and Euclidean space a r e  c lear ly  inapplicable to  the 
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Metagalaxy, and we therefore have to  repeat our analysis within the 
framework of the general  relativity theory, additionally taking into consider- 
ation the possible existence of a nonzero cosmological constant A# 0 / 18 / .  
Spherically symmetr ical  inhomogeneous models of dust mat ter  constituted 
the subject of numerous studies and were analyzed from different points of 
view both in astrophysics (a bounded sphere)  and in cosmology (an infinite 
medium) /11, 12, 19-23! in connection with the problems of collapse, 
singularities, and formation of galaxies in the expanding Universe. 
know /3, 4, 11, 12/ ,  Einstein's field equations in the co-moving (and 
synchronous) f rame of reference of the "dust" with the metr ic  
As we 
where T is the intrinsic time,:* is the radial Lagrangian coordinate of the 
particles in the spherical layer, have an exact solutionwhich was derived 
by Tolman / 2 1 / :  
The first integrals a r e  - 1 <  f($)< M,  n(X)?O a r e  a rb i t ra ry  functions which 
define the distribution of the relativistic specific energy of the fldustll 
W(X)= \/i-TT and the active gravitational mass  of the sphere-the equivalent 
of its total energy; pr ime and dot denote par t ia l  differentiation with respect  
to  and t. 
equation in (19): 
The law of "dust" motion R ( T ,  X )  is defined a s  the integral of the dynamic 
in the general  case  A # 0 it  is expressed in t e rms  of elliptical functions 
/12 ,  1 9 / ,  and for A=O it is expressed by well known formulas in explicit 
or parametr ic  form / 3 /  s imilar  to  (3)-(6) if we take R=lf(X)1"2a(T, X )  
and set  Ro(r)=O, assuming T O ( X )  t o  be the time of collapse of the par t ic les  
of a given spherical  layer  a t  the singular "center" R(~ ,70 )=0 .  
Bondi- Lemaitre  solution (19)- (20) actually depends only on two physically 
significant functions a&) =2M / If1 
choice of the radial Lagrangian coordinate, the function f (X)  may be 
expressed in a canonical form, which only depends on its sign 
The Tolman- 
3/2 andTO(%), since in view of the a rb i t ra ry  
thus expressing the metr ic  and the distribution of mat ter  in the TBL 
models in t e rms  of this irreducible se t  of initial values for the gravitaging 
"dust" sphere, ao(x) and T O ( X ) :  
': The velocity of light and the Newtonian constant c =  G = 1. Einstein's constant ae= 8x 
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Degenerate quasi-Euclidean models with f =  0 correspond in (22) to  a= 
const, S ( x ) =  X ,  m(%)=y x3, and they contain only one essentially a rb i t ra ry  
function, TO(%): 
The radius  of a fixed spherical  "dust" layer  satisfies a Fridman-type 
equation, and the basic resu l t s  of the analysis of the dynamics of Fr idman's  
models fo r  A f 0 /18, 24/ and, in particular, their  classification according 
to  Robertson /25/ a r e  directly applicable to  the case of "dust" motion in 
inhomogeneous spherical models. These inhomogeneous models also can be 
classified according to  the general  features of expansion: oscillatory 0,, 
monotonic MI, Mz, and asymptotic A,, A,, al l  of which approach Einstein's 
static model with A = xp/2 in the course of expansion or, respectively, 
collapse. The t ime dependence a (z ,  x )  precisely coincides with the behavior 
of the scale factor in the corresponding Fridman models, and for A= 0 it 
can be expressed in parametr ic  form in t e rms  of Weiers t rass ' s  elliptical 
functions@z), C (z )  and 6(z) withthe invariantsgz=l/12,  g3=1/216-Aa$/88: 
where p(ye) =- 1 / 12, p= dp/dZ. 
isotropic Fridman models 
The TBL solution includes a s  a particular case the metr ic  of homogeneous 
which correspond to  a special choice of the initial conditions for the "dust" 
in the general-relativistic sphere: 
(26)  
a, = -=cons t ,  2 a n  c=const  ; j=  0. T,= const 
R ( 2 .  T) = a(%) Six), m ( x )  = $3 7x1 f c eS'(x) 
I f l# 
and, correspondingly, 
(27)  
Here, the,function S ( 3 )  differentiates between an open, a plane, and a closed 
model with spaces V3 of constant negative, zero, and positive curvature K =  
= k / a 2  according a s  E =  f 1, 0. 
in the TBL models ( p = p ( ~ I ,  ann)= YJJR') automatically ensures  separation of 
variables R(  X, T )  = S ( X )  a(T) and it therefore invariably presupposes isotropy 
of the Hubble tensor of deformation ra tes  (i. e., constant ra t io  of the 
circumferential distance R to the intrinsic radial  distance L(x)=ie  d z  =f- 
ow 
in the physical space V3 of the co-moving frame of reference of the "dust") 
and also isotropy of the local curvature of V3. which should be a space of 
constant curvature, although in general  it has a non-Euclidean anisotrcpic 
The homogeneous distribution of mat ter  
Y. w / z  d.4 
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and inhomogeneous geometry I l l / .  Thus, in the centrally symmetric 
case,  the spatial inhomogeneity, the isotropy of expansion, and the 
curvature of V3 a r e  all interdependent, although certain aspects of the 
anisotropy of models a re  nevertheless compatible with their  homogeneity / 6, I / .  
Einstein's equations in the co-moving frame of reference of the "dust" 
and their  solution for the spherically symmetric case reveal a far- 
reaching s imilar i ty  to the Newtonian dynamics of an a rb i t ra ry  sphere 
in Lagrangian form / l i ,  7 1 ,  and the TBL models admit of a quasiclassical 
treatment, provided we modify the interpretation of the constants in the 
dynamic equation (19), which i s  regarded a s  the equivalent of the Newtonian 
energy integral in the presence of an additional cosmological f o r c e F  = - A 1 3 
AR2 with the potential -. 6 
The main difference between the relativistic and the Newtonian models 
of a sphere i s  associated with the equivalence principle: in the general  
relativity theory, the active gravitational mass  of the sphere m(x)  = 
x 
= 4n/pR2R'd;i is represented by i t s  total energy, which for f =# 0 is dif- 
fereont f rom the overall res t  mass  of the "dust" M( l') = 47r/fIt2eW/2dg. 
It may include the intrinsic gravitational binding energy for f < O  (a  negative 
mass  defect 7.U< M),  o r  a positive excess of the kinetic energy of the "dust" 
for  f >  0, when m>Ivi. 
gravitation of the excess kinetic energy of the "dust" - characteristically 
emerge through the non-Euclidean character  of the co-moving space V3, 
since the relativistic specific energy W2 = 1 + f which character izes  the 
ratio of the active to  the intrinsic mass  of the spherical layer (a1 = WILT') 
a lso determines the geometry of the space sections r =  const I l l / .  In 
particular, the sign of the quasi-Newtonian energy f = 2E, which for A= 0 
differentiates between the different types of motion of the layer ,  is minus 
the sign of the local scalar  curvature of V3. 
kinetic energy of the "dust" a r e  comparable with the r e s t  mass ,  the non- 
linearity of the general  relativity theory becomes quite significant and 
leads to fundamental distinctions between the relativistic and the Newtonian 
model. These differences primarily affect the global properties, since 
the classical theory is locally applicable. 
example is provided by the case of "semiclosed" and closed Fridman 
models 14, 121, 
x 
0 
These nonlinear effects - the mass  defect and the 
In strong gravitation gields, when the potential binding energy or the 
In this respect ,  an instructive 
where the mass  defect of a layer may exceed i t s  res t  mass  (n/2<?!<n), 
thus leading to  a non-Euclidean topology of V3. Note that in Fr idman's  
open model (25), the contribution from the excess kinetic energy of the 
outward motion of the "dust" to  the active mass  m Z ( X )  =a0 sh3y for $>> 1 
3 sh2;r is grea te r  than the total res t  mass  of the observed matter  M( X )  = -ao(- 
4 2  and accounts for  the bulk of the total mass  - energy of the sphere: 
x )  
2 
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If we ignore the non-Euclidean geometry of the eo-moving space and 
identify the active mass  with the intrinsic mass ,  the local properties of 
the relativistic and Newtonian models of the dust sphere completely coincide; 
moreover,  the density and radial velocity distributions of the "dust" in 
these models coincide even for anisotropic collapse of the TBL models 
with T O (  X )  f const, when because of the non-Euclidean geometry of V3 
all the radial distances go to  infinity and all  circumferential distances 
shrink to zero, so that a "sphere" contracts t o  a line 131.  
be emphasized, however, that the classical  picture of spherical focusing 
of the particles from individual spherical envelopes at the center of the 
sphere i s  not entirely equivalent to  the relativistic collapse, when the 
par t ic les  reach the singular s ta te  p- co on the space-like hypersurface 
R( U,TO)  = 0, i.e., almost always simultaneously in an appropriate f rame 
of reference. Because of the global asymmetry of the "contracting" 
and "expanding" T-regions for R( X ,  T ) <  2@2( I), where all the causal 
phenomena propagate in one direction only (i. e.,  toward the "central" 
singularity or away from it,  in the outward direction), the anticollapse 
nf the sphere cannot be treated a s  a simple t ime-reversal  of i t s  collapse 
It should 
1 4 , w .  
Because of the analogy in the local properties of relativistic and 
classical  models of a sphere, the resul ts  of the Newtonian analysis remain 
valid and a re  directly generalized to  the general  relativity theory.* It is 
readily seen that a special c lass  of TBL solutions (19) - (24)  with the 
particular initial conditions a0 = const, T O (  X )  # const corresponds to in- 
homogeneous models of a sphere which a r e  isotropized in the course 
of expansion from a singular state with infinite matter density gradients 
and asymptotically approach in all their  observed properties to 
Fr idman's  homogeneous isotropic models. F o r  A 2 0, hyperbolic expan- 
sions MI, Mz, and A2  of a rb i t ra ry  inhomogeneous models of a sphere 
(ao( X )  # const, T O (  2) # const) also lead to  asymptotic isotropy of defor- 
mations and curvature of V3 in the presence of a slight ''frozen'' inhomo- 
geneity. 
becomes dominant, these models reduce to de Si t ter ' s  universe 1 7 1 .  In 
our model of the evolution of the Metagalaxy from a centrally symmetric 
inhomogeneous singular state, this general  case has certain advantages, 
a s  it is improbable that the distribution of mat ter  established at the end 
of the pressure-dominated phase (P # 0) will have the particular form 
needed for the perfectly isotropizing outward motion of the "dust .'I 
Lifshits's approximate solution 14, 5 /  for  weakly perturbed Fridman 
models in the ear ly  superdense and "hot" stages with P = €13,  which 
displays only one branch of long-wave Jeans density and velocity per-  
turbations slowly growing with expansion (6~/E-;'~-t 13) and reveals 
absolute instability of the isotropic homogeneous collapse under small  
perturbations in the distribution of mat ter  and the f ree  gravitation field, 
indicates that for P # 0 and in the case  without spherical symmetry,  
there  should also exist a sufficiently wide c lass  of inhomogeneous and 
anisotropic models which isotropize in the process of expansion. 
The spherically symmetrical  models considered this paper a r e  
applicable to  the expanding Universe with a globally inhomogeneous 
At the la te  stages of expansion, when the cosmological repulsion 
2 
* It is shown in /14/ that the TBL solution is not general and in the general relativity theory there is 
a special class of T-models of a sphere without classical analog. 
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singular state and also to  the Metagalaxy, when treated as a bounded 
realtivistic object which expands as a resul t  of the "big bang" f rom a 
superdense singular state - the "protonucleus" - whose very inhomo- 
geneity in  principle allows conversion of the internal energy released 
by  the hypothetical "explosion" into the kinetic energy of expansion. 
In accordance with the existing general  concepts of cosmogonic evolu- 
tion - both the traditional /4 /  and that developed by V. A. Ambartsumyan 
1 2 6 1  - we can propose two schematic models of the "big bang": 1) con- 
tinuous relativistic outflow of mat te r ,  which in  the process  of overall  
expansion is homogenized on a large scale while collecting into smal l  
condensations (galaxies and c lus te rs  of galaxies) as a resul t  of gravita- 
tional instability; 2)  ejection of D-bodies (mainly), which in the course  
of the i r  cosmological outward motion become distributed fairly uniformly 
and provide the bas i s  for the evolution of Metagalactic structure.  
In conclusion note that i f  the hypothesis of the essentially inhomo- 
geneous initial s ta te  of the Metagalaxy is applicable and isotropization 
indeed occurred at fa i r ly  late stages with z<  10- 100, observations of 
distant regions with sufficiently la rge  z should reveal large-scale in- 
homogeneity and anisotropy 1271. 
Gurevich, A.G. Doroshkevich, and Ya. E .  Zel'dovich for  the discussion 
of results and critical comments. 
The authors are grateful to  L.E. 
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FORMATION OF GALAXIES IN AN 
EXPANDING UNIVERSE 
A. G. Doroshkevich 
One of the striking features of the observable part of the Universe is 
the highly isotropic expansion and the homogeneous distribution of mat ter  
over large scales .  On a small  scale ,  however, the distribution of mat ter  
is distinctly inhomogeneous: s t a r s  c luster  in galaxies (mean density 
pg-10-24- 
form clusters  of galaxies (mean density J J , - ~ O - ~ ~  g/cm3, mass  
MC-lO1'- l O I 4  Ma).  
hierarchy - superclusters  with masses  MS-lOl4- 10" Ma - is doubtful, 
however / 1 , 2 / .  
the distribution of observable mat ter  in the Universe is roughly homo- 
geneous 131. 
The isotropic expansion and the homogeneous distribution of mat ter  
in the Universe a r e  also evidenced by intensity (or  temperature)  obser- 
vations of the relict background radiation. 
temperature  T = 2.7"K was discovered in 1965 by Pensias  and Wilson 
141. The interaction of this radiation with matter is very weak (the 
only interaction channels a re  Compton scattering and gravitation), so  
that it provides information about the large- scale  distribution and motion 
of mat ter  at distances beyond the range of modern optical astronomy. 
g/cm3, mass  Mg-lo8-  1O1'Ma), galaxies in their  turn 
The existence of the next higher stage in this 
Observations show that starting on a scale  of 50- 100 Mpc, 
Isotropic radiation with 
The red shift of the light emitted by an object z = T, where X is the 
wavelength of the incoming light and lo is the wavelength of the emitted 
light, provides an adequate characteristic of the distance to fa r  objects. 
The value of z is determined directly from observations of spectral  
lines. Once z has been found, we can determine the distance of the 
object (within the framework of the accepted cosmological model), the 
exact t ime of light emission, the mean density a t  the t ime of emission, 
e tc .  Thus, for example, 
The brightest galaxies a re  observed up to 2-0.2- 0.3; quasars  a r e  
observed up to z = 2.2  ( i .e. ,  up t o p =  3 3 9 , ) .  With regard to  relict 
radiation, the Universe is transparent at least  up to  z = z 9 ~ > 8 , *  i . e . ,  
t o  densities a factor of 730 a s  great  a s  the present-day mean density! 
perature  anisotropy of the relict radiation is - - rt (3f  1) 
p1 = y * ( i + ~ ) ~  (yeis the mean density at present). 
According to the observations of Par t r idge and Wilkinson 151, the tem- 
for angular 
AT 
T 
* z* depends on the mean density of the Universe a t  present and increases with diminishing density. z' = 8 
for the mean present-day density A= 2.10-29 g/cm3, which corresponds to the critical densiryji, = 
= 3Hi/87rG (Ho is Hubble' s constand. 
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resolution of about 15". 
of the relict  radiation carr ied out by Conclin and Brasewell / 6 /  and by 
Pari iski i  and Petunina / 7 /  give - X 2 
isotropy of motion and distribution of matter on a large scale in the Universe. 
A detailed analysis of the experiments intended to detect a possible aniso- 
tropy of the cosmological expansion w a s  given in 181.  The estimates of 
the possible degree of inhomogeneity in the distribution of mat te r  in the 
Universe according to these results a r e  given in 19,  101. 
and isotropic expansion leads to  Fr idman 's  cosmological model. 
model, advanced by A.A.  Fridman in 1922- 1924 I l l / ,  has been deve- 
loped in greatest  detail among the various currently available cosmo- 
logical models and it reveals adequate consistency with all the known 
observations. There  is one fundamental difficulty, however, and it is 
how to make Fridman's model consistent with the existence of galaxies 
and clusters  of galaxies. 
Within i ts  framework, 
the expansion began at a certain point in a state of infinite density (which 
is used a s  the zero point on the t ime scale).  
the classical  theory of relativity i s  evidently inapplicable: quantum effects 
a r e  not ignorable, and there  may be other factors which a r e  unknown under 
the standard present-day conditions. 
cate the probable l imits of application of the general  relativity theory: 
distance 1=(Gh/c3) /2= 10-33cm, time t = l / c ~ O . 6 .  loA3 sec,  density y = 
c5/G2h-10g3 g/cm3. When Fridman's model is extrapolated into the past 
of the Universe to t = 0 . 6 .  
geneous distribution of mat te r  near the singularity should be retained on 
a scale comparable with the horizon 1~ = ct, i. e.,  on a scale 1 2  
A natural solution to the problem of formation of galaxies under these 
conditions i s  provided by the fluctuation hypothesis, based on the assump- 
tion of smal l  deviations of the distribution and expansion of mat te r  from 
homogeneous and isotropic. 
A number of studies have been published recently which treated the 
problem of formation of galaxies assuming a breakdown of the Fridman 
theory in the early stages of expansion. These models remove some of 
the characterist ic restrictions of the Fridman model, and open new pos- 
sibilities for explaining the origin of galaxies and clusters  of galaxies. 
However, the breakdown of the Fridman model in the early stages of 
expansion involves a number of basic difficulties. The main thing is 
to  ensure that the early models have the Fridman model a s  their  limit 
and that they lead to a sufficiently low anisotropy of the relict radiation 
in  accordance with observations /5,6, 7 1 .  
since not any model will go to  Fr idman 's  model with t ime.  The second 
point is that the alternative models should ensure a sufficiently low 
content of helium ( l e s s  than 30% by weight) and the heavy elements in 
the Universe. 
tions of the cosmological model from Fr idman 's  model, since according 
to  Thorne / 1 2 /  anisotropic models may lead to  an entirely different 
chemical composition of the protostellar matter (with helium accounting 
for  more than 50% by weight). Finally, we should prevent the formation 
of objects liable t o  collapse in the ear ly  stages of expansion and large-mass 
The observations of the small-scale anisotropy 
AT 
T 
These data point to  excellent 
The assumption of homogeneous distribution of matter in the Universe 
This 
Fr idman 's  model is a non- steady-state model. 
Near this singular point, 
Dimensionality considerations indi- 
1 
sec,  the isotropic expansion and the homo- 
c m .  
This  is a significant point, 
This requirement also r e s t r i c t s  the permissible devia- 
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objects with densities much higher than the mean density of galaxies 
(yg- g/cm3),  No such objects are observed a t  present and 
their  existence (in numbers) would involve considerable difficulties. 
models. At present, very few simple cosmological models differing f rom 
Fridman's  model are known / 8, 131. These models a r e  based onthe assump- 
tion of homogeneous distribution of mat ter  and they do  not consider the 
formation of galaxies. 
in Fr idman's  model within the framework of the fluctuation hypothesis. 
Suppose that in the initial phase of expansion (e.g., for t-10-43 sec) ,  the 
distribution of mat ter  slightly deviates f rom the homogeneous distribution. 
Tracing the evolution of this perturbed Fridman's model into the future, 
we can t r y  to account for the formation of galaxies and clusters  of galaxies 
a s  a result  of these small  perturbations of Fr idman's  model. The problem 
thus falls  into th ree  interrelated parts:  
1) the origin of the initial perturbations in the ear ly  stages of expansion; 
2)  the evolution of perturbations in the course of expansion; 
3) the formation of galaxies and clusters  of galaxies. 
At this stage, only the solution of the second problem is available. The 
These restrictions severelyl imit  the gamut of the permissible cosmological 
In this paper, the main emphasis is placed on the formation of galaxies 
evolution of perturbations against the background of Fridman's homogeneous 
model was considered by Lifshits in 1946 1141. 
a s  a result  of the application of the general  to Fr idman's  "hot" model were 
discussed l a t e r  by various authors 18,  15,161. 
In Fr idman's  "hot" model, four types of perturbations are possible: 
1. Adiabatic perturbations of density, velocity, and metr ic .  
2 .  Entropy perturbations of density, velocity, and metr ic .  
3 .  Rotational perturbations of velocity and metr ic .  
4. Metric perturbations of the type of gravitational waves. 
In an expanding Universe, gravitational waves a r e  evanescent. Rotational 
Specific features arising 
perturbations also decay during expansion. Perturbations of these types 
cannot affect the formation of galaxies in Fridmanls model. The attempt 
to  use rotational perturbations as the mechanism of formation of galaxies 
involved rejection of Fr idman's  model in the ear ly  stages of expansion / 1 7 / .  
tion of baryons against the homogeneous background of radiation. 
Entropy perturbations a r e  associated with perturbations in  the distribu- 
These 
log fyears 
G 
F 
The growth of perturbations i n  Fridinan' s "hot" 
model. 
I 
perturbations a r e  "frozen" at the stage 
E? > > e m  (e? is the radiation energy 
density, Em is the matter energy 
density) and begin developing only 
af ter  the stage of hydrogen recombrna- 
tion, where the interaction of radiation 
with matter h a s  become weak. 
The development of the adiabatic 
perturbations of density, velocity, and 
metr ic  in the course of expansion 
depends on the scale of the perturba- 
tion. 
adiabatic perturbations is illustrated 
by the figure. 
terized by the combined r e s t  m a s s  of 
The evolution of entropy and 
The scale of perturbation is charac- 
28 
the baryons encompassed by the perturbation. 
off the horizontal axis. 
the singularity instant. 
of hydrogen (the same time approximately corresponds to the condition 
This i s  the variable laid 
The vertical axis gives the t ime reckoned from 
The t ime t = tl  corresponds to the recombination 
~y -em). 
The line AFEFG corresponds to  the Jeans wavelength - the boundary 
separating the instability region (to the right of this line) from the stability 
region. 
grow in proportion to  time 6p/y-t (on constant scale), whereas to  the left 
of the line AB acoustic oscillations of constant amplitude occur. The line 
C D  l imits  the range of dissipative processes  associated with Comptcn 
scattering of photons by electrons. To the right of the line CD, the dissi- 
pative processes  a r e  insignificant, whereas to  the left of this line density 
perturbations decay exponentially with time. 
Jeans  wavelength therefore falls steeply. 
difference between entropy and adiabatic perturbations. 
t o  the left of this line. 
In the ear ly  stages of expansion, the growth of perturbations was affected 
by the neutrino viscosity and other processes .  These processes ,  however, 
were significant on a very small  scale, and apparently they could not affect 
the formation of galaxies in Fr idman's  model. 
we can relate  the pertcrbations occurring near  the singular point to the third, 
nonlinear stage of formation of galaxies - the phase when the perturbation 
becomes comparable with 1 and the perturbation theory does not apply. 
However, before proceeding with a discussion of the nonlinear phase of 
formation of galaxies, let u s  examine what we know about the origin of 
perturbations and their  amplitudes near  the singular point. 
hypothetical compression phase which possibly preceded the expansion 
phase. According to this conception, the inhomogeneities a rose  in the 
compression phase, remained intact during the transition through the 
singular point, and subsequently proceeded evolving according to  the laws 
discussed above. The transition through the singular point has  been the 
subject of numerous studies in recent years, but no great success  has 
been achieved so  fa r  in this direction. 
therefore still  highly uncertain. 
without resorting to  an ear l ie r  compression phase. 
instance, that the homogeneity i s  only a statistical phenomenon. This  wi l l  
automatically lead to density perturbations b N / N - l f i ,  where 6N is the 
perturbation in the number of particles in a volume containing N particles. 
Lifshits 1141 noted that for a mean densi tyj-10l4 g /cm3 (which corresponds 
to  the nuclear density), these perturbations a r e  insufficient for  the forma- 
tion of galaxies. 
a r e  postulated for t - 
large and will lead to  formation of separate objects with masses  M-1057M0! 
There is still another approach possible to  the problem of initial per-  
turbations. A perfectly homogeneous distribution of matter can be assumed 
To the right of the line AB, the adiabatic density perturbations 
After recombination, the radiation pressure can be ignored, and the 
For  t> t l ,  there  is no obvious 
All  density per- 
turbations grow in proportion to t"' to  the right of the line EFG and decay a s  t- '/E 
Given the laws governing the growth of perturbations in Fr idman's  model, 
One of the possible points of view associates the perturbations with a 
The status of this theory is 
Another point of view cal ls  for the construction of initial perturbations 
We may assume, for 
It is readily seen, however, that if  such perturbations 
sec ,  J - log3 g/cm3, they will be excessively 
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to s ta r t  with, but there  a r e  random velocities associated with the temperature.  
This  wi l l  naturally lead quite soon to  density perturbations, but they will be 
insufficient for the formation of individualized galaxies. Incidentally, note 
that all the requirements imposed on the shape and the amplitude of the 
initial perturbations a re  borrowed from among the properties of quantum 
fluctuations of a degenerate Fermi  gas, whereas there  is no reason what- 
soever to  assume that such fluctuations indeed a r i s e  in Fr idman's  "hot" 
model. 
The parameters  of the initial perturbations a re  arbi t rary to  a considerable 
extent and they have to  be fixed so  a s  to ensure the best fit of the final 
resul ts  of the theory with the current  outlook on the Universe. 
of galaxies in Fr idman's  model is highly complex, a s  it involves nonlinear 
effects. 
various phenomena and order  of magnitude estimates of the final resul ts  
116, 17, 191. 
mation concerning the clusters  of galaxies and the intergalactic medium. 
three Jeans wavelengths I (see figure): I, before recombination corresponds 
to  masses  M- 
masses  M* 10"- 1013 Ma, and finally A 3  after recombination corresponds 
to  M Z  l o 5  M,. 
for t > t l .  Let us  relate the masses  corresponding to  1, x2, 3, with 
the observed mass  distribution of galaxies and clusters  of galaxies. 
adiabatic perturbations a r e  small  on the corresponding scale because of 
dissipative effects. The origin of galaxies in Fridman's model was p r e -  
scribed to  these perturbations in 116, 191; 
by Harrison in connection with the theory of charge- symmetrical  Universe 
1201. These attempts meet with a number of objections in view of the 
latest estimates of the probable density and temperature of the inter- 
galactic gas  121 /. According to Harr ison 's  theory, the perturbations 
a r e  close to unity at the t ime of hydrogen recombination 1221, at variance 
with observations. A fur ther  attempt to  apply the entropy perturbations 
was recently made by Peebles, who associated the mass  M=105M0 with 
globular c lusters  in galaxies. 
at this stage. 
The adiabatic perturbations in Fridman's model a r e  associated with 
two characteristic masses ,  10"- l O I 3  Mo and 101'M,. The la rger  
of these masses  may be possibly related to  the hypothetical superclusters  
of galaxies. 
of the mass  of la rge  galaxies and small  c lusters  of galaxies. It is there-  
fore worthwhile to  t r y  and construct a theory of formation of galaxies and 
clusters  of galaxies using this  particular mass .  The development of this 
theory meets with certain difficulties. 
c lus te rs  of galaxies from a homogeneous metagalaxy poses a number of 
questions. 
in the Universe which is observed in the form of galaxies. 
mean density of mat ter  concentrated in galaxies is close toJ,-5 10-31g/cm3. 
There is thus no satisfactory theory of initial fluctuations at this stage. 
The third part of the problem of the formation of galaxies and clusters  
The treatment is generally confined to qualitative analysis of the 
In particular, this is due to the la rge  uncertainty in our infor- 
The theory of the evolution of perturbations in Fr idman's  model yields 
10'' M,, A, in the dissipation range corresponds to  
No other wavelengths exist in the hydrodynamic theory 
The mass  M- lo5  M, is significant for entropy perturbations only, since 
a s imilar  attempt was made 
The validity of these attempts is not c lear  
The smaller  mass  is in good agreement with the est imates  
The formation of galaxies and 
One of the main questions is to  determine the exact proportion of mat ter  
The observed 
30 
The mean density of the intergalactic field has  not been determined so fa r .  
The las t  es t imates  give an upper limit of p-(2- 6 )  - 
density. In other words, the galaxies should contain no l e s s  than 10- 20% 
of the total mass  of the Universe. 
f rom the point of view of the theory which prescr ibes  the formation of 
galaxies to  small  density perturbations. There is a possibility, however, 
that future observations will yield a lower density estimate for  the inter- 
galactic gas .  
The second question is how we a r e  to  determine the mass  distribution 
of galaxies and clusters  of galaxies. The use of the characteristic mass  
M-10"- l O I 3  Mo in the theory gives some hope of finding a successive 
answer to this question. 
The third question of the theory demands that we account for the 
observed rotation of galaxies and, possibly, c lusters  of galaxies. In the 
theory under discussion, no eddy velocities a r e  observed in the ear ly  
stages of evolution and all the random velocities a re  potential. This, 
however, is quite consistent with the rotation of galaxies and clusters  
of galaxies. 
that the rotation of galaxies may be partly related to the "embryonic'l 
rotation which develops when a cloud condenses from a medium with 
random potential velocities and partly to the existence of a quadrupole 
moment in galaxies, which makes the galaxies spin through gravitational 
interaction with other galaxies. 
explored, but nevertheless they appear quite promising. 
Still another problem a r i se s  in connection with the magnetic fields of 
galaxies and clusters  of galaxies. So fa r ,  there  is no theory which could 
account for  the observed magnetic fields a s  a byproduct of the formation 
of galaxies. A s  a result, the existence of an "embryonic" magnetic field 
in the Universe had to be suggested. Cosmological models with a homo- 
geneous magnetic field were constructed and the compatibility of the 
cosmological magnetic field with Fridman's  model was proved 1241.  It 
is by no means clear ,  however, that this  approach is without alternative. 
Theoretical  predictions a r e  still  difficult to  compare with observations, 
because the la t ter  a r e  distorted by secondary effects - various ejection 
processes ,  explosions, etc. Powerful explosive processes  a r e  observed 
in the immediate vicinity of quasars  and radio galaxies. There is some 
evidence that the significance of these processes  was even grea te r  in 
the past 1 2 5 1 .  
observed properties of galaxies and clusters  of galaxies 1241. 
vations of the distant quasars ,  for  example, point to  a vanishingly 
smal l  density of neutral intergalactic hydrogen gH$ g/cm3.  On 
the other hand, according t o  the fluctuation theory of the formation 
of galaxies in Fr idman's  model, the mean density of intergalactic 
gas  may hardly fall  below the mean density of the galaxies, i . e . ,  
f-10-3' g/cm3. The gas therefore should be very hot (T = 106"K). 
Powerful energy production processes  a r e  needed to  achieve this 
heating of the intergalactic gas .  
Secondary explosive processes  a r e  probably also responsible for 
the currently observed expansion of the peripheral regions in c lusters  
of galaxies. 
is of the order  of 1000 km/sec,  the c lus te rs  measuring 1- 3 Mpc across .  
g/cm3 for this 
This  is quite a substantial proportion 
This problem was considered in 1231, where it was shown 
These suggestions should be further 
These processes  may largely be responsible for  the 
Obser- 
The observed velocity variance of the galaxies in c lusters  
31 
If the c lus te rs  are maintained under steady- s ta te  conditions, their  m a s s  
should be severa l  times greater than the observed mass of the constituent 
galaxies /1,26/.  The expansion of c lus te rs  cannot be  described as residual 
cosmological expansion, either,  since the clusters  expand at a much faster 
rate than the Universe as a whole. This  expansion of c lusters  is possibly 
associated with powerful energy release processes  at the center of the 
clusters .  
been accomplished in the theory of formation of galaxies in an expanding 
Universe, there  are sti l l  many unanswered questions. Fur ther  theoretical  
and observational work is needed. 
In conclusion we should emphasize that although cer ta in  advances have 
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THE SEPARATION OF GALAXIES INTO THE HALO 
AND THE DISK SUBSYSTEM 
L. E: Gurevich a d  A.  D. Chemin 
A s  is known, our Galaxy is one of the extensive c l a s s  of spiral  galaxies 
and it comprises a slowly rotating halo subsystem and a rapidly rotating 
disk subsystem. Theoretical  interpretation of the formation of these sub- 
systems from the original protogalactic cloud meets  with ser ious difficulties. 
The disk and the halo a r e  of comparable sizes,  and this  is hardly com- 
patible with the assumption that in view of the different shape and rotation 
velocity of these subsystems, they originated as a result  of different degrees 
of compression of the original clouds. On the other hand, the assumption 
that the protogalactic cloud "from the start" contained two components 
rotating with different velocities is unacceptable because in a gas  such 
differential velocities will rapidly level out. The suggested solution of 
the problem presented in this paper is based on the concept of elastic and 
inelastic evolutionary processes  in  concentrated gravitational systems.  
In a gravitational system consisting of numerous particles,  collision 
processes  of two types a r e  possible: direct (or,  a s  we say, contact) col- 
lisions and gravitational interaction between particles as a result  of close 
encounter . 
A system with prevalent gravitational interaction as a result  of close 
encounter will evolve in a characterist ic manner which, according to  11- 3 1 ,  
is specified by the following processes .  
characterist ic evaporation t ime i f  approximately two o rde r s  of magnitude 
the mean t ime between encounters. 
compression, so that i t s  dimensions decrease in proportion to the square 
of the number of particles.  
3 .  If the system rotates,  the evaporating particles c a r r y  off a cer ta in  
angular momentum, which exceeds the mean angular momentum of the 
system particles.  A s  a result ,  the rotation velocity diminishes, and the 
system becomes progressively more spherical a s  a result  of evaporation. 
Evolution of this  type will be called elastic (in reference to the relevant 
particle interactions, which a r e  elastic collisions), o r  evaporational. 
A system in which contact collisions predominate undergoes so-called 
inelastic evolution. Contact collisions a r e  of necessity inelastic, and the 
kinetic energy of the colliding particles is expended in i r revers ible  pro- 
cesses ,  in  particular, separation of gas  which falls  to the center of the 
system o r  to the equatorial plane. 
1. The constituent particles gradually evaporate f rom the system. The 
2 .  Simultaneously with particle evaporation, the system undergoes 
In this  inelastic evolution, no evaporation 
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is possible, and the total angular momentum is thus conserved. 
compression of the system in this ca se  does not produce a m o r e  spherical  
shape. 
and also in systems consisting of s t a r s  and g a s  clouds. 
processes  may have played an important role in the formation of the halo 
and the disk subsystems of our Galaxy. 
stage when it was separated into gas  clouds of different masses ,  ranging 
in all probability f rom lo4- lo6 to 10" solar masses .  
m a s s  of the protogalaxy in this stage was somewhat higher than the m a s s  
of a standard galaxy, and the specific (per unit mass)  angular momentum 
of the protogalaxy was close to  the specific angular momentum of the disk 
subsystem. 
present-day density. 
small clouds was roughly one half of the m a s s  of the entire protogalaxy, 
and that the large clouds (with masses  of up to 1 0 ' o M ~ )  occupied about 
10% of the volume of the protogalaxy. 
problem whose analysis c lear ly  falls  beyond the scope of the present 
paper.  
spectrum: I )  initial turbulence in the protogalaxy, 2)  differences in the 
differential rotation velocity of the protogalaxy in different par ts ,  3) unequal 
r a t e  of gravitational condensation in different par ts  of the galaxy, possibly 
due, e.g., t o  differences in the r a t e  of cooling o r  t o  differences in the 
magnetic field strength. 
Small clouds, regardless  of their  origin, would fairly rapidly develop 
into s t a r  clusters,  which would then break up into individual stars. The 
high r a t e  of s t a r  formation in the small  clouds may be due, in particular, 
t o  their  high transparency to  radiation and the smaller  significance of 
differential rotation in small-sized objects. At the same time, the l a rge  
clouds would retain their  gaseous structure.  
separation into s t a r s  would apparently be a much slower process,  since 
their  opacity and differential rotation would interfere with gravitational 
condensation. 
The subsequent evolution of the protogalaxy was governed by two 
processes:  elastic interaction of s t a r s  and s t a r  c lusters  with large 
gas  clouds in  close encounters and inelastic interaction of colliding 
gas  clouds. 
of evolution. It led to  evaporation of some s t a r s  and clusters  and pro- 
duced a certain loss of angular momentum in the s t a r  subsystem. This 
system compressed and became progressively more spherical, a s  it 
follows from the general  theory /3 f .  
over the gravitational interaction in encounters. Since the l a rge  gas  
clouds compressed relatively slowly, the inelastic collisions persisted 
for a long t ime and led to the separation of large masses  of gas  f rom 
the clouds. 
however. 
The 
Evolutionary processes  of both types occur in concentrated star systems 
Note that these 
We will s tar t  our examination of the evolution of a protogalaxy from the 
Suppose that the 
The density of the protogalaxy was '/lo- of the standard 
Further  suppose that the combined m a s s  of the 
The origin of the mass  spectrum of the gas  clouds is an independent 
We will only point t o  some factors which could produce t h i s m a s s  
Their compression and 
The elastic interaction process  predominated in the initial stages 
In the subsystem of g a s  clouds, contact collisions markedly prevailed 
The total  angular momentum of the entire gas did not change, 
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The separating gas ,  in addition to  i t s  regular rotational velocity, a lso 
had random velocities directed toward the axis. 
velocities, according to  the common point of view 14 J ,  leads to  the pre- 
cipitation of the separating gas  onto the equatorial plane of the protogalaxy. 
In addition to  gas  separation, the dissipation of the kinetic energy of the 
clouds led to  the compression of the entire gas  subsystem. 
took place simultaneously with the previously considered compression of 
the s t a r  subsystem. 
of the s t a r  subsystem gradually diminished, and eventually this evolution 
virtually stopped. 
m a s s  precipitated to the plane of symmetry and a disk was thus formed. 
The fraction of the mass  of the gas  clouds which managed to  condense 
into s t a r s  before falling to the plane of symmetry and which underwent 
partial evaporational evolution lost some of i t s  angular momentum and 
formed the intermediate subsystems. 
The model of the evolution of a protogalaxy explains i t s  separation 
into subsystems not only qualitatively, but also quantitatively (to orders  
of magnitude). In particular, it  is seen that the compression of the s t a r  
subsystem and the s t a r  c lusters  to  one half the original diameter w i l l  
halve the rotational velocity, whereas the compression of the gas  sub- 
system by the same factor will increase i t s  rotation velocity - roughly 
by a factor of 2 .  
of contraction of the protogalaxy should markedly increase, and by the 
t ime the system reaches the present-day standard density, the disk would 
spin at 4- 5 t imes  the velocity of the halo. These a r e  in fact the dif- 
ferences in  rotation velocities observed in our  Galaxy. 
Elastic and inelastic evolution processes  in a system consisting of 
s t a r s  and gas clouds probably played an important role in the formation 
of galaxies of various morphological types, whose origin is attributable 
to  the variety of conditions (specific angular momentum, particular in- 
homogeneities, e tc  .) prevailing in the initial protogalactic clouds. F o r  
example, fo r  specific angular momenta substantially l e s s  than the angular 
momentum of our Galaxy, the relevant processes  would apparently lead 
to  the formation of an elliptical, and not spiral ,  galaxy. 
The decay of these random 
This process  
A s  the gas  clouds deteriorated, their  contribution to  the elastic evolution 
In the gas  subsystem, a substantial fraction of the total 
The difference in the rotation velocities in the process 
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CLUSTERS OF GALAXIES AND THE 
COSMOLOGICAL EXPANSION 
A.D. Chemin  
Clusters  of galaxies a r e  giant cosmic formations consisting of tens ,  
hundreds, and sometimes thousands of galaxies s imi la r  to our  Galaxy. 
A substantial number of such objects a r e  known; they a re  dispersed at 
large distances f rom u s  and recede with velocities proportional to  their  
distance. Some of these c lus te rs  have been studied in some detail, and 
the observation data permit making definite conclusions regarding their  
character is t ic  properties. 
character .  Unlike s t a r s  and galaxies, c lusters  have a positive energy 
and a r e  in  a s ta te  of expansion. 
authors 12 1) reached this conclusion by analyzing the relationship between 
the vir ia l  mass  M and the luminosity of the clusters .  
The vir ia l  mass  of a gravitational system is the mass  that can be 
computed from the mean velocity v of the constituent particles and the 
radius R of the system: 
A fundamental property of c lusters  is probably their  non- steady-state 
Ambartsumyan /I/ (and la te r  other 
2v2R Mv = -G ’  
where G is the gravitational constant. 
For  steady- state gravitationally bound systems, the v i r ia l  mass  is 
equal t o  the t rue  mass .  This  constitutes the basis of the method for 
determining the mass  of a galaxy from measured velocities of the stars 
and i t s  s ize .  
Taking the ratio of the v i r ia l  mass  to the luminosity fo r  the individual 
galaxies in the cluster fg and for the cluster  a s  a whole fc = %L we find 
that fc is never less than fg, and in  most cases  i t  is actually much higher 
than fg. 
example. 
Since the total luminosity of the cluster  L is N t imes  the luminosity of an 
individual galaxy, and the t rue  mass  of the cluster M is N t imes  the mass  
of an individual galaxy, f g  is evidently equal t o  the ratio MIL.  
since fc  = 
t rue  mass  of the cluster, which is evidently l e s s  than Mv. Hence it 
follows that the kinetic energy of the cluster  Ek?Mv2=M- G‘v is grea te r  R 
L ’  
To understand the significance of this  rule, consider a simple 
Let a c luster  consist of N identical galaxies with the same fg. 
Now, 
is grea te r  than fg, MV clearly does not coincide with the L 
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GM* in absolute magnitude than the gravitational potential energy EG'- -. 
The ratio of the two energy components is Ek zNI,,f, > 1. The same 
resul t  (with fg replaced by its mean value) clearly can be obtained i f  we 
extend our example to the case of a rea l  cluster consisting of different 
galaxies. 
For the largest  c lusters ,  fc is of the order  of 500 o r  even 700 Mo/LO 
(Mo and Lo a r e  the m a s s  and the luminosity of the Sun): fg  in its turn is 
different for galaxies of different morphological types, ranging from a 
few units to several  tens. It would therefore seem that the kinetic energy 
of the largest  c lus te rs  is roughly a factor of ten grea te r  than the absolute 
value of the potential energy: 
The unusually high value of the ratio f c  = - for  c lus te rs  thus leads 
R 
lEGl fg 
E,- 10 I EG I . 
Mv 
L 
to  the conclusion that their total energy E = Ek + EG is positive. 
that in principle it could be inferred that the clusters  of galaxies contain 
some nonluminous mass .  However, i t s  presence in the large quantities 
required to  satisfy the relation Mv = M cannot remain undetected / 3 , 4 / .  
in the cluster: f c  steadily increases  from small  groups, where it is close 
to  fg, to rich clusters ,  where it reaches maximum values 15 ,  6 1 .  According 
to  the above, this signifies that the non-steady-state behavior of the c lus te rs  
becomes more pronounced (on the average) a s  their  mass  increases .  
What is the origin of the tremendous kinetic energy of the clusters?  
This is an obvious question, and without first finding a c lear  answer to  
i t  we wi l l  not be able to  comprehend other, finer properties of c lusters  
(a  detailed review of these properties will be found in 1 7 1 ) .  
Note 
A certain correlation is observed between fc and the number of galaxies 
EXPLOSION OR CON DENS AT ION 'i 
There a r e  two common approaches to the problem of c lus te rs  of 
galaxies. 
attributable to  a number of explosions of superdense protostellar 
objects (D-bodies) which prior to the explosion had remained in a dor- 
mant frozen state. Each explosion event leads to a fragmentation of the 
D-body into a number of fragments, which then sca t te r ,  propelled by 
their  initial velocities. Each fragment then develops into a galaxy, 
undergoing in i ts  turn an active fission process with ejection of smaller  
fragments.  According to this  conception, c lusters  of galaxies a r e  in 
a state of decay: a strongly bound system - the superdense object - 
is being converted into a f ree  system. 
Another more popular point of view considers the clusters  of galaxies 
to  have formed by compression under the gravitational forces of a raref ied 
cloud of appropriate mass ,  with a density substantially lower than the 
observed mean density of the clusters .  The compression of the proto- 
c luster  is accompanied by i t s  breakup, for reasons of thermal  or gravita- 
tional instability, into individual fragments which gradually develop into 
galaxies through further compression. 
According to  Ambartsumyan 111, the origin of c lusters  is 
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Thus the formation of c lusters ,  according to one model, i s  associated 
with outward motions, whereas,  according to  the other model, it i s  associ- 
ated with inward motions. If the evolution indeed proceeds through compres- 
sion, there  a r e  no forces  capable of reversing the compression and con- 
verting it into expansion. It is moreover c lear  that initial compression 
is feasible only i f  the total energy of the protocluster is negative. 
is apparently no evidence suggesting that the sign of the total energy has 
changed for  some reason, e.g., due to nuclear reactions. 
formed by compression of a rarefied gas  cloud wi l l  either continue shrinking 
o r  will develop to steady-state conditions. In the la t ter  case,  it should have 
a regular  spherical or elliptical shape. 
This  picture of evolution is inconsistent with some empirical  data about 
c lusters  and primarily with two basic facts: the positive energy of the 
c lus te rs  (which has been f i rmly established by now) and the conspicuously 
nonspherical shape of most c lusters .  
the explosion hypothesis has distinct advantages compared to  the hypo- 
thesis  of gravitational condensation. 
consistent with the above facts; the only additional assumption required 
is that the energy of the explosion is sufficiently high to  ensure an excess 
of the kinetic energy of the fragments above the overall potential gravita- 
tional energy. In t e r m s  of morphology, i r regular  systems of ejections 
and je t s  a r e  more likely in the case  of explosion than a regular  spherically 
symmetr ic  motion. 
Note that the concept of D-bodies formulated more than ten years  ago in 
connection with the problem of c lusters  has been extended since to a number 
of other non-steady-state effects  in cosmic systems, such a s  the activity of 
galactic nuclei and the outward motion of s t a r s  in associations. 
although covering a wider ground than originally, the concept met with a 
number of ser ious difficulties in i t s  development in depth. 
of the D-bodies still remains uncertain; we do not know what forces  main- 
ta in  them in a superdense state; what a r e  the factors triggering their  frag- 
mentation and what a r e  the sources  of the explosion energy. No solution to 
the difficult problem of the angular momentum has been found. Pikel'ner 
/ 8 /  has noted that the angular momentum of spiral  galaxies is somewhat 
higher than the angular momentum of a compact fragment of the same mass  
and momentum which cannot exist a s  a bound system with a substantially 
smal le r  radius (the centrifugal forces  would t ea r  it apart in this  case) .  
There  
A cluster which 
With regard to these two aspects, 
The explosion hypothesis is obviously 
However, 
The exact nature 
THE KINETIC ENERGY OF CLUSTERS AND 
COSMOLOGICAL EXPANSION 
The contradictions of the traditional condensation approach, the dif- 
ficulties encountered in the D-body hypothesis, and the understandable 
des i re  to check all  the alternative possibilities encouraged the search 
for  new ideas, not necessarily related to  explosion and condensation. 
One of the alternative approaches is suggested by a comparative analysis 
of th ree  cosmic objects: a galaxy, a cluster  of galaxies, and the Meta- 
galaxy - the largest  formation in  the Universe, which incorporates all 
the observed galaxies, c lusters ,  and any other matter enclosed in this  
volume. Galaxies, a s  we know, a r e  stationary (steady-state) bound 
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systems.  Clusters ,  on the other hand, a r e  nonbound expanding systems.  
The Metagalaxy is evidently a non-steady-state object in a s ta te  of expan- 
sion, a s  is evidenced by the famous cosmological red shift. This com- 
parison hints at a possible genetic relation between the expansion of the 
clusters  and the expansion of the Metagalaxy. 
meaningful smooth transition from an individual stationary galaxy and an 
almost stationary group of several  galaxies through the markedly non- 
steady-state c lusters  of medium scale  to  the highly non-steady-state large 
clusters  and, finally, the expanding Metagalaxy. Recently, the existence 
of this smooth transition was further accentuated by the work of I .  D. 
Karachentsev /6,  9 / ,  who analyzed a large volume of observation mater ia l .  
What is the "linkage mechanism" between the clusters  and the Metagalaxy7 
To answer this question, we have to consider, at least  in general  outline, 
the evolution of the metagalactic medium from distant past to  the present 
epoch. 
expansion of the Metagalaxy were characterized by high temperature,  
high mass  density, and high radiation density. 
in their present form naturally could not exist under these conditions. 
All  matter was thoroughly intermixed, and this s ta te  of affairs persisted 
apparently until the temperature has dropped sufficiently because of 
expansion, and the mass  density has reached a level corresponding to  
the present-day density of galaxies g/cm3).  One must not 
believe, however, that pr ior  to that t ime the metagalactic medium was 
completely homogeneous and isotropic, apart from statistical fluctua- 
tions. 
galactic medium must have had a definite s t ructure  quite ear ly  in i t s  
evolution a s  a result of certain deviations from isotropy and/or homo- 
geneity. This  s t ructure  changed with the variation in the physical char-  
acter is t ics  of the Metagalaxy a s  a whole and, finally, it reached the 
present level. 
epoch a r e  the density inhomogeneities - galaxies, c lusters  - with their  
proper motions. 
The evolution of metagalactic s t ructure  is one of the fundamental and 
hitherto unsolved problems of theoretical astrophysics /12, 13/. 
even before the construction of a comprehensive theory, we can advance 
some simple general  considerations unrelated to special assumptions 
and models. 
pregalactic s t ructure  could have disengaged at a cer ta in  stage those 
objects destined to  evolve into the steady-state galaxies from the overall 
cosmological expansion. 
would be switched off for some reason o r  other. 
could happen, but the mechanism turning off the cosmological expansion 
need not have been restr ic ted to  galactic masses:  it could operate on a 
la rger  scale, encompassing masses  of the order  of a c luster  mass .  On 
this scale, however, the cosmological expansion is more significant (it 
increases  in proportion to  the scale) and the particular mechanism would 
not be able to  extinguish the expansion completely, only reducing the cor -  
responding velocities. 
We can t race  an apparently 
It has been firmly established / l o /  that the ear l ies t  phases of the 
Stars  and s t a r  systems 
As  we know from the classical resul ts  of Lifshits / l l / ,  the meta- 
The elements of the metagalactic s t ructure  in the present 
However, 
One possible line of reasoning is the following. The development of 
Within these objects, the cosmological expansion 
We do not know how this 
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If the formation of c lusters  is indeed associated with the slowing-down 
of the overall cosmological expansion on an appropriate scale, the clusters  
expanding at a slower rate  than the Metagalaxy a s  a whole will grow pro- 
gressively more isolated and their  density should progressively deviate 
f rom the density of the Metagalaxy. 
expanding, a r e  not in a process  of decay and actually continue forming. 
This  hypothesis naturally explains why the clusters  of large mass retain a 
more pronounced non- steady- state character .  
The expansion of the c lus te rs  thus may be regarded a s  a residual 
cosmological expansion. The same conclusion also emerges from a 
more detailed analysis, assuming the existence of turbulent motion of 
mat ter  and radiation in the pre-galactic stage /14, 1 2 / .  
velocity is damped down in this model by hydrodynamic instabilities. 
According to the above assumption, the kinetic energy of a c luster  is 
essentially identical with the energy of the cosmological expansion. We 
do not know what the exact reasons a r e  for the expansion of the Metagalaxy, 
what caused the initial acceleration, and where the energy came from. 
There is no doubt, however, that the expansion is a significant, r ea l  effect 
which can be observed with our instruments. If we were to  establish a 
relationship between the clusters  and the Metagalaxy, observations of the 
propert ies  of c lusters  would shed light on the properties of the Metagalaxy 
a s  a whole. 
f rom the fact that the ratio of the vir ia l  mass  to luminosity for  c lusters  
significantly exceeded the ratio expected for a steady- state system. 
kinetic energy of a cluster Ek is substantially la rger  than the absolute 
value of the potential energy EG. 
not bound and it inevitably expands. 
the preceding discussion. 
of c lus te rs  is associated with cosmological factors and therefore does 
not require  any particular relationship between the kinetic and the potential 
energy. The main contribution to  the kinetic energy derives from the 
residual cosmological expansion. 
to  mass  (and hence to  potential energy) may be quite different in different 
non-steady-state cosmological models,  Fo r  this reason, the excess of 
the kinetic energy above the absolute value of the potential energy is by 
no means an automatic consequence of expansion. In principle, there  may 
exist non-steady-state expanding clusters  even i f  Ek< l E ~ l .  
naturally would be a very elusive effect.) The positive energy of the cluster  
indicates that the kinetic energy of cosmological expansion of the particular 
mass  f rom which the cluster  formed originally exceeded the absolute value 
of the gravitational potential energy. 
cosmological model with hyperbolic expansion. 
If we adopt this particular model, we can evaluate the mean density of 
mat ter  p in the Metagalaxy. 
consisting of given particles, the ratio of the kinetic energy to  the absolute 
value of the potential energy is equal to  the density ratio pc/p,  which is 
independent of the radius of the sphere (9. = - 2 lo-'' g /cm3 is the 
cr i t ical  density, H is Hubble's constant). This  ratio should not be l e s s  
This  implies that the clusters ,  although 
The cosmological 
The non- steady- state character  of the clusters  was originally deduced 
The 
A system with such kinetic energy is 
According to  our  assumption, the expansion 
Let u s  compare this conclusion with 
The relation of these expansion velocities 
(This 
This is possible only in an open 
Indeed, in the open model, for any sphere 
3H2 
87r G 
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than the rat io  Ek/ l E ~ l  in the r ich clusters.  
(see above) Ek-10 I EGI,  and this gives for the density 
For  the largest  c lusters  
p' k[pc-10-3* g/cm3. 
This estimate is fairly uncertain because of inaccuracies in  the deter- 
mination of the mass/luminosity ratio. Nevertheless, a positive total 
energy of a cluster - under the above assumptions - definitely supports 
the open cosmological model with a density close t o  the density of all 
luminous matter spread throughout the Universe. This result  is con- 
sistent with some theoretical arguments /15/ and also with new empirical  
estimates of the density of the intergalactic medium / 1 6 / .  It is note- 
worthy that the cosmological model with this particular density has a 
number of properties which make it stand out (also for other reasons 
unrelated to c lusters)  among the great variety of Fr idman models with 
various values of the parameters  /17,18/ .  
The above estimate of the mean metagalactic density apparently can 
be regarded a s  a positive result  of the assumption of the cosmological 
origin of the expansion of clusters.  
questions relating to  the internal s t ructure  of clusters.  
refers to the correlation between cluster type and morphological constitu- 
tion: why is it that i r regular  and spiral  galaxies prevail  in i r regular  
clusters,  and elliptical galaxies in regular c lus t e r s?  Since the forma- 
tion of galaxies and clusters  is attributable, according t o  the above, to 
a common factor - e. g., hydrodynamic instability - this correlation 
seems to be fairly understandable. Turbulent hydrodynamic motions 
will preferentially result  in systems with considerable inhomogeneities 
and internal motions, ra ther  than regular formations. This corresponds 
t o  the observed prevalence of irregular c lusters  consisting of i r regular  
and spiral  galaxies. 
requires a separate  interpretation, which apparently can be devised only 
within the framework 01 a more detailed and comprehensive system. 
No such theory exists at  this stage: t he re  a r e  only general qualitative 
considerations based either on the explosion hypothesis, or on the gravita- 
tional condensation model, o r  finally on the above assumption of the cosmo- 
logical origin of the expansion of clusters.  
is essentially concerned with different particular aspects of the real 
c lusters ,  and therefore they possibly supplement one another, without 
being mutually exclusive. 
tion accounts for the existence of systems of galaxies with negative total 
energies (along with the positive-energy expanding clusters) ,  which could 
have evolved along the lines described for a condensing gravitationally 
bound gas cloud. 
among low-population clusters .  
well-known cases  of powerful explosions in galaxies, which are accompanied 
by the ejection of l a rge  masses  and sometimes even compact blobs of 
mat ter ,  presumably reminiscent of dwarf galaxies. There is no need t o  
prescr ibe these explosions to  hypothetical D-bodies, but these effects 
show that some expanding clusters  containing few galaxies could have 
This assumption will probably yield answers to a number of other 
This pr imari ly  
The existence of a certain number of regular  c lusters  
Each of t he  th ree  approaches 
Indeed, the hypothesis of gravitational accelera- 
The proportion of these systems is apparently not sma l l  
On the other hand, we are familar with 
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formed in principle as a resul t  of active processes  in the nucleus of the 
parent galaxy. 
of superclusters ,  whose possible existence is supported by observational 
evidence) are not unlike the dynamics of the Metagalaxy, and the  kinetic 
energy of these systems apparently may be regarded as the residual 
energy of the cosmological "bang." It would also seem that the mean 
density of the  largest  c lusters  and superclusters  is markedly less than the 
cr i t ical  cosmological density, as is proper f o r  sys tems with a positive 
total  energy which expand as a resul t  of cosmological factors.  
I would l ike to  acknowledge the help of A. G. Doroshkevich, I. D. 
Karachentsev, I. D. Novikov, and L. M. Ozernoi, who discussed the 
problem and offered a number of critical comments. 
Finally, the dynamics of the largest  c lusters  (and also 
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EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE 
GRAVITATION THEORY IN COSMOLOGY 
A. M .  Finkel'shtein 
There a r e  currently a number of gravitation theories which predict 
the four known effects of general  relativity. This circumstance discloses 
st i l l  another aspect of cosmology as a suitable tool for  the verification of 
the various competing gravitation theories. For gravitation theories 
which a r e  conceptually independent of general relativity, cosmology is only 
one of several  checking alternatives, whereas for theories which in a sense 
constitute a generalization of the general relativity theory, cosmology 
provides the only ground for  detecting possible differences between locally 
indistinguishable theories. However, the construction of a cosmological 
scheme which would yield resul ts  amenable to experimental verification 
(primarily in the field of extragalactic astronomy) requires a number of 
general  assumptions regarding the structure of the Universe which extend 
beyond the framework of the particular gravitation theories. 
some general cosmological principle is needed. 
Robertson and Walker /1/ showed that the met r ic  which admits a s  the 
isometry group the six-parametric Lie group of continuous transformations 
with space-like three -dimensional paths may be written in particular i n  
the form 
In short, 
where d6'= dr2+ r2 (sin2edcp2+dB2), R(t) and k = f  1,0 determine the sign and 
the scale of the Gaussian curvature of the space-like simultaneity hyper - 
surface x =  const, and x0 = ct is the world time. A universe (the space-time 
continuum) described by a l inear element (1) has a homogeneous and 
isotropic spatial part  at  any instant of the world time xo (the restricted 
cosmological principle), and the simultaneity hypersurfaces a r e  
geodesically parallel. 
as it is defined by the restricted cosmological principle does not coincide 
with the conception of a homogeneous and isotropic Metagalaxy as formulated 
in extragalactic astronomy, since the latter only uses  observations covering 
the section of the surface of the past light cone corresponding to the world 
line of the Earth-bound observer,  i.e., the simultaneity hypersurface. The 
cosmological postulate thus should be considered as an independent principle, 
and all the consequences of the postulate may be regarded as potential 
verifications of the principle. 
Note that the conception of an isotropic Universe 
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Robertson and Hoyle and Sandage / 2 /  proposed a method which made i t  
possible to derive expressions for  some observational relations of extra-  
galactic astronomy in the form of expansions in powers of a small  pa ra -  
meter,  without using any field equations o r  resorting to any hypotheses 
concerning the present-day state of matter:  the only start ing point w a s  the 
expression for  the l inear element (1). The same approach, though a much 
simpler technique, can be used to construct a scheme for the derivation 
of the observational relations in the form of expansions which are 
subsequently linked up with various gravitation theories, without integrating 
the corresponding field equations. 
emission. 
Let L be the bolometric luminosity of a point source at  the time of 
Then the observed bolometric luminosity wi l l  be 
E. 
where S n l =  sin&/&, 1= fdR/RR is the world angular distance, R =  
= dR/dx", and the subscript 0 here  and in what follows indicates that the 
corresponding parameters  r e fe r  to the present  epoch. 
in powers of the small  parameter R- Ro, assuming R(t) to be an analytical 
function near  xg. Retaining t e r m s  of the o rde r  (R - R d 3  - z3 and. introducing 
as the main parameters  to be determined Hubble's constant Ho= Ro/Ro, the 
retardation parameter 90 = -RoRo/R& the factor characterizing the sign and 
the scale of curvature of the surface x' = const -k/Ri, and the parameter 
70 = Ro/Ro, we obtain 
W e  expand RoSn 1 
Inserting (3) in (2), changing over to stellar magnitudes, and writing out 
the appropriate expansions, we obtain an expression for the observed 
dependence of the apparent stellar magnitude on the red shift (designated 
b b o l r  z l ) :  
where M = -2.5 loglo4nL is the absolute s te l lar  magnitude. 
to Hubble's l inear law z = HOD= B, where D = 100.2(mboi-M). 
regarded as a representation of the r ed  shift phenomenon, is a direct  
consequence of the form of the l inear element, being independent of any 
other factor.  
Robertson's formula 121. 
the curvature of the space par t  of the model and, like Hubble's law, i t  is 
of pure kinematic origin, being independent of and unrelated to any field 
equations. 
parameters  k/R," and 70 determines the corrections to Hubblels law may be 
fixed by choosing a particular gravitation theory and a particular hypothesis 
regarding the equation of state of matter in the present epoch. It is this 
t e r m  which wil l  probably enable u s  in some cases  to distinguish between 
the competing gravitation theories. 
The t e r m s  in (4) proportional to z and z2 constitute small  corrections 
Hubble's law, 
To t e r m s  of the order  of z, relation (4) coincides with 
The la t ter  formula is independent of the sign of 
The t e r m  in (4) which is proportional to z2 and contains the 
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A similar  procedure leads to "kinematic" expressions for other famous 
relations of extragalactic astronomy: 1) the dependence of the number of 
sources  vs .  the red  shift, [ N , z ]  
where pert is the number of sources  pe r  unit volume, and Q is the number 
of degrees squares  on the observation sphere, and 2 )  the dependence of the 
apparent angular parameter  vs. the red shift [e,, 21, 
where 
measurable, it is advisable to replace the z in (5) and ( 6 )  with the bolometric 
distance. Since D = - Snl and 
is the l inear  size of the sources  in the local system of coordinates. 
Since galaxies are still observed when the red shift is no longer 
R20 
R 
we can invert (7)  and eliminate z between (5) and (6 )  to obtain an expression 
for the observed number of sources  vs. bolometric distance dependence 
[N, Dl : 
N = * p u i 3 5 3  [ 4  -3(i + ~ J T j  + ( '4 3 +5%: + 
9 ( 8 )  
+ t 9: - 3 h R,? HC2 - 3 Z. Hi3)De J 
and for the angular source diameter vs. bolometric distance dependence 
[e, ~ 1 ,  
6, = $ . H , ~ - 4 [ C I + ~ ~ + ~ ( k ~ , Z R , - 2 + ~ o H ~ 3 - 2  +59,)3*]- (9)  
Before proceeding with particular theories of gravitation, o r  more 
specifically with those of Einstein and Hoyle, we have to  make one basic 
remark.  The region of small  z, where the approximate relations apply, 
evidently does not cover all the possibilities of observational cosniology. 
Moreover, for  objects with la rge  z, the cosmological effects a r e  the most 
pronounced. 
derivation of the observational relations is no longer applicable and rigorous 
integration of the field equations is needed, which in most cases  constitutes 
a highly complex problem. The simple approximate expressions, which can 
be derived without integration of the field equation, may nevertheless be 
used for  choosing between the different conceptions of gravitation. For 
Einstein's field equations with a cosmological te rm and a hydrodynamic 
energy - momentum tensor, the equation of state of mat ter  + radiation has  
the form 
In this case, however, the "kinematic scheme" for the 
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A similar  procedure can be applied to relations using the bolometric 
distance. 
the relations expressed in t e r m s  of D). 
contain the parameter k/Rg and, second, these relations contain only two 
parameters  (in addition to A )  which have to be determined, whereas the 
known exact relations obtained for  A = 0 contain three fundamental 
parameters  / 3 /  and the resulting accuracy of estimates is much lower. 
For the two limiting cases  W;:. = 0 (a model with mat te r  without 
p re s su re )  and M':. = 0 (a model with radiation) we have 
We wish to emphasize two points regarding these relations (including 
Firs t ,  these relations do not 
which leads to expressiofis for  the observational relations which a r e  
entirely analogous to (11)- (13) .  
associated with these relations cannot indicate which of the two components- 
mat te r  o r  radiation (or both) - plays the leading role in the Universe in the 
present epoch. Clearly this conclusion is exactly applicable only to 
observations related to relatively near sources.  
thus valuable because in principle they enable u s  to find the values of e,, and 
A without imposing particularly restrictive assumptions on the equation 
of state of matter in the present epoch. 
Hoyle /4 /  proposed gravitation equations which in a sense constitute 
a generalization of Einstein 's  field equations (they were supplemented with 
a creative tensor, defined by the field of unit vectors orthogonal to the 
congruence characterist ic of geodesics). W e  know that for the case k =  0 
and p = 0 Hoyle's equations have a particular integral R = exp - , where 
B =  3H,, which defines the me t r i c  of the Bondi-Gold steady-state 
Universe 151 .  Since for a steady-state Universe qo= -1, this conception 
hardly fi ts  the observations (especially if  selection effects are ignorable). 
However, this possibility nevertheless exists in more general models 
corresponding to the solutions of Hoyle's equations fo r  kf 0. 
this case for p =  0 
The la t ter  point signifies that observations 
Relations (11)- (13) a r e  
r",tc) 
Indeed, in 
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wemayalsohaveasolutionwithqo>O ( i n f % o = - 3 / 2 ) .  Inserting (1~5)in(4),  we 
obtain, in  particular,  a n  expression for the observational relation 
[rnbOl, zl : 
For  9.. = 1 .O - 1.5, there  is a definite possibility of making the brightness 
data (at least  f o r  the nearest  sources)  consistent with Hoyle's theory. 
t e rm m:-mf= (so- 3+-AHGZ) which character izes  the difference between 
the relations [mbol, z]  in Hoyle's and Fridman's  theories may prove to  be 
relatively large f o r  cer ta in  q0 and A ,  so that start ing with z > 0.2 - 0.3 the 
detailed differences between the two theories may be detected with the 
ZOO-in. telescope 1 6 1 .  
for  Hoyle's theory containing a generalizing A-term and expressed in  a 
general covariant form. 
of Dicke and Jordan 171. 
of observational verification of these theories remain unaffected. 
The 
4 
3 
A s imi la r  method can be applied to determine the observational relations 
This procedure also can be applied to  the theories  
The general conclusions regardingthe possibilities 
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EJECTION OF GAS FROM STARS IN THE L A T E  
STAGES OF EVOLUTION 
G. S. Bisnovatyi-Kogan 
Stars  lose some of their  mass  apparently in all stages of evolution. 
Observations reveal an efflux of mass  from the Sun (the solar wind) / l / ,  
f rom hot 0 and B s t a r s  1 2 1 ,  from red and yellow giants and supergiants 
1 3 1 ,  i. e.,  mass  i s  ejected both from young s t a r s  (the f i rs t  two categories) 
and from s t a r s  in the late stages of evolution (the red giants). An example 
of objects which lose mass  at a high ra te  is provided by planetary nebulae, 
which a r e  currently regarded a s  s t a r s  far  advanced in their evolution, and 
destined to  evolve into white dwarfs. 
or not the s t a r  loses  a significant portion of its mass  during its l i fe t ime.  
Observations yield certain estimates for the ra tes  of mass  loss. 
of mass  loss  for the solar  wind is 10"- lo1' g / sec  111, which is equal to  
M,/years (where Mo is the solar mass) .  Since the evolutionary 
scale  of the Sun i s  of the order  of l o 9  years ,  solar-wind ejection is evidently 
of no importance in i t s  evolution. The hot s t a r s ,  according to  Morton 1 2 1 ,  
lose up to lo-*-- M,/year, which is more significant; the lifetime of 
these s t a r s ,  which have masses  of about 30 M,, generally does not exceed 
lo6- l o 7  years .  Of the greatest  evolutionary importance in this  category 
is the loss of mass  by the red giants, which may reach, according to 141, 
The importance of mass  ejection in s te l lar  evolution depends on whether 
The ra te  
Molyear,  and by the planetary nebulae. 
In addition to  direct observations, there  a r e  indirect theoretical con- 
siderations which establish the great evolutionary impact of mass  ejection. 
It seems that after the nuclear fuel has  burnt up, the s t a r  will quietly cool 
down and terminate i t s  evolution a s  a cold s t a r .  We know from the modern 
theory of cold s t a r s  / 5 /  that their  mass  does not exceed 1.2M, (for white 
dwarfs) and 1.6M, ( fo r  neutron s t a r s ) .  
frozen s t a r s  with a radius close to  the gravitational radius for the cor- 
responding mass .  The evolution into a neutron or a frozen s t a r  is 
accompanied by an eminently nonstationary process of the type of super- 
nova explosion. The masses  of observable stars reach up to  100 M,, 
and the frequency of supernova explosions is therefore expected to be 
such a s  to  account for the las t  stages in the evolution of the sufficiently 
massive s t a r s .  
a distinct shortage of these phenomena: their  frequency is approximately 
This discrepancy can be eliminated either by assuming a "silent" non- 
stationary process, which does not produce any immediately observable 
Large-mass s t a r s  collapse into 
And yet the s ta t is t ics  of supernova explosions reveals  
of the number predicted from evolutionary considerations 13 J .  
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effects, which is not very likely, o r  assuming that the loss of mass  in the 
course of evolution is effective to such an extent that most massive s t a r s  
eventually evolve into white dwarfs. 
W$)p 
GENERAL PROPERTIES O F  HYDRODYNAMIC EJECTION 
escapes to infinity. The process  of 
ejection may be regarded a s  steady- 
state, since the ratio of the partial 
derivative a /& to the convective 
derivative ua /a r  is equal to  the 
inverse of the ratio of the evolution 
t ime tev to  the t ime it takes the 
flowing matter  to cover the charac- 
ter is t ic  s ize  of the s t a r  R/u,  which 
----- 
'? 
t 
We wi l l  only consider the loss of mass  during the quasi-stationary stage 
of evolution, without dealing with explosive mass  loss processes .  
Mass ejection during the quiet stage of evolution is caused by processes  
which occur in the outer envelopes of s t a r s .  
mass  (some 97- 9970) i s  in a state of static equilibrium, the outer envelope 
is in a state of outward hydrodynamic flow. 
is produced by this hydrodynamic outflow of solar matter; the coronal mass ,  
however, is so negligible that it can be ignored in t e r m s  of evolution. 
a red giant, on the other hand, up to  370 of its mass  may be tied up in hydro- 
dynamic ejection processes .  
nificant for evolution, which should be considered in t e rms  of a model with 
a static core  and a hydrodynamic envelope 1 6 ,  71.  In this, a s  in the totally 
static case,  an unambiguous model can be constructed. The general  equa- 
tions describing the outflow of s te l lar  matter a r e  the equations of hydro- 
dynamics. They a r e  valid since 
in all the known cases  the particle 
Whereas the bulk of the s te l lar  
The solar  corona, for example, 
In 
The mass  losses  in this  case a r e  highly sig- 
f path length 1 is l e s s  than the system dimensions L. The ejected matter  
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equations change discontinuously, and two singular points are obtained, 
one where uZ-(aP/?& is equal to  the isothermal  velocity of sound and 
the other for  r = 00, T = 0, p =  0. If we further allow for viscosity, 
we a r e  naturally left with a single singular point, the one at infinity. 
Although the properties of the equations change markedly when dissi-  
pative processes  are introduced, the solution passing through the singular 
point and satisfying the boundary conditions is a continuous function of 
the parameter  191. Ejection from s t a r s  of various types is characterized 
by  different processes  of interaction with radiation and different ejection 
mechanisms. 
EJECTION FROM STARS NEAR THE 
MAIN SEQUENCE 
The mean optical density Z of the solar  wind and of the ejection f rom 
early-type stars is close t o  zero,  although in individual l ines it may approach 
unity. 
t e r m s  - viscosity and heat conduction. 
contribution from viscosity is small  compared t o  the contribution f rom 
heat conduction. 
mat te r .  
the supersonic flow and decelerating the subsonic flow 1 3 ,  101. 
tion also produces a cer ta in  acceleration of the gas flow due to  pressure  
i n  spec t ra  l ines I l l / .  
is the non-thermodynamic heating of the base of the corona. 
In this  case,  the equations of hydrodynamics are used with t ransport  
In a completely ionized gas.  the 
Radiation is not in  thermodynamic equilibrium with 
It leads t o  local cooling of the ejected gas,  thus accelerating 
Radia- 
The factor responsible for  the outflow of mat ter  
MASS LOSSES OF STARS IN LATE STAGES 
O F  EVOLUTION 
The mat te r  ejected from red giants and planetary nebulae is in  equilibrium 
with radiation (t>> 1) throughout the main ejection region, the cr i t ical  point 
tncluded. 
significantly dependent on the opacity 
of matter. In this  case, mat ter  is in 
Therefore the propert ies  of ejection and its very existence are  
ae 
7 
A 
thermodynamic equilibrium with r adia- 
tion, and an important contribution is 
due t o  the radiant heat conduction, 
whereas  the effect of viscosity is 
negligible /7,9/.  
equilibrium only i f  i t s  luminosity /5/ 
is less than some cr i t ical  luminosity 
Red giant 
A star may be  in  a s ta te  of static 
(Eddington's condition) LLL, = **, 
where ae is the opacity. If we draw 
a qualitative plot of opacity as a func- 
tion of the s t a r ' s  radius,  we obtainfor 
stars with M -30 M, the curve shown in 
Figure 2 /1 ,2 / .  
FIGURE 2. A qualitative curve of the o p a c q  of a 
star in the la te  stages of evolution. 
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It is clear from Figure 2 that while on the main sequence z is always 
relatively small ,  so  that L,< Lc, the opacity in the red giant stage steeply 
increases  because of the significant cooling of the s t a r ' s  envelope, which 
produces a zone of incompletely ionized hydrogen. 
also increases  by a considerable factor, and hydrodynamic ejection begins 
1 7 1 .  
ejection, but in the outer layers  the convection is highly nonadiabatic and 
may transport  only a small  fraction of the heat flux / 7 / .  
mass,  the smaller  is the density of the surface l aye r s  and the l e s s  effec- 
tive is the convection. 
helium has begun burning. 
ejection at this stage and the static evolution continues. 
mass ,  the l e s s  important is the external convection. 
t o = ,  also depends on the ratio L/M. It follows from the theory that on 
the main sequence L-M3 o r  even -M4 for small  masses ,  and therefore 
the ratio L/M increases  with increasing m a s s  in this  range. 
sequence it is equal to -5 
131. Thus, the l a rge r  the mass,  the smaller  is the increase in opacity 
and luminosity needed to initiate ejection. 
other hand, the hydrodynamic ejection of the relevant type will begin a t  
substantially later stages of evolution. 
Computations of the static evolution of s t a r s  also lead to ejection. If 
the velocity is formally ignored in the equations and the envelope is con- 
sidered as static even for L > L c ,  we a r r ive  at glaring contradictions: a 
strong inverse density gradient develops in the envelope, the expansion 
velocity obtained from a comparison of two static models increases  and 
approaches the velocity of sound, and finally the solution with a static 
envelope breaks down completely. 
of s te l lar  evolution- for stars with M > -1 5 Mo / 12, 14/, when helium begins 
burning; for  -5 M,< M< 15 Mo 115 - 171 when carbon begins burning; and 
for low-mass s t a r s  - 1.3Mo /18/, ejection of this type occurs  in the 
planetary nebula stage, when the s t a r  is evolving into a white dwarf. 
This ejection is evolutionarily significant: es t imates  for 30 M, give / 7 /  
a mass  loss of the order  of 3 .  loz8  g/year,  or about 
using instantaneous self-consistent models with a static nucleus and a 
hydrodynamic envelope. 
1 6 ,  7 /  using the same techniques as for models with a static envelope. 
The static envelope is fully characterized by two parameters ,  e. g., L 
and the radius R .  The conditions of matching with the nucleus lead to  
a unique model in each case .  
one further variable - the velocity - and one more parameter  - the r a t e  
of m a s s  loss ,u- the solution is constrained to pass through a singular 
point and to satisfy certain conditions at infinity, so that the hydrodynamic 
envelope is completely described by only two variables, e .  g., L and the 
cri t ical  density jk, which is also uniquely determined from the matching 
conditions. The r a t e  of mass  lo s s  is a function of the state of the star. 
Moreover, the luminosity 
Note that convection effectively lowers the transparency and suppresses  
The l a rge r  the 
F o r  M -3OM,, it does not prevent ejection after 
The l a rge r  the 
For  M= 9 &I,, the convection does prevent 
We see from the expression for  LC that the onset of ejection, in addition 
On the main 
for l M o  and reaches 0 . 3 ~  for 30M0 1 7 ,  
For  sma l l  masses ,  on the 
This occurs  at  the following stages 
M,/year. 
To find the exact ra tes  of m a s s  loss,  the evolution should be computed 
Such models can be constructed unambiguously 
Although a hydrodynamic model contains 
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LOW-FREQUENCY OSCILLATIONS OF A 
MAGNETIC ROTATING NEUTRON STAR 
Yu. V. Vandakurov 
A neutron s t a r  with an internal magnetic field may undergo unstable 
nonradial low-frequency oscillations of convective character i f  the field 
falls off sufficiently fast away f rom the center 111. In the present paper, 
we intend to  analyze the equations of oscillations for an ideally conducting 
rotating configuration with a toroidal field. The rotation and the field 
a r e  treated a s  smal l  perturbations, and general relativity effects a r e  
ignored. 
the self- sustained oscillations asymmetric relative to  the spin axis a r e  
in no way related to  convective oscillations (in particular, the instability 
region is much wider). 
The resul ts  bear  out the possible existence of instability, although 
Introductory remarks 
The instability of low-frequency nonradial oscillations of a s t a r  leads to 
convection. 
gradient exceeds a certain limit value. 
a different instability cri terion applies to the adiabatic nonradial oscillations, 
but when the ratio of the magnetic to  gravitational force is low the correc-  
tions a r e  not large.  
Consider a superdense cold object in which the pressure  p is a function 
of dens i typ  alone; the form of the function p(p) is assumed to be independent 
of whether the object oscillates or  not. This condition i s  observed for the 
case of a neutron star o r  a structurally homogeneous white dwarf. 
case when the r a t e  of nuclear reactions plays a significant role in the pro- 
ces s  of oscillation was discussed in 1 2 1 .  
perturbations ( 8p and 8p) in the oscillating state a r e  related by the equality 
In a normal s t a r  the instability develops when the temperature 
In the presence of a magnetic field, 
The 
If p = p(y), the Lagrangian components of the p re s su re  and density 
For adiabatic motions, the left-hand side of (1) is equal t o  the adiabatic 
This 
index r.  
neutron star is neutrally stable relative to convective perturbations. 
result  was derived in  / l / .  
The stability cri terion is considered below in  some detail. 
Inserting (1) into the Schwartzschild criterion, we find that the 
A neutron star with a magnetic field may be convectively unstable 111. 
We should 
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stress, however, that because of the neutral  stability of an unperturbed 
neutron s t a r ,  the smallest  field may cause instability. This situation is 
cardinally different from what we observe in normal s t a r s .  Because of 
the definite damping produced by the emission of gravitational waves and 
other processes,  the field strength causing instability has  a finite, and 
not infinitesimal, magnitude. 
The equilibrium state 
The equilibrium equations of an Ldeally conducting gas  sphere with a 
general  magnetic field distribution H (2.3) and a general  angzlar rotation 
velocity Q(.z,s) were analyzed in /3/. 
of two scalar  functions U and W, we find 
Expressing the field H in t e r m s  
FJi J4x (-“x VL’ 4. quw;. F = gy R e ,  iZYl = 1, ( 2 )  
Here z ,a, q a r e  the spherical  coordinates. 
(3) should vanish. 
perturbations, the right-hand side of (3) is a small  quantity and we may 
therefore replace p with 9. = (P,n=o.s-o. 
Without a poloidal field (U = 0) ,  we have a solution R = FZ t i ? ,  W-W(pp). 
Let us further consider a solution in which the expansion in Legendre poly- 
nomials F, (LOS+;  of the difference p-p- contains t e r m s  with Po and P2 only. 
Then 
In a neutron s t a r ,  p = p(9) and the rotor  [cur l ]  of the right-hand side of 
Since the rotation and the magnetic field a r e  treated as 
= R(z) and U=O9 w- C f ( Z ) ,  (n’) = p e ( f 4 / f l z ) ’ ,  (4) 
where pr ime denotes differentiation. 
certain law of differential rotation. 
be bounded. 
In the presence of a poloidal field, the condition of frozen fields and the 
absence of rotational forces  impose more  exacting restrictions on the field 
and rotation velocity distribution. 
W-W(U). 
P2 only. 
Choosing some fc7), we obtain a 
On the stellar surface, ff;/y. should 
In this case R = Q(U) (or R = const), 
Suppose that the se r i e s  for p-p, contains the polynomials Po and 
Then R = const, 
(5) 
-e*4(?)s W - E U .  E - c o n s t  t $ +4 9, +EeZq.=-DZp. D-const 
The solution differs f rom (4)  in that the field at the center is of the same 
For example, taking p = p C  [ 4 -z* /P) ,  orde r  of magnitude as on the surface. 
E = 0, PC = const, we find = 9. - ( 1  -, s) . 
The equations of low-frequency oscillations 
Let a small  perturbation b e  applied to  the equilibrium state,  which is 
described by equations (2), (3) together with the equation of state and the 
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Poisson equation. Because of the perturbation, the field, the density, and 
other variables take on the perturbed values y+pf,gii+3*, etc. 
dence of the perturbations p", 'i7-,... on y and t is taken in the form 
exp L(my -at). 
the order  of 52 or  of the order  of U / d / ~ x p , R ~ ' ,  where pC = (P)*=~ , R is 
the radius of the s t a r .  
order  d 2 / x G p C  a r e  dropped. 
q -  po - 9 - (p)s,.o,kEC is small. 
by Euler variables p" , f". 
written in the form 
The depen- 
We wi l l  only consider low-frequency oscillations, when c3 is either of 
This means that 101 CL me. Corrections of the 
Note that in this approximation the difference 
Equation (1) remains valid i f  the Lagrange variables &p, Sp a r e  replaced 
The linearized equation of motion may be 
where 
LaiP = z o t ( F s R q  + T*xiTj. ( 7 )  
n = v + p " / p  + E 4 " / 4 x g .  In equation ( 6 ) ,  the t e rms  p"( ~ ~ . r o t A ) / 4 x ~ 2 ,  
(p-po)( !T-"~iotFI*))/4xy', etc., have been dropped, since they constitute 
small  corrections to the t e r m  v(p"/g). The order  of magnitude estimate 
fo r  9" which follows from (6) and (1) has the form 9"-  R w p , ' v " / p , ,  and 
the equation of continuity in our approximation therefore takes the form 
dLu p , 3 ^  = 0 .  ( 8 )  
Equations ( 6 )  through (8) constitute a complete system for the unknowns 
TSandP". 
unperturbed density distribution FdZ). 
Note that the coefficients of this system depend only on the 
Low- frequency oscillations of an infinite 
gravitating cylinder 
A convenient model for investigating the general spectrum of frequencies 
of oscillating gravitating objects is provided by the cylindrical configuration. 
For a homogeneous density distribution, the analogy between the oscilla- 
tions of a cylinder (in a plane perpendicular to  its axis)  and the oscillations 
of a sphere was emphasized in 141. 
that in the equilibrium state  the cylinder rotates with a uniform angular 
ve loc i tya ,  and the magnetic field is A-& [Fyof(&] + O;h(k)] inside the 
cylinder and E = 0 outside the cylinder (for z d ) .  For perturbations which 
a r e  independent of i, we find from equations (7), (6) (the factor exp i (  m p + d t )  
and the index 0 of p a r e  omitted) 
Let the cylindrical coordinates be 4 4p s ( 4 i s h a  1. Suppose 
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Using equation (8), we replace the initial system with a single equation 
for X=.gu,*: 
Without a field ( f =  0,  h= 0) ,  taking f==fc( f -g) )5y- (7 /R)" ,u I .  1! = const, we 
can express  the solution of (11) in t e r m s  of the hypergeometric function 
X - ( f - y ) F ( d , j , d + j - l - U . ; y ) ,  
= f + u)- + 6 [g + Y + w) .
gives d - - ~ ,  where K = 0,1,2,. . . 
d + p  - 2 + #  + Z m / v , d j =  
The condition of boundedness of X for .$si?, 8 = 1 
Thus 
(12 )  
---4=- d 2w- 
Y ~ K  (  -2 -w + 2 m / v ) +  1 +e+? (2 + u.>2' 
For  a rotating cylinder with longitudinal magnetic field only (f4,h#O), 
a and c a r e  constant and there  a re  always solutions of equation (1 1) with 
small  r ~ ,  (&is the frequency in the coordinate system rotating with the 
cylinder). 
the following asymptotic expression: 
For these frequencies, using the method of f 5 / ,  we obtain 
where k is a large positive number, d is  some constant ( I d l I c i ) ,  and integra- 
tion is car r ied  out over the regions where 9 ; 0 (it was assumed in the 
derivation that such regions exist). 
A convective instability a r i s e s  i f  in some regions the field falls off 
fas te r  than the density. The reason for  the development of instability 
is clearly understood from simple qualitative considerations 111. Con- 
s ider  interchangeability of individual magnetic force tubes, together with the 
par t ic les  enclosed in these tubes. If there  a r e  regions with a rapidly dimin- 
ishing field, the outward displacement of such a tube substitutes hydrostatic 
gressure  for field pressure  in the interior regions while substituting field 
pressure  for  hydrostatic pressure  in the outer layers .  This process  pro-  
duces an instability of the same type that is observed in a high-density liquid 
supported from below by a low-density liquid. 
A more interesting model is the one with a toroidal field ( h = ~ ,  f # O ) ,  
since the oscillations of such a system constitute to  a certain extent a 
two-dimensional analog of the oscillations of a sphere. 
analyzed by means of numerical  integration of equation (1 1). 
equilibrium state, we took 
This model was 
In the 
5 where p = const > - 6' 
2 .6  RE and 6.59. f?:. 
The radius and the mass  per  unit cylinder length a r e  
The calculations were carr ied out a s  follows. For some complex a, 
the solution of (1 1) was obtained f i r s t  by integration from the center 5.0 and 
then by integration from the surface g=R. 
two solutions at an intermediate point Sf requires  that the complex determinant 
A be equal to zero.  If for the particular a chosen h + 0 ,  a new SI is chosen 
from the condition that / n  f should decrease at the fastest  r a t e .  No provision 
was made in the program, however, for encircling the regular singular point 
a = 0, and therefore for f c # O  the roots U& with a very  small  imaginary part  
could not be computed. 
F o r  fc = 0, by analogy with (12), there  a r e  numerous solutions d*. For 
example, i f  m = 2, the largest  root is u, = -0.62 R. 
F o r  rn = 2, j = 1.5,fC2 y r=  200R2, we obtained the root w,= (-0.066fi0.12)2, 
but all attempts t o  determine the second root failed. 
initial w I ,  the computations yielded the same root. 
a r e  apparently real. 
we have ru, = (-0.18Li1.4)5', and there  a r e  again apparently no other complex 
The condition of matching of the 
Irrespective of the 
All the other solutions 
The root is highly sensitive to changes i n m :  i f  m = 1 
No complex rocts  could be found roots. 
for nl = 3 and the same p and _fC'p.. 
of the magnetic energy to  rotational 
energy ae is around 4), the following 
roots w e r e  obtained: 
For j = 1 and f:/pc = 10 R2 (the ratio 
4 
2 W t = i  = s.4J.147 1 i0.54) R, 
171-2 W* = ;-0.153 L L0.63) R. 
In this case,  the dependence on rn is 
0 different f rom that observed for fi = 1.5. 
pa r t s  Re w, and [Irnco*] *as a function of 
the parametera .  
drawn approximately. 
an unexpected result ,  since an analysis 
of the interchangeability of individual 
force tubes leads to  the conclusion that 
f o r  the distribution corresponding to 
the stability limit, f is proportional t o  
4 o r  B = 1. 
metr ic  perturbations rn = 0.  Indeed, if we assume that the dependence of 
the perturbation on y and ? is expressed by exp L K  I, we find for h = 0, f P 0 
instead of (1 1) 
0.8 L2 t 4  ,8 The figure plots the r ea l  and the imaginary 
The curve ;e@) is also 
The existence of instability fo r  p L? is 
Oscillation frequency w vs. characterizing 
the rate of field decrease: 
+mR) .20]  :2)['Im("' +m')! 
I){- . Q __K___I 
3) approximate ratio of magnetic energy to 
rotational energy divided by 25. 
It is clear ,  however, that this remark  is valid only for axisym- 
d { .I dpX 
&\<e - - - - - ) - ( f + & ) d X  dE, =u, (15) 
where 9 is expressed by (10) with h = 0.  
develops i f  t he re  exist regions with 9 > O .  
We thus see that instability 
The stability of a star with a toroidal field 
Let the equilibrium state of a rotating neutron star with a toroidal 
F r o m  the equations magnetic field be described by equations (Z) ,  (4 ) .  
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of oscillations ( 7 )  and ( 6 )  we have 
*g-*=&+rlf iP+'QiSy[fdiv- L&Ye*.vg( $J} 
+ o n - 2 n ~ a u ; " v G + ~ [ m f v ;  + (16 )  
+ ~ S p w w 3 ~  V(  i&)] 4 ~ 9 { v % v ( g a R ) - d ~ ~  ?*- V ( g ~ ~ 1 ) j = O ,  
where we and a represent the same combinations a s  in (10). 
enters  as mR and m*, we may take m s o .  
nomials P ," (COS 9): 
Since m only 
We seekasolution in the form of a series in associate Legendre poly- 
v;"= i W & L I t ,  IT = z p A 4  PI", d -ca,R- -g 
G=&pli- -4@(&)')'Xl]P," (17) i 
The additional f e r m  in the expression for v; is chosen so that (16)  gives 
the simplest  possible expression for ?J;:
Multiplying equation (8) by sin3$ PT and the f i r s t  and the third components 
of (16) by s i n a p a a n d  sin2S&", respectively, we obtain after integration over 
3 from 0 to JT 
Here 
gK[ = 1 for k = e ,  
the aid of known recursive relations / 6 /  in t e r m s  of the three polynomials 
&- and Px%. The problem of oscillations thus reduces to finding the eigen- 
values r3 of a system of coupled equations (18). 
equal either to m o r  to mRf 1, when si-'= 0.  
zp, we obtain a system of two f i rs t -order  differential equations for X a  and 
We. 
mation, we obtain a system XI  &+s eWesWt,2, etc.  
&= 0 for k f  &. 
The integrals a r e  readily evaluated i f  sin2$ PK", etc ., a r e  expressed with 
Consider an approximate method of solution of this system. Let t! be 
If we omit the t e r m s  containing 
In the second approxi- We will r e f e r  to this as the first approximation. 
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The convergence of this process  for a system s imi la r  to  (18) is considered 
for one particular numerical example in 181, where the nonradial oscilla- 
tions of a nonmagnetic rotating normal s t a r  a r e  investigated to  a cer ta in  
approximation. The f i rs t  approximation ensures  an accuracy of about 470, 
and the second approximation 0.2%. 
system which has  some features in common with equations (8)- (9) for  a 
cylinder. 
a r e  in all  probability qualitatively s imilar  to the unstable oscillations 
investigated in the previous example. 
(18) will be carr ied out in the nearest  future. 
a r e  apparently possible in a neutron s t a r  with a toroidal magnetic field. 
The first type is symmetrical  about the spin axis ( m = 0 ,  t f 0).  This  is 
a convective instability, and a cr i ter ion of its existence can be derived by 
simple qualitative considerations based on considerations of interchange- 
ability of magnetic force tubes. F o r  the distribution corresponding to  the 
stability limit, the field H,, is proportional t op?  sin$. 
By analogy with the oscillations of a cylinder, we can expect that the 
conditions of the excitation of the second type of instability ( m  t o ,  P > \ m i )  
a r e  much more favorable. 
modes a r e  isolated and their  number increases  with the increase in the 
rat io  of the magnetic energy to  the rotational energy. If, moreover,  the 
field falls off sufficiently fast away from the center, the effect of the field 
on oscillation modes which have numerous nodes along the radius o r  in 
the azimuthal direction is markedly suppressed. It therefore seems 
that there  exist configurations with only one unstable harmonic e = 1, m = 1. 
For both types of instability, the density, the pressure ,  and the gravita- 
tional potential experience characteristically small  perturbations during the 
oscillations. On the surface of the s t a r ,  the particles a re  displaced almost 
horizontally (to orders  of magnitude, the vertical component is less than the 
horizontal component by a factor of HG/Gp." I?). 
oscillatory with a frequency Re d which mainly depends on the rotation 
velocity and with an increment l Imo1 which is mainly determined by the 
magnetic field strength. 
Let u s  now consider the hypothesis /1/ according to which the recently 
discovered pulsating radio sources  / 8 /  a r e  in fact magnetic rotating neutron 
s t a r s  with instabilities of the type described above. 
If a s t a r  of the Sun's mass  with an internal magnetic field of the order  of 
lo3 Oe is converted into a neutron s t a r  with a radius R-  lo6 cm, the field on 
the average increases  to  1013 Oe, and the magnetic energy in the final s ta te  
will be Em- The strength of the poloidal field of the neutron 
s t a r  near  the surface will markedly increase, since this field has the same 
order  of magnitude in the outer and the inner layers  of the s t a r .  In all 
probability, it  will be  ejected f rom the s t a r  in the ear l ie r  stage of gravita- 
tional collapse. 
The magnetic energy in the form of a toroidal f ie ld  may have any degree 
of concentration toward the center .  Both types of instabilities will probably 
be excited in such a s t a r  m = 0 and m S O ) .  
various layers  until a convectionally stable state is formed. The amplitude 
of the unstable oscillation modes with m # 0 (or  of one such mode) will be 
If we res t r ic t  the analysis to  the first approximation only, we obtain a 
The principal properties of the unstable oscillations of a sphere 
Numerical integration of equations 
The above analysis leads to  the conclusion that two types of instabilities 
In this case, the self-sustained oscillation 
F o r  m+o, the instability is 
erg .  
Convection will intermix the 
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determined by nonlinear effects and probably by processes  involving ejection 
of lumps of mat ter  with frozen-in field. The la t ter  instability apparently 
may exist until the field is reduced below some limit value which depends 
on the oscillation damping factors.  
is obtained if  we divide the magnetic energy Em by the luminosity L. 
Em- erg and L-1030 e rg /sec ,  we find 2 -3 .  lo6 years .  
angular rotation velocity, since w + n R  i s  generally small .  
f rom 0.03 t o  a few seconds are quite likely for  neutron s t a r s .  
detailed comparison with experimental data requires  fur ther  development 
of the theory.  
An estimate of the instability lifetime r 
For 
The recurrence frequency of the pulses will be comparable with the 
Rotation periods 
A more  
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FIELD GENERATION IN MAGNETIC STARS 
E. M .  Drobyshevskii 
There  a r e  about a hundred stars with magnetic fields 111. These a r e  
mainly peculiar s t a r s  of F2-BB8 types.  
thousand oers teds.  
with periods of -4- 10 days.  These s t a r s  possess  a thin convective envelope, 
which disappears for  stars of later types 1 2 1 .  
the Convective zone is high enough to  t rea t  the gas as completely ionized. 
certain inertial  emf 131:  
Thei r  magnetic fields reach a few 
The magnitude and even the direction of the field vary  
The degree of ionization in 
P la sma  acceleration almost invariably involves the development of a 
r 
Here  {et = 2,  where tw a r e  forces  of an a rb i t ra ry  nature, except e lectr ic  
and friction forces  between plasma components, which act on the average 
on every particle of the particular component (we take F, /\I%); me and m,  are 
the particle masses .  
In the convective zone of s t a r s ,  the gas  is accelerated in  various direc-  
tions. However, only the Coriolis acceleration in the longitudinal direction 
in rotating stars is capable of producing large-scale  effects: because of 
the temperature  difference of the gas in the ascending and descending con- 
vective fluxes, the inertial  emf’s  do not fully cancel one another.  
resultant eddy emf remains. 
surface of any radius: 
- -  
A certain 
Convection in s t a r s  is characterized by zero  total mass  flow through a 
Here the subscript  1 r e fe r s  to  ascending gas  s t r eams  (with relative volume 
e ) ,  and 2 to  descending gas s t r eams  (pl = p z =  p, T1-TT,<<Tl+T2). The 
energy flux t ransferred by convective s t reams is 
where p is the gas density, C, is the heat capacity of the gas .  
The current  density in a binary mixture of components with different 
conductivities 6, in the presence of oppositely directed emf’s in  the two 
components, falls between the two extreme cases  of differently oriented 
(relative t o  emf) layer  models with the same volume content of the compo- 
nents 141. The current  densit ies in the layer  models are 
Jequa to r ”66 rE<  +(f-&))$E,. (4) 
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Assuming a constant rotation velocity Q within the convective zone 
( d V / d t  =ZQVco4  9. is the latitude), and using ( l) ,  (2) ,  and (3 ) ,  we find 
P 
311110. 
2 0110 
B9 s t a r s ,  this being due to  the immer-  
sion of the outer boundary of the con- 
vective zone in the region of the second 
ionization of helium. 
a /  / Our previous analysis ignored the 
. I  I transient t ime of the magnetic field. 
It is generally assumed / 7 /  that the . I  1 
I 
i 
/ 
I 
I 
;; I - 
transient t ime is comparable to or 
grea ter  than the lifetime of the s t a r .  
This i s  t rue  for s t a r s  without mixing. 
In our case, the main part of the field- 
generating current i s  confined to a 
very thin (e- lo7- 10’ em)  surface skin 
M, layer .  The t ime to  establish a nearly 
steady- state current distribution in this 
thin layer  i s  small  (1 s), and most Computed magnetic fields H, for the pole of 
main-sequence stars (cro~ses ,~ dashed lines) and 
the magnetic fields measured by Babcock /6/ 
(dots). 
of the t ime is required to allow the mag- 
netic field to penetrate through the 
remaining volume of the s t a r .  If the - 
stel lar  matter is in  a state of vigorous 
mixing, the magnetic field is transported together with the mixed matter  
into the s te l lar  inter ior .  A particularly favorable case  in this  respect is 
observed when the convective envelope occupies a la rge  part of the s t a r  
volume (late-type s t a r s ,  including the Sun). In double s t a r s  (the pecaliar 
s t a r s  a r e  probably double s t a r s  1 8 1 )  vigorous mixing occurs, so that 
despite the small  thickness of the convective envelope in FO- B8 s t a r s ,  
the magnetic field reaches steady-state conditions in a fairly short t ime.  
Finally, mixing may be excited in s t a r s  by the magnetic field itself i f  i t s  
configuration is f a r  removed from the configuration corresponding to the 
steady- s ta te  current distribution 191. 
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THE SPECTRUM OF THE EXTRAGALACTIC 
BACKGROUND RADIATION 
R .  A .  Syunyaev 
The observations of optical sources  through giant telescopes at the 
beginning of this century led to  the discovery of the red shift in the spectral  
lines of the distant galaxies and provided a proof of the expansion of the 
Universe. The next fundamental result which shed some light on the pro- 
perties of the Universe a s  a whole was only obtained in 1965: this was the 
discovery of the relict radiation in the radio spectrum - the remnant radia- 
tion of the primeval fireball, carrying information about the ear ly  stages 
of evolution of the Universe. The rel ic t  radiation is not associated with 
individually resolvable sources  - this  is background radiation. In this 
paper, we will describe the entire spectrum of the background electro- 
magnetic radiation of the Universe - from radio frequencies to  gamma 
rays  (Figure l), discussing its sources  and properties. 
A 
tOOm frn f c m  fogy fr mi  In" afi 
radiation I 
FIGURE 1. The spectrum of the background radiation of the Universe. 
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The comprehensive description became possible only following the 
tremendous advances in experimental astrophysics (both in radio astronomy 
and in the so-called extra- atmospheric -namely ultraviolet, X-ray, 
gamma- ray, and partly infrared and optical - astronomy). 
RADIO FREQUENCIES 
The radio spectrum is generally divided into two regions, the long-wave 
region associated with the total emission of low-power discrete  radio 
sources ,  and the short-wave region, where relict radiation predominates. 
50 cm<A< 300 m,  106<u< 6 .  lo8  Hz 
The metagalactic background radiation i s  very difficult to isolate in 
this  region, since the radio telescopes receive both the t rue  background 
radiation and the synchrotron radiation of the relativistic electrons in 
our Galaxy, which apparently accounts for between 60 to almost 100 percent 
(depending on direction) of the total signal at 1.7 m wavelength. 
tion of the extragalactic component was facilitated by the discovery that i t s  
spectrum I v - v - ~  differs from the radio spectrum of the Galaxy a t  meter  
wavelengths. The British radio astronomers  111 carr ied out careful mea- 
surements at various wavelengths in several  directions close to  the galactic 
pole, where the radiation of the Galaxy is minimum. 
succeeded in determining both the spectrum and the intensity of the back- 
ground radio emission, which at 1.7 m corresponds to  a brightness tempera-  
tu re  of T e  = - I V x 2  - 30*7"K. The background is readily accounted for by 
the radiation from distant discrete  radio sources ,  especially a s  i t s  spectral  
index LY is 0.75, being equal to  the spectral  index of most radio galaxies and 
quasars  at these wavelengths. However, the spatial density of galaxies and 
radio galaxies and their power proved insufficient t o  ensure the observed 
background intensity. The situation clarified only after a careful computa- 
tion of the number of weak (and apparently distant) radio sources  car r ied  
out by the British radio astronomers .  They obtained a curve plotting the 
number of radio sources  with a flux grea te r  than a given value N(s )  as a 
function of the incoming flux s. 
of the number o r  the power of radio sources in the past. The density of 
the powerful radio sources in unit moving volume (moving together with 
the expanding Universe) or their  mean power should be much higher than 
the present-day figures f 2  f .  At present, we can count weak sources  with 
received fluxes exceeding s = W/m2 - H z  at 1 . 7  m; these counts require  
radio telescopes of tremendous sensitivity, and the number of these sources  
over the entire sky is over a million, while each (a  radio galaxy or a quasar)  
has  an enormous power output. The shape of the curve N ( s )  is such that the 
main contribution to  the background radiation comes from the weakest 
sources. 
the decrease in their  flux. 
The separa-  
A s  a result, they 
2 k  
This  curve provided evidence of evolution 
This is due to  the rapid increase in the number of sources  with 
A dependence of this kind is a c lear  sign of 
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evolution. 
This  feature is also predicted by the background intensity, which is only 
slightly higher than the total flux from all the known radio sources .  
We have mentioned above that the spectrum of ou r  Galaxy (0-0.4) at 
meter  wavelengths differs f rom the background spectrum (a-0.75), so that 
at longer wavelengths the contribution of the extragalactic component r e -  
ceived by the Earth radio telescopes is la rger .  Measurements at 150 m 
revealed a surprisingly low intensity, which apparently could not be related 
to  strong absorption in the Galaxy 131. This  effect is probably due to  self- 
absorption in the sources .  We can apply it to  ou r  purposes to  compute the 
spatial density of radio quanta in the Universe: such a computation would 
have been unfeasible had the number of quanta continued increasing with 
wavelength. The density of radio quanta and the energy density of the 
background radio emission a r e  listed in the table for comparison with 
other spectral  regions. 
The growth of the N ( s )  is somewhat slowed down at very low s .  
Density of quanta and energy density of background radiation in various frequency 
ranges 
Frequency range 
Discrete radio source 
Relict radiation 
Infrared sources 
Optical spectrum 
Soft X-ray spectrum 
Hard X-ray spectrum 
Energy density, 
ev/cm3 
i o w 7  
10-2 
10'~--10-~ 
lo -*  
0.25 
3 - 
Density of quanta, 
cm-3 
1 
400 
3 - 1 0 - 2 c m < h < 5 0  cm, 6-108<v<10'2Hz 
The main contribution to  the observed background comes f rom the rel ic t  
radiation, whose discovery in 1965 confirmed the validity of the hot model 
of the Universe /4 ,5/ .  The temperature of the relict radiation is currently 
known with a 570 accuracy. According to  Princeton measurements at wave- 
lengths of 0.86, 1.58, and 3.2 cm, T = 2.68 "K 161. Measurements 
car r ied  out by the same group at 0.33 cm /7/ and indirect determination 
of the temperature of the relict radiation from the population of the levels 
of the inters te l lar  CN molecules ( A -  0.264 cm) / 8 /  show that the back- 
ground spectrum at these wavelengths deviates from the straight line and 
develops a Planckian shoulder. The sensational report /9/ of the dis-' 
covery of a tremendous radiation flux between 4 lo-' c m  and 0.13 cm - 
almost double the expected flux for the Planckian spectrum (brightness 
temperature  Tb- 8°K) - was disproved by observations of the level popula- 
tions of the inters te l lar  molecules CN, CH, CH' ( A  = 0.132, 0.0559, 
0.0359 cm) 181.  The t rue  intensity and the t rue  spectruin in the Wien 
region have not been established so f a r .  And yet these measurements 
a r e  of the highest importance. The spectrum of the relict radiation in 
the Wien region should be distorted by the interaction of this radiation 
component with hot intergalactic gas: Compton scattering of the relict 
+0.09 
-0.14 
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quanta by thermal electrons with temperatures Te>> T r  increases  the 
mean energy of the quantum and a l t e r s  the radiation spectrum / lo ,  11 /. 
The amount of distortion provides an indication of the time when the 
secondary, nonequilibrium (Te >> Tr)  heating of the metagalactic plasma 
occurred. 
hydrogen in the Universe (t-lOI3 see,  red shift z--1500) w a s  followed by 
a period of neutral hydrogen and that the metagalactic gas  was not always 
ionized. 
Relict radiation also car i , ies  information about the ea r l i e r  stages of 
the evolution of the Universe (t<< l O I 3  s ee ) .  
the recombination of hydrogen in the Universe, the primary plasma and 
radiation were not maintained in a perfect thermodynamic equilibrium: 
radiation and matter had the same temperature,  the electrons showed a 
Maxwellian velocity distribution, but the characterist ic t ime of the slowing- 
down process exceeded the cosmological t ime for the relevant period. 
Therefore,  i f  a large quantity of energy were to be released for  some 
reason at that t ime, the radiation spectrum would be distorted. 
Modern experimental data confirm that the recombination of 
The point i s  that even before 
The 
Spectrum of relict 
radiation after CN 
I 
Wavelength 
FfGURE 2. Possible distortions of the relict radiation 
spectrum (dashed curve). 
radiation energy would increase 
in such a case,  whereas the 
number of quanta would remain 
the same because of the slow 
slowing-down processes.  In 
other words, no Planckian dis- 
tribution would be obtained. 
Compton scattering of quanta 
by electrons establishes a 
Bose- Einstein distribution 
IB- E-x3/(eX +/J- 1) ra ther  
than the Planckian distribution 
Ip-x3/(ex- l),  where x = 
= hg/kT. For  x < p < k T ,  these 
distortions become significant, 
I p  - E -x3, whereas the Rayleigh- 
Jeans  law gives Ip-xz. The 
absence of pronounced distor- 
tions of the relict radiation 
spectrum in the Rayleigh- Jeans  
region imposes definite res t r ic-  
tions on the velocities of t u r -  
bulent motion in the Universe, 
precludes the existence of 
antimatter regions in the Uni- 
verse,  and provides a powerful 
argument in favor of charge 
asymmetry of the Universe 
/12/ .  Possible deviations 
from the Planckian curve a r e  shown in F igure  2 .  
INFRARED RADIATION 
Inthis region ( 3 p < A < 3 0 0 v ,  lo1'< 3 <  lo1* Hz),  no direct measurements 
of the background radiation a r e  available, but a wide class  of objects 
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a r e  known with a maximum at the infrared. 
sources ,  such a s  the Crab Nebula and the galactic center region, and 
extragalactic sources ,  including normal galaxies, Soifert galaxies, 
and N-galaxies, a s  well a s  quasars .  No accurate estimate of the back- 
ground from these sources  can be obtained at present, since neither the 
number nor  the luminosity function is known. Order of magnitude 
est imates  were made by Low and Tucker 1131; their  resul ts  a r e  shown 
in Figure 1 and in the table. 
These a r e  both galactic 
OPTICAL RADIATION 
For  this  region ( 3 0 0 0 i < A <  3 .  lo4;, 1014<v< 1015 Hz), observers  only 
give the upper limit of the background radiation intensity I,< 
< 1.3 .  lo-'' e rg / cm2 . sec  . s te rad  .Hz at 5 5 6 0 a  /14/. 
component is very difficult to isolate against the background of the 
Ear th ' s  atmospheric radiation, zodiacal light (solar  light scattered 
by interplanetary dust), and the light of the s t a r s  in our Galaxy, which 
produce a flux 100 t imes a s  high a s  the expected luminous flux from 
the normal galaxies and almost one order  of magnitude higher than the 
above upper limit figure. The upper limit was derived by eliminating 
the atmospheric contribution, which is a function of the angle and the 
t ime of observation, and making measurements at wavelengths cor- 
responding to Fraunhofer absorption lines in the solar  spectrum and 
in the spectrum of the zodiacal light, so a s  to  reduce the interplanetary 
intensity. The main contribution to  the background radiation of the Uni- 
verse  in the optical spectrum is apparently due to  the normal galaxies. 
The expected spectrum 1141 is shown in Figure 1. Improved data for 
the background radiation at these wavelengths would enable us  to  fix 
significant constraints for  the evolution of galaxies and their luminosities 
in the past. 
The extragalactic 
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION 
This  spectral  region can be divided into two parts: the right-hand par t  
is accessible only to  observations from satellites and rockets outside the 
atmosphere,  and the left-hand part which cannot be observed from inside 
the solar  system. 
The only experimental measurements a r e  the data of Kurt /15/ based 
on the mater ia l  collected by the VENUS spacecraft: 
I,, < e rg /cm2  sec - sterad . Hz at h = 1300 A .  
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These measurements also provide an estimate of the integrated luminosity 
of s t a r s  in our Galaxy, L-lO4' e rg /sec  for 1 2 2 5 A < i <  1340a 1 1 6 1  and 
establish an upper limit for the energy density ( W <  
cosmic par t ic les  with energies of the order  of 100 keV in the inters te l lar  
medium. * 
the normal galaxies is therefore several  o rders  of magnitude lower than 
the above upper limit. 
emission of the hot intergalactic gas .  
eV/cm3) of sub- 
Only the hot s t a r s  emit in this region, and the expected background f rom 
The main contribution is apparently from the 
5 0 A C x <  912i%, 3.3 i O l 5 < v <  6 * 10l6 Hz 
This region of the background radiation spectrum of the Universe is 
fundamentally inaccessible to direct observations from inside the solar  
system because of the absorption of the ultraviolet quanta by the inter- 
s te l lar  neutral hydrogen. 
c rea tes  ionization zones around galaxies, not unlike the Stromgren zones 
near  hot s t a r s .  The available observations of galaxies at 2 1  c m  reveal  
the presence of neutral hydrogen f a r  beyond the optical l imits  of galaxies. 
The density of hydrogen and the number of atoms along the line of sight 
in the peripheral regions of galaxies a r e  exceedingly low, and this hydro- 
gen is fully ionized for background ra9iation intensities exceeding I, = 
= 
quanta for each cm2 of the surface of galaxies each second) 1181. An 
estimate of the density of the intergalactic gas  based on this result is 
given below. 
When absorbed, the background radiation 
e rg /cm2 sec . sterad near 912 A (this corresponds to  10,000 ionizing 
X-RAY RADIATION 
The observed spectrum of the hard X-ray background radiation may be 
fitted with two power functions, I, - - v - ~ ,  with ct = 0.7 between 1.5 and 40 keV 
and with ct = 1.2 for  E >  40 keV. 
around 1 MeV. 
available / 19,201 (the effective energy corresponding to these wavelengths 
is Eef-270 eV). 
of the uncertainty in the absorption corrections in the Galaxy. 
even without correcting for absorption, the soft X-ray flux is seen to  be 
higher than the value expected on the basis  of extrapolation from the 
hard region. 
Measurements of the X-ray background provided fundamentally new 
information about the properties of the hot intergalactic gas (observa- 
tions at 21 c m  and the conspicuous absence of the absorption band cor-  
responding to  the L, line in the spectra  of distant quasars  show that 
the intergalactic gas  should be highly ionized and have a hightemperature).  
The la t ter  slope does not change up to  
For  E <  1.5 keV, only measurements at 40- 70 A a r e  
The exact flux value in this region is not known because 
However, 
* Nonresonant charge exchange between a subcosmic proton and the atoms of neunal hydrogen in the inter- 
stellar medium produces a fast excited atom, which emits La quanta of Doppler-shifted frequency. The 
estimates of /I?/ impose certain restrictions on the intensity of this radiation, and there is thus a way to 
determine the upper Iimit of the density of subcosmic particles. 
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The transparency of the intergalactic gas for 270 eV quanta indicates 
that the helium in this gas  (the content of helium in the primordial  mat ter  
in the "hot" model of the Universe is fixed at 30 wt .TO) is completely 
ionized, which is possible only at temperatures  T >  105"K. 
t ime,  i f  the density of the intergalactic gas is of the order  of the cr i t ical  
At the same 
3H6 
8TG density Pcr i t  = -= 2 * lo-'' g/cm3, its temperature may not exceed 
106"K, since otherwise the emission of the intergalactic gas in the X-ray 
region would exceed the observed background radiation. This  is quite 
c lear ,  since the bremsstrahlung intensity of an optically thin gas  layer  
is proportional to T-I' e-hv/kTp2 rapidly decreasing with the increase 
in the rat io  hv/kT. A gas  heated to  lo5-  106"K will mainly lose energy 
in  the form of quanta with hv-kT, i . e . ,  in the ultraviolet range. The 
above restriction on the intensity of the ultraviolet background radiation 
in the Universe se t s  an upper limit on the emission of the intergalactic 
gas ,  and a s  it is proportional to  the square of the gas  density, we obtain 
an upper limit value for the density of the intergalactic gas p< '/3PCrit 1181. 
It follows in  particular, that the intergalactic gas is definitely not the 
source of the observed soft X-ray background radiation. 
Since the hard X-ray radiation is described by a power spectrum, the 
radiation is generally assumed to originate in extragalactic objects o r  in 
the intergalactic space a s  a result of energy redistribution between low- 
energy quanta and relativistic electrons with a power spectrum formed 
by Compton scattering. 
main source of relativistic electrons. 
of the energy released by radio galaxies would fall in the radio spectrum. 
A s  we see  from the table, the energy density of the X-ray background 
quanta is 1000 t imes  the energy density in the long-wave par t  of the radio 
spectrum, associated with radio sources .  Moreover, this  mechanism 
would not produce the observed break in the X-ray spectrum. 
Longair and the author proposed a model which explains the principal 
features  of the X-ray background radiation in the soft and the hard region. 
This  model associates the sources  of relativistic electrons with the nuclei 
of extragalactic objects, which a r e  sources  of infrared radiation. Compton 
scattering of the infrared radiation by relativistic electrons is responsible 
for thz generation of the hard part of the X-ray background spectrum. The 
break in the spectrum occurs  when the high-energy electrons lose their  
ent i re  energy on being scattered by the infrared quanta (in this  process  
dE,-E:) and change their  spectrum, whereas the lower-energy electrons 
escape into the intergalactic space having lost  only part of their  energy 
and without changing the spectrum. 
of the relict radiation, whose mean energy is one order  of magnitude 
lower than the energy of the infrared quanta, and soft X-ray quanta a r e  
produced in  this way. We see f rom the table that to  ensure the observed 
intensity of the X-ray background, only 1% of the energy converted in the 
nuclei of galaxies into infrared radiation should be released in the form 
of relativistic electrons. So far ,  no reliable measurements have been 
made of the background radiation in the gamma-ray spectrum (E>>1 MeV). 
This  range probably ca r r i e s  valuable information about metagalactic 
cosmic rays .  
1 
Radio galaxies hardly can be regarded a s  the 
If this  were so, only one thousandth 
dt 
Then these electrons scat ter  quanta 
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COMPUTATION OF THE OPACITY OF STARS 
WITH ALLOWANCE FOR LINE ABSORPTION 
A.  F.  Nikiforov and B. V .  Uvarov 
The opacity of s te l lar  mat ter  has a significant effect on the s t ructure  of 
s t a r s ,  since the main mechanism of energy t ransfer  in s t a r s  is in the form 
of radiant energy. In the s te l lar  inter ior ,  where the diffusive approximation 
is applicable to  the equation of radiative t ransfer ,  the radiant energy flux 
is expressed in t e r m s  of the Rosseland photon mean f ree  path. 
At a given temperature and density, the Rosseland f ree  path is obtained 
by averaging, with a cer ta in  weight, the f r ee  paths 1( w )  computed for fixed 
photon frequencies w . The f ree  path l ( w )  is determined by the effective 
scattering and absorption c ros s  sections of electrons for the respective 
photons. The most significant factors  a r e  Compton scattering, line absorp- 
tion, photoionization, and bremsstrahlung absorption. Until recently, s te l lar  
opacity computations were made using photoionization and bremsstrahlung 
absorption only. Keller and Meyerott's tables computed in th i s  approxi- 
mation for  a number of mixtures in a wide range of temperatures  and 
densities have found extensive uses  in astrophysics. 
integrated absorption c r o s s  sections of l ines  a r e  comparable with the 
photoionization c r o s s  sections, the discrete-discrete  transitions were 
ignored. However, the very  first  computations of opacity with allowance 
for  line absorption indicated that in the astrophysically relevant range of 
temperatures  and densities, the Rosseland mean free path may decrease 
to  'I3- 'I5 of the ear l ie r  value a s  a result of line absorption. 
tions were carr ied out in the USA by A. Cox and co-workers 11- 2 1  and 
very recently by T .  Carson et al. in England 13-41. 
The effect of discrete-discrete  transitions on the opacity of s te l lar  
mat ter  i s  attributable to the presence of relatively heavy elements in 
s t a r s ,  whose atoms at high temperatures  have a large number of s ta tes  
with various degrees of ionization and excitation. 
shows thousands of lines at different frequencies. 
given electron occupancy of the levels have different systems of lines 
depending on the position of the nearby ions and the resulting Stark split- 
ting. They include various 
processes  which reduce the lifetime of an ion in a given state of excitation: 
collisions of the ion with f ree  electrons, interaction of the ion with the 
electromagnetic radiation field, Auger effect. Frequency shift associated 
with the thermal  motion of ions leads to  Doppler broadening. 
f ree  path a r e  markedly divergent (by a factor of 2- 3) ,  we will t r y  to  
analyze in some detail each of the computation methods. 
approach to  the problem and the allowance for  the various effects influencing 
the s te l lar  opacity a re  nearly the same in the work of Cox and that of 
Although the frequency- 
These computa- 
As a result, the spectrum 
Moreover, ions with a 
Other factors  may also cause line broadening. 
Since the resul ts  obtained by Cox and Carson for the Rosseland mean 
The  physical 
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Carson. 
determination of the electron wave functions of the continuous and the 
discrete  spectrum, the electron energy levels, and the chemical potential 
of the electrons. 
Cox used a model with constant density of f ree  electrons, and the wave 
functions were those of the hydrogen-like atom, determined with the aid of 
Slater ' s  semiempirical  screening constants. One of the principal short- 
comings of Cox's procedure is that the occupancies of the electron shells 
a r e  highly sensitive to the choice of the screening constant, which on the 
other hand cannot be determined with sufficient reliability. Moreover, in 
computing the electron energies, Cox ignored external screening created 
by bound electrons, which in some cases  may be quite significant. 
Carson 's  recent study /3 / using the Thomas - Fermi  self- consistent 
potential / 5 /  is f ree  from these shortcomings. 
considers his  resul ts  a s  the first serious attempt to  overcome the short- 
comings of the hydrogen-like model in opacity computations. 
resul ts ,  however, a r e  adversely affected by a number of significant 
e r r o r s  in the physical formulation of the problem, which a r e  associated 
with improper application of the Thomas- Fermi  model. One of the 
basic e r r o r s  is the clearly wrong choice of the conditions of thermo- 
dynamic equilibrium for the various mixture components in the computa- 
tion of the Thomas-Fermi potential of each atom in the s te l lar  mixture.  
In thermodynamic equilibrium, the chemical potentials of the electrons 
for each component should be constant, and at the boundaries of atomic 
cel ls  151, where the electrons a r e  not affected by Coulomb forces ,  the 
f ree  electron density in case of equal chemical potentials will be the same 
for each mixture component, as is physically proper. Carson, on the 
other hand, described thermodynamic equilibrium in  t e rms  of equal total 
p ressures  of electrons and atoms of each element at the boundaries of 
the atomic cell.  A s  a result of this definition, the f ree  electron density 
is discontinuous at the atomic cell boundaries in Carson 's  model. Another 
reason why the total pressure at the cell boundaries may not be equal is 
that thermodynamic equilibrium of electrons, because of their  high veloc- 
i t ies  compared to  the velocities of the nuclei, is established over alength of t ime 
during whichthe nuclei remainvirtually stationary, s o  that in fact we may speak 
of the thermodynamic equilibrium of electrons for fixed nuclei. 
We carr ied out some opacity computations illustrating the importance of this  
effect. Even without line absorption, our resul ts  sometimes differ f romCarson ' s  
figures by a s  much a s  a factor of 2, and on the whole a r e  c loser  to  the rdsul ts  of 
Cox, althoughin individual instances there  is a difference of about 50% between 
The main difference is in the particular methods used fo r  the 
Carson / 4 /  therefore 
Carson's 
the two setsof  data. 
lowing composition 
The computations were carr ied out for a mixture of the fol- 
(mixture 1 in /3/): 
Element I z I mi 
H 
He 
C 
N 
0 
N e  
AI 
Si 
Fe 
1 
2 
6 
7 
8 
10 
13 
14 
26 
0.7440 
0.2360 
0.0007 
0.0029 
0.0057 
0.0070 
0.0015 
0.0013 
0.0009 
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(mi is the weight fraction of the element). 
The following resul ts  were obtained: 
T 1 f 1 ,," ki 1 5:2 0.1 0.2017 106 
0.3162 0.0627 1.37 2.66 1.54 
0.3162 0.629 6.44 8.00 6.43 
Here T is the temperature of the mixture, keV; p is the density, g fern3; 
k, kl, k2  a r e  the opacities, in cm2/g, computed by the present authors, 
by Carson 1 3 1 ,  and by Cox f 11, respectively. 
contain a number of other e r r o r s .  
s ta t is t ics  is improperly used in the case  of strong degeneracy of mat ter .  
Let us  briefly describe the procedure used in our computations. To 
compute the effective photon absorption and scattering c ros s  sections, 
we require  1) the electron wave functions of the continuous and the dis- 
c re te  spectrum and the energy levels of the bound electrons; 
mean occupancies of the electron s ta tes  and the mean degree of ionization 
of matter; 
electron states; 
strengths set up by the ions; 5 )  the shape and the position of the spectral  
l ines .  
Since the Thomas - Fermi  statistical model for given temperature and 
density is sufficiently accurate and convenient at high temperatures ,  we 
computed the electron wave functions in the first approximation using the 
Schroedinger equation with the Thomas- Fe rmi  potential. The Thomas - 
F e r m i  potential was found using the procedure described in f 6 1 .  
electron s ta tes  within an atomic cell can be classified, depending on the 
electron energy, into the s ta tes  of the discrete  and the continuous spectrum 
or intermediate s ta tes .  An analysis has shown that the electrons of the 
intermediate group a r e  relatively few under the relevant conditions, and 
they may be lumped with the electrons of the continuous spectrum. An 
approximate method, which may be called the tes t  potential method, has 
been proposed for the determination of the discrete  energy levels and the 
corresponding wave functions Rnl(r)  1 7 1 .  
the applicability of the hydrogen-like wave function. 
cested on a large number of problems and the resul ts  proved to be inade- 
quate agreement with those obtained by a direct solution of the Schroedinger 
equation by the phase method 181. 
spectrum were also found without numerical  integration of the Schroedinger 
equation. 
accuracy, the vicinity of turning points included. The Coulomb wave func- 
tions proved to  be a poor approximation for the continuous spectrum. 
The rnean occupancies for  the discrete- spectrum electrons were deter- 
mined according to  the Fermi-  Dirac s ta t is t ics .  Note that the application 
of the Fermi-Dirac  s ta t is t ics  to the atomic electrons is by no means 
trivial, since we a r e  dealing with a system of interacting particles, and 
not with an ideal gas  in an external field. 
Dirac s ta t is t ics  is applicable to  the atomic electrons. 
tribution is derived from the Gibbs distribution for subsystems with a 
Note that 1 3 -  4 /  also 
For  example, the Fermi-  Dirac 
2 )  the 
3)  the probability distribution of various occupancies of the 
4) the probability distribution for various electr ic  field 
The 
Using this  method, we analyzed 
The method was 
The wave functions of the continuous 
An improved WKB approximation f 9 /  was found to  ensure adequate 
It can be shown that the Fermi-  
A binomial distribution was used for the occupancies 1 3 1 .  This  dis- 
15 
variable number of particles when the deviations of the occupancies f rom 
the mean values are small .  
The position of the spectral  lines was determined with allowance for  
relativistic effects and line shift due t o  fluctuations of the electron 
occupancies. 
field f rom central  symmetry were ignored, as in  /1- 41. 
The effective photon absorption c r o s s  sections were computed in  the  
nonrelativistic dipole approximation. 
can be obtained in  the limit f rom expressions for  the  line absorption c r o s s  
sections, discrete-discrete transitions were effectively taken into con- 
sideration for overlapping l ines  using the corresponding expressions for 
the  photoionization c r o s s  sections. Therefore,  in  some cases ,  the discrete- 
d i scre te  transitions could be  taken into consideration for smal l  values of 
the  principal quantum number n only. Since the Stark splitting markedly 
diminishes with the decrease in  n, the  Stark effect could be ignored i n  
some cases .  Since the effect of line shape on opacity is not very pro- 
nounced, Lorenzian line contours were  used, as in  / 1-4 / . The line 
widths were computed using the electron wave functions. 
who actively participated in  discussions, and Yu. N. Fabaev and E. S.  
Fradkin, who suggested the original problem. 
Effects associated with deviations of the self-consistent 
Since the photoionization formulas 
In conclusion, we would like to  acknowledge the help of A.A. Samarskii, 
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CHARGE SYMMETRY OF THE UNIVERSE 
N.A. Vlasov 
Dirac 's  theory and the discovery of antiparticles established the existence 
of charge symmetry in nature. A universe consisting of protons and elec- 
t rons  is definitely asymmetr ic ,  since the positive charge is associated with 
a heavy particle, whereas the negative charge is associated with a light 
particle. The discovery of the positron and the antiproton proved the 
existence of charge- conjugate antiparticles: both the positive and the 
negative charges a r e  associated with par t ic les  of equal mass .  Every 
charged particle has  an oppositely charged antiparticle. The charge 
conjugation operation, moving a particle into i t s  antiparticle, is uni- 
versal ,  and the fundamental laws of nature governing the transformations 
of elementary particles a r e  therefore charge independent, o r  in other 
words they possess charge symmetry.  
mat ter  consisting of par t ic les  of a finite r e s t  mass  could be created some 
t ime in the past by the process  of pair production. A s  a resul t  charge 
symmetry may be characteristic of the Universe a s  a whole. Charge 
symmetry of the Universe would indicate that on the whole it is neutral: 
the total charge of particles and antiparticles in the Universe is zero.  
This charge neutrality of the Universe does not follow from the charge 
symmetry of the elementary reactions: it should be proved separately, 
o r  adopted a s  an independent starting hypothesis. 
Neutrality of electric charge is essential in a homogeneous and iso- 
tropic Universe. If the total electric charge of mat ter  were different 
f rom zero, an electric field would result which would violate the iso- 
tropy of space. The exact equality of the proton and the electron charge 
(in absolute value) was considered in connection with the problem of 
the electric neutrality of the Universe. 
quite equal to  the electron charge ee, i . e . ,  
Par t ic les  and antiparticles a re  created and annihilated in pa i r s ,  and 
If the proton charge ep is not 
ep = - (  1 + y )  ee, for y # 0 ,  
the  resultant charge of a system containing protons and electrons in equal 
number is no longer zero and Coulomb repulsion a r i s e s  between the individ- 
ual elements.  
atoms will be fully compensated by the Coulomb repulsion. The value of y 
can be estimated from cer ta in  astrophysical observations, e .  g., f rom the 
magnetic moments of rotating celestial bodies. The magnetic moment of the 
Earth gives y,<2 lo-''. Laboratory measurements of y in experiments 
For y = 0.9. lo-'*, the gravitational attraction of the hydrogen 
passing beams of neutral atoms and molecules through strong t ransverse  
electric fields yielded even lower upper l imits .  The neutron charge, 
which should be lye I i f  the charge conservation in the reaction n- p + e 
is exact, was found to  be \en1 < 3 The non-deflection of a 
beam of SF6 molecules yields y <  2 . lo-”. Thus, i f  we assume that the 
Universe is isotropic and homogeneous and the electric charge is con- 
served, we a r e  inevitably led to  the conclusion that the Universe is elec- 
t r ical ly  neutral. 
however. 
a r e  known for the baryon charge. 
t o  the baryon charge does not clash with the isotropy of the Universe. 
If the hot modei is valid, the Universe in a state of high density and 
temperature (kT = Mpc2) was very close to  neutrality o r  was simply 
neutral with regard to  the baryon charge. In this state, the bulk of 
mat te r  was represented by baryon- antibaryon pairs  in a s ta te  of 
thermodynamic equilibrium with radiation. A s  the Universe expanded, 
these pa i r s  annihilated. The residual matter in the present-day Uni- 
ve r se  comprises  lo-*-- lo-’ of the annihilated matter in the hot Universe. 
Even if  the residual mat ter  displays baryon charge asymmetry,  i. e., 
there  is no antimatter in the present-day Universe, the asymmetry 
of the hot Universe, for kT = Mpc2, was t ruly negligible, the relative 
excess  of baryons over antibaryons having been of the order  of lo-*- lo-’. 
The assumption of perfect symmetry under the hot Universe conditions 
is naturally more attractive, although it is not indispensible. Thus 
Zel’dovich and Novikov /3/ assume that there  is in fact an excess  of 
baryons over antibaryons in the hot state, so  that further evolution 
gives a Universe with distinct matter asymmetry.  
The assumption of charge neutrality in the hot Universe admits of 
different evolutionary alternatives in the course of expansion. Sakharov 
covered this topic in his  paper at the GAISh:: seminar in January 1969 in 
Moscow and in 141. 
f rom the charge-neutral  hot state, Sakharov postulates that at the stage 
of quark-to-baryon conversion, there  occur certain reactions which a re  
asymmetric with regard to the baryon charge, in the same sense that 
the following decays a r e  asymmetric:  
lO-’Oe 1 2 1 .  
No such conclusion can be reached regarding the baryon charge, 
No long-range forces  with a potential of the form u -  1 / r  
Therefore,  neutrality with regard 
To derive the present-day asymmetric Universe 
Both decay modes a r e  relatively unlikely compared to  the fundamental 
decay Ki- 37r. 
conjugate and should have the same probability i f  the combined CP  parity 
is conserved. In fact ,  however, the first branches (with y+ and e+) a r e  
about 0.5% more probable than the second branches (withy- and e-)  1 5 ,  61. 
The asymmetry of these decays incidentally points to  a fundamental 
difference between matter  and antimatter. If radio astronomers  were 
to  establish communic,ation with a distant civilization, this  asymmetry 
would enable them to  identify whether the planet of our counterparts 
consists of mat ter  o r  antimatter. To  this end, it suffices to  inquire 
what electrons a r e  more numerous in their  atoms - those which a r e  
more  numerous in K! decay o r  those which a r e  fewer in this decay. 
The two branches of each of these decay modes a r e  charge- 
= [GAISh - The Shternberg State Astrophysical Institute.] 
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If the answer is that the former  is t rue ,  our counterparts exist in an 
antimatter world. 
The above examples of CP- asymmetric decays, however, have no 
bearing on the subject of the baryon charge: for all the par t ic les  taking 
part in these decays, the baryon charge is zero.  
conservation of CP-parity in KO2 decay is not sufficient to indicate the 
existence of reactions which a r e  asymmetric relative to the baryon 
charge. 
is always a possibility that the interaction is CP-noninvariant in KO2 
decays o r  that another s imilar  interaction is responsible for the asym- 
metry of quark-to-baryon conversions. Assuming a certain type of 
such asymmetric reactions, Sakharov derived in the final s ta te  a 
Universe in which all the visible mat ter  carr ied positive baryon 
charge, whereas the negative baryon charge was confined to  the in- 
visible electrically neutral antiquarks. 
zero.  In the first version, Sakharov assumed compensation of the 
baryon charge of mat ter  by the muon charge of the muonic neutrino, 
but this variant proved to  be inconsistent with baryon charge conserva- 
tion, which had been established with very high accuracy. It is a known 
fact that nucleon decays forbidden for reasons of baryon charge conserva- 
tion a r e  characterized by t imes  greater  than loz8 years  171 .  
version of Sakharov's hypothesis does not contradict the baryon charge 
conservation, but it leads to  a mass  of unobservable antiquarks which 
is markedly grea te r  than the mass  of visible mat ter  (approximately by 
a factor of 40). There a re  three  antiquarks for each nucleon, and their  
m a s s  is approximately one order  of magnitude higher than the nucleon 
mass .  It is hard to  visualize how th is  tremendous invisible mass  can 
be  fitted into the Universe. 
of which is to  reconcile the charge neutrality of the hot Universe with 
the present state in which antimatter (in the form of aggregations of anti- 
nucleons) is assumed to be absent. Both Sakharov's hypothesis of the 
asymmetry of quark-to-baryon conversions and Zel'dovich's hypothesis 
of the aboriginal charge asymmetry of the Universe a r e  motivated by 
the assumption that the present-day Universe contains no antimatter 
objects (antigalaxies, ant is tars ,  etc .). 
If we assume charge symmetry of the present-day Universe, i t s  total 
charge will be zero, so that mat ter  and antimatter objects on the average 
will be equiprobable, though definitely separated in space. W e  wi l l  then 
have, f i r s t ,  to find suitable mechanisms for separation of m?tter f rom 
antimatter and, second, to  explain the total lack of observational evidence 
pointing to  the existence of antimatter. 
within the framework of the hot model and should be further investigated. 
Some separation mechanisms, however, have been proposed already. 
Konstantinov /8 /  suggests that the existence of magnetic fields in the 
symmetric plasma is a basic  premise for separation of matter and anti- 
mat ter .  In an inhomogeneous magnetic field, charged particles wind 
onto the magnetic lines of force and also "drift" in the t r a n s v e r s d  direc- 
tion. This drift occurs  in opposite directions for  particles and anti- 
particles, a s  it is determined by the electric charge sign. 
Therefore,  the non- 
This  evidence only spurs  us  to  examine this possibility. There 
The total baryon charge was 
The second 
Sakharov's hypotheses constitute an interesting exercise the purpose 
The separation of matter and antimatter constitutes an unsolved problem 
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Separation in combined gravitational and electromagnetic fields was 
discussed by Alfvdn 191. 
on the heavy (protons and antiprotons) and the light (electrons and positrons) 
components of the symmetrical  plasma. If the plasma is in thermodynamic 
equilibrium, a homogeneous gravitational field produces an exponential 
variation of density "with altitude . ' I  The exponential argument for the 
heavy component is a factor of 1836 higher than for the light component, 
a s  it is proportional to  the particle mass .  
fore concentrated "at the bottom," and in a certain region of space a t rans-  
ition is observed from a predominantly heavy plasma to a predominantly 
light plasma. If there  is moreover an electrical  field with a component 
normal to the interface of the two regions, it will  displace the electrons 
and protons (or the positrons and antiprotons, depending on the field 
direction) one toward the other. The electrical  field may be generated 
by a nonstationary magnetic field. Thus an excess of matter o r  anti- 
mat ter  wi l l  a r i s e  near  the interface; in other words, separation of a 
symmetrical  plasma has occurred. 
to  the conditions of the very dense plasma in the hot Universe. 
ultra-dense plasma, however, it suffices t o  ensure separation of a very 
small  fraction lo-') of matter and antimatter in order  to form 
the present-day Universe with equal numbers of galaxies and antigalaxies, 
or s t a r s  and ant is tars .  If there  is a mechanism capable of achieving 
this  separation, the present-day Universe need not be regarded a s  
asymmetric,  and our task is to  establish the exact manifestation of 
symmetry: a r e  there  galaxies and antigalaxies, or are the galaxies 
themselves symmetric and there  a r e  s t a r s  and ant is tars  in equalnumbers. 
the existence of antimatter, we would like to call attention to a common 
inconsistency which probably leads to the excessively pessimistic outlook. 
For  example, the intensity of gamma rays accompanying particle- anti- 
particle annihilation may give the averaged product of proton and anti- 
proton densities =along the line of sight. The result  obtained for 
this  product is divided by the known value of p: and the quotient is re-  
garded a s  the average density of p-.  This approach ignores the space 
separation. If the separation of matter and antimatter is complete, we 
have p+p; = 0 for  all p+ and p- . Despite the prevailing opinion, there  
a r e  actually no f i r m  data which prov'e the absence of antimatter even 
in  our Galaxy, let alone in other galaxies. Among observations which 
a r e  consistent with the possible existence of antimatter in the Galaxy, 
we should mention the observation of Clark et  al. 1101 who discovered 
a gamma-ray flux with energies greater  than 100 MeV from the plane 
of the Galaxy, and especially f rom its center.  If the Galaxy has charge 
symmetry, matter - antimatter collisions leading to  annihilation and 
emission of gamma quanta in pion decay a r e  most probable in its 
center! 
The gravitational field exer ts  a different force 
The heavy component is there- 
Neither of these separation mechanisms can be immediately related 
In this  
With regard to observations which a r e  interpreted a s  evidence against 
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GAMMA- R A Y  MEASUREMENTS FROM KOSMOS- 135 
SATELLITE WITH A VIEW TO POSSIBLE DETECTION 
OF ANTIMATTER METEOR STREAMS 
B .  P.  Konstantinov, R .  L .  Aptekar ' ,  M.M. BYedov, 
S. V .  Golenetskii, Yu. A .  Gur'yan, V .  N. I l ' inski i ,  
E.  P .  Mazets,  and V.  N. Panov 
The possible existence of antimatter in the Universe has  been repeatedly 
discussed in the l i terature  in various forms  over a number of years .  
hypothesis of the antimatter constitution of comets and the associated 
meteor s t r eams  was advanced, among other things. Experiments intended 
t o  check this  hypothesis were described in  /1 ,2 / .  These experiments mea- 
sured the correlation between the intensity of the hard gamma quanta and 
neutrons at altitudes of 12-  18 km in conjunction with the entry of individual 
meteors  into the atmosphere. 
of the antimatter hypothesis. 
pendent piece of evidence. 
mat ter  hypothesis is by observing the integrated fluxes of annihilation 
radiation which may arise in the upper atmosphere under the impact of 
antimeteors.  
annihilation radiation in the epochs of the Geminids, Ursids,  and 
Quadrantids were  car r ied  out f rom KOSMOS- 135 as part  of the general 
study of the gamma-ray  spectra  and intensities in  the Earth space.  
A 
The resul ts  obtained seem to point in favor 
To substantiate the hypothesis, we naturally need more  than one inde- 
One of the possible ways of verifying the anti- 
Measurements of the intensity of the electron-positron 
EQUIPMENT AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE 
The KOSMOS- 135 satell i te was launched on 1 2  December 1966 into an 
orbit with the following parameters :  apogee height 662 km, perigee 
height 259 km, orbit inclination 48.5", o'rbital period 93.5 min. The 
satell i te was equipped with a scintillation gamma spectrometer  (Figure 1) 
and a 64-channel pulse amplitude analyzer which measured the spec t ra  
of gamma quanta between 0.3 and 2.5 MeV. 
carr ied out integrated measurements  of the gamma- r ay  counting rates 
at 0.4- 0.6 MeV and 0.6- 2.5 MeV and measured the counting rate of 
charged par t ic les  (electrons with Ee> 1.5 MeV and protons with 
E p > 2 7  MeV). 
The "phoswich" scintillation detector of the spectrometer  consisted 
of a 4 0 x 4 0  m m  NaI(T1) crystal  surrounded by a shielding plastic scintil- 
la tor .  The spectrometer  also incorporated a pulse shape discriminator 
The spectrometer  a lso 
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circuit, which separated between gamma quanta and charged particles, a 
64- channel pulse amplitude analyzer, a two- channel differential analyzer 
for  measuring the counting r a t e s  of gamma quanta in a wide energy interval, 
and other electronic devices essential for automatic functioning of the 
equipment /3/. 
angle equal to 80% of 47r. 
661 keV line. 
Detector.shielding does not exceed 0.8 g /cm2Al  in a solid 
Tho spectrometer resolution is 13% for the 
I 
Discrimination 
circuit 
FIGURE 1. Block diagram of the gamma spectrometer. 
Charged particles 
Gamma quanta: 
0.4-0.6 MeV 
0.6-2.5 MeV 
Spectrum: 
0.3-2.5 MeV 
Gamma spectrum measurements with the multichannel analyzer were 
The gamma quanta in wide energy intervals and the charged 
carr ied out at fixed intervals of 10 min; the duration of each measurement 
was 2 min. 
particles were counted every 2 min. 
Figure 2 gives a specimen recording to  the counting rate  of charged 
particles (top) and 0.6- 2.5 MeV gamma quanta (bottom) for successive 
orbital circuits of the satellite. The intensities of both charged 
particles and gamma rays depend on the geomagnetic latitude. The 
minimum counting r a t e s  correspond to the geomagnetic equator. 
O l  
200 300 YO0 m o  ffoo f200 
Time, min 
FIGURE 2. Variation of the counting rate of gamma quanta and 
charged particles with the satellite moving in the geomagnetic 
field. 
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The counting ra te  increases  at 
higher geomagnetic latitudes. 
Electron bremsstrahlung is picked 
up at latitudes where the satellite 
touches the radiation belts (320 
and 350 min). At 1000, 1100, 
and 1200 min the satellite passed 
over the radiation zone in the 
a rea  of the South Brazilian 
Anomaly. The detector and the 
satellite were then exposed to  
a high-intensity flux of protons. 
The total spectrum of gamma 
quanta f rom measurements during 
FIGURE 3. The total gamma spectrum from mea- 
surements of 13 Dec. 1966. 
t o  channels 16- 17  represents  positron annihilation radiation. 
the first day in orbit is shown 
in Figure 3.  
in the spectrum corresponding 
The strong line 
BACKGROUND EFFECTS 
The recording of weak gamma-ray fluxes in orbit is difficult because 
of the considerable secondary radiation background produced in the detector 
and satellite mater ia l  by cosmic r ays  and protons from the radiation belts. 
Analysis of the experimental data shows that in low orbits, the main source 
of background radiation is provided by the activation of the scintillation 
detector mater ia l  by the protons of the South Brazilian, Anomaly. The 
nuclear reactions with the participation of the principal components of 
the NaI crystal  (mainly iodine) produce a number of radioactive isotopes 
with half-lives rangingfrom a few minutes to  several  days. It is highly 
significant that, a s  these isotopes a r e  produced in the detector, their  
radiation cannot be recorded in the form of discrete  lines: the beta 
spectrum is inherently continuous. 
residual counting ra te  for 0.6- 2.5 MeV gamma quanta after the emer-  
gence from the radiation zone a r e  given in Figure 4. This  is a typical 
decay curve of induced radioactivity and it may be used to  derive the 
necessary corrections. 
The experimental data (Figure 5) also show - and this is further 
confirmed by an analysis of the possible nuclear reactions with the 
mater ia l  surrounding the detector - that the source of the background 
radiation comprises  exclusively the short-lived components. 
a r e  the p+-active isotopes C1' and F18 with half-lives of 21 and 110 min, 
respectively. 
the carbon of the plastic scintillator. 
reaction from F", which is present in small  quantities in the detector, 
and also by the reaction (p, 5p5n) f rom aluminum. 
The resul ts  of measurements of the 
These 
The isotope C'l is produced by the (p, pn) reaction with 
F'* may be produced by the (p, pn) 
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Time, min 
FIGURE 4. The excess counting rate of gamma quanta, associated 
with induced radioac:ivity. 
I I 
io 
Time, min 
FIGURE 5. The decay of the induced 6' activity. 
The detailed data on the induced radioactivity may be applied to deter-  
mine the background correction. In practice, however, in order  to  reduce 
the various e r r o r s  in studying the intensity variations of the annihilation 
line, the measurements used for processing a r e  those made 4- 5 h r s  after 
re-emergence from the radiation zone. The corrections for the short-lived 
background components t o  the line and to  the entire spectrum a r e  then quite 
negligible. 
the integrated gamma-ray fluxes were determined daily f rom the observed 
variation of the counting ra te  near  the geomagnetic equator. 
responding curve for December 1966, January and February 1967 is 
shown in Figure 6 (Curve 1). 
period is associated with the buildup of the long-lived component, whereas 
its variation in the subsequent period is due to  changes in  the conditions 
of exposure in the anomaly zone because of a change in the flight altitude 
of the satellite in this  a rea .  
The corrections for the long-lived background components to  
The cor-  
The variation of the correction in  the initial 
Curve 2 gives in relative units the integrated 
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proton fluxes in the a rea  of the anomaly, determined from the intensity of 
the short-lived components of the induced radioactivity. 
the corrections for the background of the long-lived gamma activity between 
0.4 and 2.5 MeV reached about 5030 near the geomagnetic equator and about 
2070 at high latitudes. 
On the average, 
February 1967 December 1966 January 1967 
FIGURE 6. Gamma-ray counting rate near the geomagnetic equator 
(1) and the relative variation of the proton flux in the anomaly zone 
(2). 
INTEGRATED MEASUREMENTS O F  GAMMA QUANTA 
AND CHARGED PARTICLES 
The flux measurements of charged particles and gammaquanta a re  shown in 
Figure 7.  Curve 1 plots the charge-particle flux a s  a function of the threshold 
rigidity at altitudes of 250 - 350 km. Since the intensity of the pr imary cosmic- 
ray  component is reliably known in the entire rigidity range, we can estimate the 
intensity of the Earth’s  albedo p z t i c l e s  at the altitudes of the satellite orbit. 
FIGURE 7. Fluxes of the charged component (l), albedo (a, 
and gamma quanta (3). 
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Curve 2 gives the albedo at the same altitudes a s  a function of rigidity. 
These particles include electrons with energies over 1.5 MeV and protons 
with energies over 2 7  MeV. Curve 3 plots the averaged dependence of 
the flux of 0.4- 2.5 MeV gamma quanta (minus the flux of annihilation 
gamma quanta) on rigidity. Figure 8 shows the averaged dependence of 
the gamma-ray flux on the geomagnetic threshold rigidity on a linear 
scale  for the observation period from 13 to  18 December 1966. The 
experimental points closely fit a smooth curve.  
the graph include statistical scat ter ,  the scat ter  of measurements in 
the rigidity range over which averaging is performed, and the scat ter  
of data over altitude. 
December, January,  and February a r e  consistent with this dependence 
within the margin of e r r o r  shown (3 - 770). 
. 
The e r r o r s  marked on 
The subsequent gamma-ray measurements in 
R, BV 
FIGURE 8. Gamma-ray flux between 0.4 and 2.5 MeV. 
Using s imilar  data on charged-particle intensities, we conclude that 
no statistically significant t ime variations were observed between 
13 December 1966 and 25 February 1967 in the intensity of charged 
particles and 0.4- 2.5 MeV gamma rays  forming continuous spectra .  
MEASUREMENTS OF THE FLUXES OF 0.511 MeV 
ANNIHILATION GAMMA RAYS 
The experimental values of the flux of the 0.511 MeV annihilation gamma 
quanta also may be plotted a s  a function of the rigidity R .  
the measured resul ts  for 13- 22  December 1966. On the average, the 
intensity of the annihilation radiation increases  with decreasing rigidity. 
The scat ter  of points on the whole is consistent with the accuracy of 
Figure 9 shows 
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individual measurements,  but in some measurements the deviations a r e  
markedly la rger  than the permissible statistical flurctuations. 
, I  13-18,522 December 1966 
FIGURE 9. Gamma-ray fluxes at  0.511 MeV. 
Balloon measurements of the gamma-ray intensity in the upper atmo- 
sphere were carr ied out in /4 ,5 / .  
t o  the boundary of the atmosphere are on the whole consistent with our  
data for the corresponding threshold rigidities R .  
The statistical accuracy of the individual measurements of the annihilation 
radiation fluxes is onthe average 20- 3070. In principle, the e r r o r  shouldbe r e -  
duced by summing the spectra  over a sufficient length of time. A s  we have noted, 
the spectra  were measured at fixed intervals of 10 min. The observation condi- 
tions in the course of the orbital motion of the satellite a r e  continuouslyvariable, 
and close rigidities therefore occur seldom, even during long spans of time. 
The gamma-ray fluxes extrapolated 
December 1966 January 1967 February 196'7 
FIGURE 10. Daily average fluxes of 0.511 MeV gamma rays i n  the equa- 
torial region. 
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The averaging is best carr ied out fo r  the geomagnetic equator, where the 
cosmic-ray intensity and hence the intensity of the resulting secondary 
radiation var ies  relatively slowly. 
equatorial fluxes of the 0.511 MeV annihilation radiation for mean rigidity 
of about 14 GV. In each case,  the averaging was carr ied out over 
5- 15 spectra .  
The plot shows that the intensity of the annihilation gamma rays  near  
the geomagnetic equator is apparently subjected to t ime variations which is 
a character is t ic  - f rom the standpoint of our hypothesis - t rend.  A 
more detailed analysis of the space and t ime distribution of the gamma- 
r ay  fluxes is indicated, using the data obtained for higher geomagnetic 
latitudes. 
Figure 10 gives the daily average 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF MEASUREMENT RESULTS 
The discrete  measurements of the gamma-ray spectra  do not provide 
sufficient data for the straight-line approach, which calls for a compari- 
son of spec t ra  successively taken in the same par ts  of the geomagnetic 
fields. The total number of the individual spectra  taken in the region of 
space f r ee  f rom strong fluxes of trapped radiation is about 600 for the 
period of December through February.  These measurements a r e  fairly 
uniformly distributed over the various geomagnetic coordinates and on 
the average they correspond to  points with a considerable separation in 
space. 
is not high (20- 30700). Or, the other hand, the dependence of the radiation 
intensity of the geomagnetic coordinates is fairly steep. Therefore methods 
employing integrated distributions and average values had to be used. 
The above data show that the intensity of the annihilation radiation, like 
the intensity of gamma rays? in  a wide energy range, increases  at higher 
geomagnetic latitudes. The relative variation of these intensities was 
compared for  every day of observations. Figure 11 plots the intensity 
of the annihilation line a s  a function of the total gamma-ray intensity 
between 0.4 and 2.5 MeV on 14 December 1966. Nyo.511 on the plot is 
the counting ra te  of the 0.511 MeV gamma quanta, and Nr 0.4- 2,5 is the 
counting ra te  of the gamma quanta between 0.4 and 2.5 MeV. The lines 
were drawn by the least  squares  method. 
accuracy of the individual measurements and their volume, the regres-  
sion curve contains two t e rms .  
the origin. 
of e r r o r s  for the coefficients of the regression line and the small  (40%) 
and the la rge  (8570) confidence regions for the sought correlation. 
A s imilar  analysis was carr ied out for  every day of observation, and 
the Nyo.511= f(Ny0.4- 2,5) l ines  were found to  fall into two groups: 1) the 
observations in the second ten-day period in December (13- 18 and 
22 December) and 2)  the observations in the third ten-day period in 
December (19- 2 1  and 23- 25 December) and in January and February.  
Moreover, the statistical accuracy of the individual measurements 
In view of the given statistical 
This  is a straight line passing very near  
Figure 11 shows the exact character is t ics  of the distribution 
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0.511= a + bNyo.4-2.5 I 
FIGURE 11. The dependence of the intensity of the annihilation line 
on the total intensity of rhe gamma spectrum between 0.2 and 2.5 MeV 
(measurements of 14 December 1966). 
The averaged lines for  the first and the second psriod of observation a r e  
shown in Figure 1 2 .  The dashed l ines  a re  the 99% confidence l imits  for  
the corresponding solid lines. 
parison of regression lines shows that the observed difference between 
the two groups has virtually a 100% significance. 
Application of statistical t e s t s  to  the com- 
Ny 0.511 cpm 
0.4-2.5 cpm 
FIGURE 12. The dependence of the 0.511 MeV line on the 
total intensiv of the gamma specnum for two observation 
periods: 
1) 13-18 and 21 December 1966; 2) 19-21, 23-25 
December 1966, January and February 1967. 
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Let us  now consider the distribution of the variable y, which corresponds 
to  the rat io  of the annihilation radiation in the entire gamma spectrum, 
y = N y 0 ~ ~ 1 & 0 4 - -  z 5 .  These distributions for the two observation periods 
a r e  shown in Figure 13. Statistical samples  containing approximately 
the same number of individual spectra  
ta ins  about 85 readings. Figure 13 gives the mean values and the e r r o r s  
for  the two groups. 
radiation in  the gamma spectrum reaches 0.130 for the firts group and 
0.083 for  the second group. 
which markedly deviate f rom the general  distribution. These cases  were 
mentioned before, when we noted that in  isolated cases  anomalously 
‘large annihilation fluxes a r e  observed (see Figure 9) .  
were used. Each group con- 
We see  that the mean fraction of the annihilation 
In the second group, there  a r e  four spectra  
Nya5n ’ -- 13,14,15,16,17,18,22 December 1966 
Zn= 8 3 ;  Y=O.129*0.004: 
- 23,24,25 December 1966, 7,8,11 
FIGURE 13. Distribution of the relative connibution of the anni- 
hilation gamma rays. 
The distribution of y was investigated. 
of the experimental cumulative frequency in  coordinates corresponding to  
the normal  distribution of the probability P. For  the first group, the 
experimental points closely follow a straight line, which implies that the 
distribution is indeed normal.  For  the second group, in the region of 
la rge  y, the experimental dependence markedly deviates f rom a straight 
line. 
above. When they a r e  eliminated from the sample, all the experimental 
points a r e  seen to  follow closely a straight line. This  fact signifies that 
the observation of anomalously la rge  fluxes of 0.511 MeV gamma rays  
at intervals of l e s s  than 10 min is by no means a result of statistical 
fluctuations. 
Figure 14  shows some est imates  of the distribution parameters .  
observed frequency of occurrence of spectra  with y>0.24, equal to  
is a factor of l o 3  higher than the corresponding probability. 
that i n  the Earth space there  a r e  cases  when the intensity of the annihilation 
radiation exceeds for  a brief t ime the normal level by as much a s  a factor 
of 3- 4, whereas the intensity in other spectral  regions remains unaffected. 
Figure 14 shows the distribution 
This  deviation is traceable to  the four anomalous spectra  mentioned 
The 
We conclude 
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3 
2 
f 
0 
-7 
-2 
FIGURE 14. A check of the normal distribution. 
More accurate estimates of the distribution parameters  - the mean, the 
e r r o r  of a single measurement,  and the e r r o r  of the mean - a r e  given 
below: 
n a a I f 6  Y 
Group I 83 0.129 0.038 0.004 
Group iI 88 0.083 0.040 0.004 
- 
Comparison of these figures shows that the intensity of the annihilation 
radiation fluxes for  the f i rs t  group of observations if  a factor of 1.5 higher 
than for the second group of observations, and the difference between the 
two groups is grea te r  than 7.5 standard e r r o r s .  Application of Student's 
tes t  shows that the observed difference is virtually 100% significant. This 
conclusion bea r s  out the result obtained from a comparison of the regres-  
sion l ines .  
TIME VARIATION OF THE INTENSITY O F  THE 
ANNIHILATION GAMMA RAYS 
One day was chosen a s  the averaging unit for investigating the t ime 
variation of the gamma- r ay  intensity. 
line in the overall spectrum summed over one day of observations can 
be determLned with - adequate statistical accuracy. 
value y = Nyo.511/Nyo.4- 2.5 may characterize observations i r respect ive 
of geomagnetic coordinates, the number of spectra  in the sample, and 
the duration of measurements.  Special analysis has  established that 
the ratio y determined from the overall spectrum is consistent with the 
figure obtained from the regression line for the corresponding days. 
This result confirms the validity of ou r  summation and averaging procedure. 
The intensity of the annihilation 
However, the relative 
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The t ime variation of the daily average fluxes of the annihilation gamma 
rays is plotted in Figure 15. 
the preceding analysis, the annihilation fluxes for the first  group of observa- 
tions (13- 16 and 2 2  December 1966) a r e  1.5 t imes higher than for the 
other observations. 
ments near  the geomagnetic equator ( see  Figure 10).  
the analysis to higher geomagnetic latitudes, we confirmed and increased 
the reliability of the observed t ime dependence of the intensity of the annihila- 
tion gamma rays .  
The figure shows that, in accordance with 
The data reproduced in Figure 15 include the measure- 
Note that by extending 
I t 
December 1966 -mr. February 1967 
FIGURE 15. The time variation of the relative intensity of the annihilation gamma 
rays. 
We have so fa r  mainly spoken in t e rms  of the relative fraction of the 
annihilation radiation in the overall gamma- ray spectrum, ra ther  than 
in t e rms  of the absolute intensities. 
mediate purpose, since the variation of the gamma-ray intensity a s  a 
function of the geomagnetic coordinates o r  a s  a function of the rigidity R 
i s  not l inear .  In view of the low statistical accuracy of the individual 
measurements and the limited volume of observations, manipulation 
of the absolute fluxes would lead to  unnecessary complications. 
once the effect has been reliably established in t e rms  of the relative 
fluxes and the principal features of the t ime variation have been iden- 
tified, we may return to  the absolute gamma-ray fluxes. 
Figure 1 6  shows the distribution of the annihilation line intensity a s  
a function of the cutoff rigidity R on the Ear th ' s  surface for observations 
in January 1967 .  
many tens  and hundreds of spectra .  
divided into 11 intervals. The figure gives the average intensities of 
the annihilation line for all spectra  corresponding to  a given 
interval. 
This approach served a useful inter- 
However, 
The experimental data a r e  based on an analysis of 
The relevant rigidity range is 
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2-8,11,12 January 1967 
FIGURE 16. The intensity of the 0.511 MeV gamma rays in January 
1967. 
Similar resu l t s  for observations from 13 to 18 December 1966 a r e  
shown in Figare  1 7 .  
(dashed line) of the intensity on rigidity for  measurements in  January 
1967. We see  that the absolute gamma-ray fluxes at 0.511 MeV for  
13- 18 December 1966 a r e  on the average 1.5- 2 t imes  higher than the 
values obtained for 2- 8 and 11- 12 January 1967. The statistical sig- 
nificance of the observed differences is fairly high. The average 
dependences obtained in fact represent the 1 .2  regression l ines  for 
the first and the second observation periods recalculated for new co- 
ordinates ( see  Figure 12) .  
For  comparison, the same plot gives the dependence 
13-16 December 1966 
--.-__ --- --  .-- -- ----------- 
FIGURE 17. The intensity of the 0.511 MeV gamma rays in mid-December 
1967. 
Unlike the intensity of the gamma-ray line, the intensity of the remaining 
part of the spectrum from 0.4 to  2.5 MeV does not reveal  significant t ime var ia-  
tion. Figure 18 showsthegamma-rayfluxat 0.4- 2.5MeVminusthelineflux a s  
a function of the threshold geomagnetic rigidity for  th ree  observation periods: 
13- 18 December 1966, 19- 25 December 1966, 2- 8 and 11- 12 January 1967.  
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0 13-18 December 1966 
A 19-25 December 1966 
2-8,11,12 January 1967 
15 R, BV ' 
FIGURE 18. The gamma-ray intensity between 0.4 and 2.5 MeV 
for three observation periods. 
The different s e t s  of data closely coincide. 
in the intensity of charged particles FZ is observed, either (Figure 19) .  
Note that the scat ter  of points around the mean curve in the region of 
low rigidities is a reflection of the variation of the charged-particle 
intensity with altitude, since the high and the low altitudes a r e  represented 
in  different proportions for different measurement periods. 
curves  plotted for measurements in smaller  altitude ranges reveal  a 
substantially smaller  sca t te r .  
No significant t ime variation 
Analogous 
13-18 December 1966 
A 19-25 December 1966 
s 2-8,11,12 January 1967 
m 
R, BV 
FIGURE 19. Charged-particle intensity for three observation periods. 
We have thus established that the intensity of the electron- positron 
annihilation radiation displays a definite variation in t ime.  
reaches about 50- 70%. 
energies between 0.4 and 2.5 MeV, nor to  the fluxes of charged par t ic les  
The effect 
It does not extend to  gamma rays  of other 
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(electrons with E,> 1.5 MeV and protons with E p > 2 7  MeV). 
line intensity was observed between 13 and 18 December and qn 2 2  December 
1966. Figure 15 shows that the intensity of the annihilation radiation 
according to measurements on various days in February 1967 corresponds 
to  the mean level at the end of December 1966 and in January 1967. Various 
sources  of biased e r r o r s  were analyzed and all proved to be insignificant. 
The increased 
ANALYSIS OF SOLAR AND METEOR ACTIVITY 
DURING THE OBSERVATION PERIOD 
It is interesting to  compare the gamma-ray observation resul ts  with 
observations of solar  activity, geomagnetic activity, and cosmic rays  in 
the relevant period. Figure 20 plots the sunspot number R,, the planetary 
geomagnetic index Ap, and the readings of neutron monitors in Apatity and 
in  Moscow for  December 1966 and January 1967 161. 
graphs that the observation period was characterized by moderate solar  
activity, with numerous active regions moving across  the solar  disk, 
geomagnetic field disturbances and geomagnetic s to rms  on individual 
occasions, and instances of a Forbush effect in cosmic rays .  It is c lear  
that the periods between 10 and 20 December 1966 and between 1 and 
15 January 1967, which markedly differ with regard to the observed 
intensity of the 0.511 MeV gamma-ray intensity, a r e  characterized by 
virtually the same solar and geomagnetic activity. Thus, we can hardly 
speak of any direct  correlation between the observed effect and solar  
activity. The enhanced intensity of the annihilation radiation is observed 
at all  the geomagnetic latitudes, and yet it i s  not accompanied by changes 
in  the recorded flux of charged particles and is slowly variable in  t ime.  
As we have seen, the sudden burst  of the annihilation line in individual 
spectra,  its intensity rising to  3- 4 t imes the mean level, is an exceptional 
event ( see  Figure 14). 
We see  from the 
Sunspot number ... 
Neutron monitor 
December 1966 January 1967 
FIGURE 20. Characteristics of solar and geomagnetic activiry. 
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The characterist ic features that we have described apparently rule out 
any possibility of a relation between the observed effect a d  the injection 
of trapped radiation into the atmosphere, since the radiation injection is 
much stronger at high geomagnetic latitudes, and the flux of charged 
particles var ies  by several  o rders  of magnitude 171. 
Let us  now consider the distribution of meteor activity in the relevant 
period. In December and January,  the Earth c rosses  the orbi ts  of th ree  
annual meteor s t reams.  The maxima according to optical and radar  data 
a r e  observed for Geminids on 13- 14 December, for Ursids on 22 December, 
and for Quadrantids on 2- 3 January. The last two s t r eams  a r e  active only 
for  a brief period of t ime. 
day, and that of Quadrantids fo r  a few hours only / 8 / .  The character is t ics  
of these s t r e a m s  in winter 1966167 did not differ significantly f rom the 
many-year averages.  
tion radiation coincides with the activity of the Geminids and Ursids,  but 
is not observed for the epoch of the Quadrantids. If we s ta r t  with the 
assumption of the antimatter constitution of the meteor s t reams,  the 
magnitude of the observed effect can be accounted for  i f  5- 10 mg of 
antimatter a r e  injected into the Earth 's  atmosphere daily. Note that the 
data of /1/ also enable us to estimate the range of possible values of the 
antimatter flux. This estimate gives 100- 1 mg of antimatter per day, 
which is consistent to orders  of magnitude with the above figure. In our  
opinion, the resul ts  of the KOSMOS measurements improve the chances 
of the antimatter hypothesis and require further detailed experimental 
observations. 
The main Urs id  maximum is observed for  one 
Figures  10 and 15 show that the increase in  the intensity of the annihila- 
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DETERMINATION OF THE ANTIPROTON FLUX 
IN PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS 
E. A .  Bogomolov, V .  K.  Karakad'ko, N. D.  Lubyanaya, 
V .  A .  Romanov, M. G .  Totubalinu, 
and M. A .  Yamshchikov 
Positively charged particles constitute the main component of the 
pr imary cosmic rays .  
that the only source of antiprotons in cosmic rays  a re  nuclear reactions 
of lhe cosmic-ray particles with the inters te l lar  gas  set  an upper limit 
of "pp- 
estimates of the fraction of antiprotons in pr imary  cosmic rays  were 
mainly obtained from measurements of east-west asymmetry 16- 151. 
Most of these measurements were carr ied out in the ear ly  1950s. Recent 
repor t s  descr ibe resul ts  obtained by other methods /16- 181. 
Churchill, Canada, at residual pressures  of 4.2 g/cm2.  F o r  energies 
between 100 and 150 MeV, Apparao obtained an upper limit of :/p-3. 
Brooke and Wolfendall 1171 obtained p"/p- 5 - lo-' for particles with 
energies around 1000 BeV from measurements of the charge composition 
of particles with energies 30 BeV at sea  level. Another estimate of the 
upper limit of the relative content of antiprotons can be derived from the 
resul ts  of 1181, which give the electron spectrum in the range of 0.50- 
8.4 BV measured from a balloon with a telescope consisting of spark 
chambers and a deflecting magnet. 
which passed through the magnet gap and did not interact in the shower 
spark chamber gives an upper limit of p I p - 4 .  lo-' for energies between 
2 and 5 BeV. 
Measurements of the east-west asymmetry between 3 and 20 BeV 
were carr ied out f rom balloons and rockets using Geiger counter tele- 
scopes 16- 131 and telescopes of directional Cherenkov counters 114, 151. 
The experimental asymmetr ies  were compared with the figures computed 
under the assumption that the pr imary cosmic r ays  consist of protons 
only and the geomagnetic field is a dipole field. The experimental asym- 
met ry  was invariably l e s s  than the theoretical figure. 
according to  the estimates of /1 ,19/  may be accounted for  by the presence 
of about 10% of antiprotons in cosmic rays .  
assumed to  be s imilar  to  the spectrum of protons.) It seems that the sum 
total of the experimental data does not rule out a substantial content of 
antiprotons in pr imary cosmic l ays .  
p/p obtained in east-  west asymmetry experiments.  
Theoretical estimates made under the assumption 
for the antiproton-to-protonflux ratio /1 -51 .  Experimental 
Apparao 1161 searched for antiproton t racks in emulsions exposed in 
The angular distribution of par t ic les  
This  divergence, 
(The antiproton spectrum is 
We tr ied to  establish a better estimate fo r  the upper limit of the ratio 
We planned to  measure 
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with a balloon the differential spectra  of singly charged particles in the 
east and west directions in the region of the geomagnetic thresholds 
with suitable correction for the albedo and the particles produced in the 
residual atmosphere.  On the other hand, in order  to improve the theo- 
retically computed asymmetry,  we meant to determine the geomagnetic 
thresholds with allowance for the non- dipole t e rms  in the geomagnetic 
field expression. 
Cherenkov counter with a Plexiglas radiator, and a gas  Cherenkov counter 
was built 120,211. 
albedo particles and isolated the singly charged particles. 
Cherenkov counters working in the anticoincidence mode generated the 
particle spectrum at energies between 1.7 and 5 BeV (for protons), i . e . ,  
in  the region of middle-latitude geomagnetic thresholds. 
energy threshold of the instrument was adjusted in flight by letting out 
the gas in  portions from the gas  counters. 
particles between 0.6 and 1.7 BeV was determined by means of pulse 
amplitude analysis using the directional Cherenkov counter. 
surements  were carr ied out at a zenith angle of 60". 
alternately pointed east and west. 
t o  the geomagnetic field. 
particles obtained in August 1967 at geomagnetic latitudeh, = 47" and 
residual pressure  of about 10 g /cm2 (from the resul ts  of four flights). 
The background of secondary par t ic les  produced in the residual atmo- 
sphere was computed a s  follows. 
0.6 and 1.9 BeV was determined from the data collected over the flight 
section with 1.9 BeV gas counter threshold and the analysis of the direc- 
tional counter pulses. 
to high energies .  
t ic les  in the residual atmosphere were taken into consideration. 
two corrections a r e  significant only for the derivation of the absolute 
particle fluxes. 
tion of the relative fluxes </p, since their  contribution is virtually 
identical for  protons and antiprotons. 
by a computer. 
was determined by numerical  integration of the equations of particle 
motion in the geomagnetic field / 2 2 / .  The Ear th ' s  magnetic field was 
represented by six spherical harmonics, and the Gaussian coefficients 
g p  and h p  for the epoch 1960 were used 1 2 3 1 .  
was computed using 
spectrum of the pr imary  protons 1241. 
There a r e  significant differences between the experimental spectra  
and the spec t ra  computed f o r  protons alone. The computation of pene- 
trability with the coefficients g F  and h p  for 1967 1251 has shown that 
this  parameter  hardly changed between 1960 and 1967. 
between 1.9 and 2 .6  BeV, the ratio p/p is equal to Nea,t(1.9 - 
2.6 BeV)/Nwest (1.9- 2.6 BeV). 
th i s  interval from the east can be subtracted by using its computed 
value. 
A telescope consisting of two scintillation counters, a directional 
The directional Cherenkov counter eliminated the 
The  gas 
The upper 
The spectrum of the secondary 
The mea- 
The telescope was 
The instrument was oriented relative 
The figure shows the spectra  of singly charged 
The background spectrum between 
The resulting spectrum was then extrapolated 
Absorption and ionization losses  of the pr imary  par- 
These 
They a r e  not particularly important for  the determina- 
The dashed lines in the figure represent the proton spectra  generated 
The penetrability of the region of geomagnetic thresholds 
The theoretical spectrum 
= 2 . 3  for  the index of the differential energy 
For energies 
The small  fraction of protons entering 
Averaging over the four flights gives p /p  = 0.24k0.05. 
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Spectra of singly charged particles in east and west directions at geomagnetic lati-  
tude A, = 47'. Zenith angle 609 
Solid line, experimental; dashed line, computed. 
The observed differences in the spectra  cannot be attributed to  any short- 
lived magnetospheric disturbances, since the measurements were continued 
for one month and the rat io  p/p was constant for all flights within the margin 
of e r r o r .  Moreover, comparison of the proton intensities at E >  30 MeV 
measured at  the same t ime by VENUS-4 1267 beyond the l imi t s  of the mag- 
netosphere with the data of Earth measurements 1 2 7 1  reveals  a total 
absence of strong magnetospheric disturbances in the relevant period. 
There  is a possibility, of course, still undecided, that the differences 
in spectra  a r e  associated with geomagnetic field i r regular i t ies  (deforma- 
tion of the magdetosphere by solar  wind, ring current ,  etc.). Fur ther  
experiments should be carr ied out in order  to  establish whether the relative 
content of antiprotons in the pr imary cosmic r ays  actually exceeds the 
theoretically expected figure. 
east - west asymmetry,  the computation of geomagnetic effects c lear ly  
should be based on all the currently available data concerning the Earth 's  
magnetosphere and low- latitude experiments should be performed in the 
nearest  future. 
With regard to  measurements of the 
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GEOCHEMICAL FEATURES OF THE COMPOSITION 
OF THE UNIVERSE AND THE ORIGIN OF 
ATOMIC NUCLEI 
V.  V .  Cherdyntsev 
REGULAR FEATURES IN THE ABUNDANCE 
OF ATOMIC NUCLEI 
The principal features in the abundance of isotopes and elements a r e  
known for  a number of systems (Earth 's  crust ,  meteorites, the outer 
envelope of the Sun and of most main-sequence s ta rs ;  inters te l lar  mat ter  
and cosmic r ays  have been studied to  a l e s se r  extent). These features  
/ 1 / correspond to the "standard" composition of mat ter  in the Universe, 
i r respect ive of the particular astrophysical character is t ics  and the age 
of the various objects. 
number A, in the form log q = f(A), falls off rapidly in the region of light 
nuclei, dropping by about 10 orders  of magnitude from hydrogen (Z  = 1) 
to  gallium ( Z  = 30). 
there  is a minimum in the region of medium mass  numbers (A = 140- 160).  
This  minimum is particularly distinct for the isotopes of one element 
which have the same parity. 
level approximately by one order  of magnitude. 
of odd isotopes (qA) - the Oddo-Harkins rule. 
reaches 500 for  oxygen isotopes, is equal on the average to  10 for the 
light nuclides, and drops approximately to  2 for the heavy nuclides. 
4.  Among the even isobars ,  the low-charge isobars  (qz -  2)  a r e  
more abundant than the high-charge isobars  (92 ,  q z + 2  - the protected 
i sobars ) .  There is a distinct dependence on the position of the energy 
levels of the isobars ,  but even for  virtually identical energy s ta tes  the 
abundance of the low-charge isobars  is higher by a certain factor. 
5. The ratio q z -  2 /92  markedly increases  with the increase in the 
atomic number of the even isobars  and var ies  by two orders  of magnitude 
on passing from the light isobars  ( Z <  30) to the las t  isobars  of the stable 
elements. 
abundance of the corresponding high- charge isobars ,  although among the 
known cases  of radioactive transitions between these isobars, it  is the 
low- charge isobar that is invariably unstable. 
1. The curve of the nuclide abundance q as a function of the mass  
A s  A increases  further, the curve levels out, but 
The heaviest nuclides exceed the minimum 
2 .  The abundance of even isotopes (9s) is higher than the abundance 
3.  The ratio qs/qA is a function of the mass  number. This ratio 
6 .  The abundance of the low-charge odd isobars  is also higher than the 
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The above regular features of abundance cannot be explained by the 
The energy difference between the even 
energy properties of the atomic nuclei. 
f i t  the binding energy curve. 
and the odd isotopes diminishes for the heavy nuclides, and yet a distinct 
prevalence of the even isotopes is observed in this range. 
with approximately identical energy levels show a distinct excess  of the 
low-charge s ta tes .  
although many of them a r e  unstable, i . e . ,  occupy higher energy s ta tes .  
7.  The deviation of the curve logq = f(A) from the level trend is in 
general  considerable, but there  a r e  regions of particularly high abundance 
of nuclides, corresponding to filled neutron shells (A- Z = 50,82, 126) .  
The high-abundance isotopes SrEE and Zrg0 occur for A-  Z. = 50, and 
and Ce14' correspond to  A-Z = 82. 
cosmic abundance of Fe56 and Ni5' is approximately the same a s  that of Ar36 
and Ca4', whereas the abundance of the intermediate even nuclei i s  1- 2 
o rders  of magnitude lower. 
Sc45 - is observed in all the known systems in the Universe / 1 /. Particularly 
low abundance is characteristic of high- spin nuclides, whether odd (e. g., 
S C ~ ~ ,  j = 712)  o r  particularly even (K4', V5', L u ' ~ ~ ,  etc.). 
the gap in the region of the light metals (Z  = 3-  5) which burn in the thermo- 
nuclear reactions in the s te l lar  interior and the gaps beyond the region of 
isotopes which a r e  not subject to  spontaneous decay (Z>83), where only the 
regions with the isotopes Z = 90, 92, and probably also Z%108 stand out a s  
isolated stability islands. 
of other elements at the beginning of the Periodic Table (the odd and the 
heavy isotopes prevail). This  probably points to a different mechanism 
of formation of the isotopic composition of these elements. 
significant gaps or discontinuities a r e  observed. 
nucleogenesis took place in a single system and that the conditions of 
nucleogenesis did not markedly differ between different par ts  of the 
Universe. It is also significant that this pr imary process produced all 
the atomic nuclei up to  the heaviest radioactive nuclides, unlike the 
secondary processes  (thermonuclear reactions, nuclear reactions t r ig-  
gered by cosmic rays)  which a re  known to be highly selective. 
The curve log q = f (A)  does not 
Even isobars  
The ligher s ta tes  of the odd isobars  a r e  more  abundant, 
A distinct iron peak is observed. The 
A reverse  anomaly - a very low abundance of 
8. There a r e  secondary deviations of the nuclide abundance curve, namely 
The isotopic ratio of lithium and boron is markedly different from that 
The above features  cover the entire range of atomic nuclei, and no 
This  suggests that 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPTS 
O F  NUCLEOGENESIS 
Pokrovskii / 2 /  was the f i rs t  to  show that the common features governing 
the chemical composition of virtually all  the isotopes in nature a r e  of 
necessity an indication of the fact that all the atomic nuclei were produced 
in  a medium close to the s ta te  of thermodynamic equilibrium. 
of such a system, a s  is readily seen, should be subnuclear, and i t s  tempera- 
tu re  should be close to the nuclear temperature (kT = nMeV). 
l a r  isotopic ratio which developed in the system was fixed to  perpetuity 
because the system apparently "froze," i. e., rapidly moved to  the conditions 
The density 
The particu- 
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of relatively low densities and energies commonly characterist ic of the 
Uiiverse  as a whole. Nucleogenesis, according to Pokrovskii, thus 
occurred during the explosion of an ultradense s t a r  and, according to  the 
modern terminology, it can be classified a s  an r-process .  The main 
shortcoming of this  theory was that a thermodynamic equilibrium of 
atomic nuclei for any choice of system parameters  led to an abundance 
curve which greatly differed from the r ea l  curve: the theoretical abun- 
dance of the heavy elements worked out to be much lower than the actual 
abundance. 
131)  failed to  overcome this "heavy nuclei difficulty." The attempts to  
describe the nucleogenesis of the light and the heavy isotopes as two 
separate processes  / 4 /  did not constitute a significant advance. So far 
no break o r  seam has been detected on the abundance curve enabling to  
separate between the groups of nuclei which allegedly formed under 
different conditions. 
The main difficulty encountered in nucleogenesis is the synthesis of 
the heavy nuclei f rom A = 209 (Bi) t o  A = 232 (Th), which have very short  
half-lives. Following the discovery of the f a r  transuranide with the 
probable values Z z l O 8  and A-290, we were faced with the need of 
bridging over an even wider range of short-lived isotopes. 
and advanced the suggestion - not easily accepted by other astrophysicists- 
that the supernova explosions produced a neutron phase. 
period, theoretical physicists, and primarily S. Chandrasekhar 161,  
L. Landau 1 7 1 ,  and H.  Bethe 181,  proved the possible existence of ultra- 
dense s t a r s  and established the relative enrichment of neutrons in the 
course of evolution of stellar matter .  
nuclei in a medium consisting almost entirely of neutrons and maintained 
in  thermodynamic equilibrium was described in / 9 / .  
fitted the conditions of supernova eruptions. 
undergo beta decay and produce the common atomic nuclei. 
even isobars ,  the low-charge isobars  a r e  preferably formed. 
charge even isobars  a r e  produced by secondary reactions in the post- 
explosion stage under conditions far from thermodynamic equilibrium. 
This conception led to a quantitative description of the various features 
of the abundance curve and explained the dependence of the abundance 
on parity. 
abundance of the isobars .  
masses  below some crit ical  value is terminated with the formation of 
neutron stars - the ''vacuum cleaners" of the Universe which actively 
t r ap  all  disperse matter  in  their  ultrastrong gravitational field. These 
theoretical conceptions have meanwhile received partial  experimental 
corroboration in astrophysics. 
The range of pressure-unstable atomic nuclei extends to A = (1 - 3)  . lo4 
191. The recent computations of Swiatecki / l o /  give an upper limit of 
A = 1.3 lo4.  If such ultraheavy atomic nuclei actually exist in nature, 
they are  probably concentrated in  stellar inter iors .  Their presence in 
cosmic r a y s  following ejection into space during supernova explosions 
h a s  not been proved so far. 
E .  Burbidge, Fowler, Hoyle, and Christy in 1956- 1957 111, 1 2 / .  
Other authors (Weizsacker developed the most detailed model 
In the mid- 1930s, Baade and Zwicky /5/  discovered the supernovae 
In the same 
I n  1940, the synthesis of atomic 
These conditions 
Among the 
The neutron fragments 
The high- 
It also provided a qualitative explanation of the observed 
It was shown that the evolution of s t a r s  with 
A more detailed description of nucleogenesis was advanced by G. and 
In 
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addition to  nuclide formation in an exploding neutron system ( a  fast r -process  
according to  their terminology), they also considered a number of slow 
processes  initiated by neutrons and protons in s t a r s  in the la te  stages of 
their  evolution, and also in  the diffuse matter  in space. 
The bulk of the evidence seems to indicate at this stage that the main 
process  responsible for the formation of the "standard" chemical composi- 
tion which constitutes the bas i s  of the observed composition of matter in 
the solar  system and in cosmic rays  is the extremely fast process  of nucleo- 
genesis in a neutron medium. The fine features of the abundance of the 
atomic nuclei a r e  very difficult to  compute, since the energy parameters  
of the initial neutron fragments cannot be accurately extrapolated. It is 
clear ,  however, that the pr imary nuclei of these neutron fragments a r e  
radically different f rom the  stable atomic nuclei of the existing systems.  
This is obvious f rom the very ease with which they bridge over the gap at  
A = 210- 230 or 250- 290, where the ordinary atomic nuclei a r e  highly 
unstable. In addition to  "standardr'- composition matter, the Universe 
also contains s t a r s  in the late stages of evolution where nuclear processes  
with the participation of alpha particles and neutrons, a s  well a s  protons, 
actively take place. 
discussed in 111, 121 Stars  a r e  known where the proton energy source 
have been depleted to such an extent that their  spectra  show no hydrogen 
l ines ,  and the l ines  of helium, carbon, and neon predominate. Certain 
groups of s t a r s  a r e  enriched in C13, the C12/C13 ratio reaching 3- 4, i. e., 
one magnitude higher than the Earth enrichment of this isotope. Various 
types of s t a r s  in the late s tages  of evolution reveal a distinct enrichment 
of the heavy elements of the lanthanide group, zirconium, and lead. Of 
the greatest  interest a r e  the S s t a r s ,  whose spectrum shows technetium 
l ines .  
2.1. l o5  years  (Tcg9), so  that the presence of technetium distinctly points 
to  the presence of active nuclear reactions which encompass the region 
of the heavy elements 1131. 
a r e  highly important. 
mat ter  into the Universe. The evolution of the anomalous-composition s t a r s  
either terminates  in a supernova explosion, which res tores  the "standard" 
chemical composition of the s ta r ,  or in the formation of a neutron s t a r .  
The character  of these slow processes  was first 
The most long-lived isotope of this element has a half-life of 
Fur ther  analysis and systematic classification of the relevant mater ia l  
These s t a r s ,  however, hardly inject "non-standard" 
THE HISTORY OF THE HEAVY ISOTOPES 
While the first efforts in the theory of nucleogenesis could not overcome 
the ''heavy nuclei difficulty" - the marked deficit in the computed abundance 
of the heavy nuclei compared to  the actual abundance of these nuclei in 
the Universe - we a re  currently faced with an opposite difficulty. The 
heavy nuclei in the radioactive region a r e  produced in comparable quantities 
with the neighboring nuclei (Z< 83, Z = 90, 92) ,  which a r e  either stable or 
a r e  conserved during nucleogenesis. We will not consider the fate of 
nuclides with A> 300. There  is a possibility that the matter  of a col- 
lapsing s t a r  had not become fully converted into a neutron phase before 
it exploded a s  a supernova. A certain number of protons in this medium, 
i . e . ,  a small  charge of neutron nuclei, prevents their  interaction with 
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the surrounding matter  during the brief explosion phase, so that the condi- 
tions of thermodynamic equilibrium a r e  not quite exact. Let us now con- 
s ider  the lighter nuclei. 
of decay (except for  individual nuclides in the stability region arcund 
Z = 108). 
shells, A- Z = 50,82, and their  buildup, a s  was f i rs t  noted by Frenkel'  
and Selinov 1141, may account for the maxima on the abundance curve 
in  these regions. 
actually point to  two different spontaneously fissile isotopes, U238 and 
some heavy isotope, possibly P u ' ~ ~ .  
of the heavy and the light transuranides may probably account f o r  the buildup 
of isotopes around A- Z = 50,82. 
minority among the elements corresponding to these maxima. 
has  no such isotopes, and their  content for Sr ,  ,Ye, Ba, and Ce is 10.4, 
6.2, 10.4, and 0.470, respectively. They a r e  definitely not fission products 
of heavy nuclei, but their  abundance does not exceed the normal abundance 
of the isotopes with given A. 
A significant fraction of the atomic nuclei around A = 236- 250 decay 
into the long-lived isotopes ThZ3', U235, and U238. 
a r e  the product isotopes of the ThZ3' decay, possibly existed in the ear ly  
stage of the solar system. 
of the form A = 4 n +  1 rapidly decay to  the final stable product Biz''. 
atomic nuclei around A = 210- 234 a r e  the decay products of natural radio- 
active elements formed in  nucleogenesis; they apparently decayed rapidly, 
enriching the isotopes of lead and bismuth. Of these isotopes, U234 is 
probably the only survivor f rom the pre-  solar-  system t imes.  
The decay of atomic nuclei with A2210 thus enriches, on the one hand, 
the regions of atomic nuclei with filled neutron shells and, on the other 
hand, resul ts  in a buildup of Pb, Bi and also Th and U. The content of 
the lead isotopes PbZo6, Pb"', PbZo8 may probably increase,  although 
hardly more than by one order  of magnitude, compared to the original 
abundance in the nucleogenesis system. Thsi  is evident f rom the iso-  
topic composition of lead in iron meteorites, which is probably virtually 
undistorted by radiogenic lead impurities during the entire previous 
history of the meteorites. The content of the protected isobar PbZo4 
in meteorites is about 270 (compared to  the current content of about 
1.370 in the lead o res  of the Earth 's  c rus t ) .  
The quantitative increment of the heavy radioelements due to  the 
decay of the pr imary transuranides is a big unknown. 
of U235 by the decay products of the element Z 2 1 0 8  probably reached 
about 10% of the original content of U235 during the las t  3.5  billion yea r s  
of the Ear th ' s  history 1151. The lead-bismuth system was probably 
enriched with decay products of the nucleogenesis alpha emit ters  to  a 
grea te r  extent that the uranium-thorium system. A s  a result, the 
filled shell region at A = 126 acquired a maximum on the abundance 
curve, not unlike the maxima in the region of medium mass  number 
isotopes. 
For nuclei with A>  250, spontaneous fission is the predominant mode 
The fission products gravitate mainly to regions of filled 
The fision products in  meteorites - r a r e  gas  isotopes - 
The difference in the fission spectrum 
The protected i sobars  only constitute a 
Zirconium 
U236 and P u ' ~ ~ ,  which 
The nuclides of this region with mass  number 
The 
The enrichment 
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